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STUDENT ACH]EVEMENT AND ATTITUDE TN A

MODERN AND A TRADITTONAL GRADE TEN

GEOMETRY PROGRAM

Statement of the Problem

Instruction in secondary school geometry has been undergoing

signífícant changes in approach and content for the last decade.

Many new programs have been developed for the purpose of providing

a curriculum which \^ras more appropriate than traditional programs

for the needs of secondary students. Because of the lack of

appropríat.e experimental evidence about the effect of such programs

on students, the purpose of this study was to compare the effect of

a modern geometry program with the effect of a traditíona1 geomeËry

program on student achíevement and attitude at the grade ten 1eve1.

Selection of Samglgs

Pí1ot class samples \.^7ere selected on a geographíc basis from

schools which were authorized to use the modern text, Geometry, by

Moise and Downs. The respondents were compared on a class to class

basis with traditional classes using A First Course in Plane Geometry

by Oliver et al. selected, with one exception, from the same schools.

The eight classes in this study provided three experimental compari-

son groups which íncluded: (1) five class to class comparison

samples; (2) a matched sample; and (3) a total pilot-traditional

samp le.



Pre-Experimental Data

Pilot and tradítional groups \^zere matched on five varíables

obtained from the administration of two pre-tests, Mathematics

Attitude Scale and Sequential Tests of Educational Progress - Form

2A, and the collection of information about the sex, age, mental

ability and grade nine final mathematics mark of each student.

These measuremenLs r¡rere anaLyzed by using a stepwíse discriminant

function analysis program.

Treatment of Experimental Data

Four post tests, Cooperative Geometry (C00P), Geometríca1

Achievement lvleasure Experíment (GAME), Mathematics Attitude Scale

(MAS), and Geometríca1 Attitude Scale (GAS) r,¡ere adminístered to

all participants. The results from these tests provided informa-

tion about nine experimental variables which were analyzed by using

a correlation matrix program and a stepwise discríminant function

program to test t\^lo of the three experimental hypotheses. In addi-

tion, an ítem analysís wíth appropriate tests of signifícance was

carried out on the Cooperative 
+t*e.!5¡ 

(COOP) and the Geometrical

Achievement Measure Experíment (GA¡,IE) tests.

Summary of Findings

1. There is no significant difference, with one exeeptíon,

between the achievement of the pilot and traditional groups on the

total GAME test. The exception revealed that one pilot class had

outperformed the traditional class in terms of achievement. An item

v



analysis of the GAME tesË also disclosed that all pilot groups

responded better than their traditional counterparts to questions

relaÈing to the structure of a miniature geometry and items con-

cerning congruence situations.

2. There is no significant difference, with one exception,

between the achievement of the pilot and traditional groups on the

total COOP test. A discriminant analysis of the results on this

test revealed thal the exception occurred in a comparison group

where the pí1ot class achieved superior results to the traditional

class. In addition, an item analysis of the C00P test revealed

several signíficant divergent responses between the pilot and

traditional groups. This examination revealed that the pilot

groups performed better than the traditional on ítems referring to

congruerì.ce situations, while the traditional groups produced results

superior to the pilot groups on items relating to angle measures

and the properties of isosceles triangles.

3. There are significant correlations among the total sample

populatíon, the total pilot sample, and the total traditional sample

on the following eleven variables: (1) MAS (2) cAl"ß (3) C00P

(4) GAS-Text (5) GAS-Course (6) GAS-Needs (7) GAS-Interest

(8) GAS-Involvemerit (9) GAS-Total (10) SCAT (11) 9MATH.

An examination of three correlation matrices revealed that all the

experimental tests were measuring consistently. In addition, almost

all the intercorrelations r^zere signíficant" There was a highly

significant correlation between grade nine mathematics final mark

vi



and the other ten variables wíth an advantage in favour of the

total pilot group. One interpretation may be that the increase

in significant correlations for the pilot group may índicate that

previous success in grade nine mathematics helped a student accept

the pilot geometry course better than it helped a student accept

the traditional geometry program.

4. There r¡/as no significant difference, with one exception,

beÈween the pilot groups and the traditional groups on the nine

experimenta1- varLables. The exception revealed that the pilot

class had achieved better results on Cooperative Geometry and the

Geometrical Achievement Measure

tional class. However,

ted the text and course

ínterested and involved

class.

Conc lus ions

The results of this study show no consistent pattern of

superiority for either the pilot or the traditional geometry pro-

grams in terms of student achievement and attitude. In all compari-

son groups, except one, equivalent results were obtained by both

treatments. This supported and verified the findings of similar

studies which have concluded that students taking a modern geometry

course do as well as students taking a traditional geometry course.

However, nowhere in the data of this study rvas there any indication

of a strongly positive acceptance of geometry by either the pilot or

vii

the tradítional class in thís group accep-

content more favourably and were more

in their geometry program than the pilot

Experíment tesËs than the tradi-



the traditional groups. Consequently, further research is recom-

mended to study methods r^rhich will increase student enjoyment and

acceptance of geometry.

In the judgement of Manitoba mathematícs teachers and

University professors the modern geometry program contaíned ín

Geometry by Moise and Downs \¡Ias more mathematically sound and more

compat.ible with the present and future needs of university-oriented

students. The fact that the modern course students learned signi-

ficant geometrical concepts not usually treated in the tradítional

course, buL which should be elements of a modern course, T¡/as arl

added advantage for Lhem. Consequently, the modern geometry

program contained in Geometry should be considered as an acceptable

alternative to the traditional secondary geometry Program contained

in A First Çqqtge In Plane Geqqqg.y.

vtal_
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The tradítional first course in geometry has been Euclidean-

based for several thousand years. Sínce the turn of this century the

pedagogical and logical defects of Euclid's approach have been recog-

n|zed and criticized. As a result, instruction in geometry has been

undergoing significant changes to the present day. There is no longer

any need to rely completely upon Euclidts theorems and methods because

several acceptable alter.native programs have been written and are

beíng used in schools across the continent. Hovrever, there is a need

to evaluate such programs on a local experimental basis to help deter-

mine whether their stated objectives satisfy the needs of our secondary

students in Manitoba. Part of the intent of this study \^las to supply

appropriate experimental evidence which would assist provincial curri-

culum planners in makíng decisions about a neL^/ geometry Plogram'

Effective instruction in geometry is required by our young

people, and appropriate geometry programs must be authorized by the

Department of Education to help provide that instruction. Neverthe-

1ess, it was not the intent of this study to provide material upon

which a course outline could be based.

THE NATURE OF THE ]NQUIRY

CHAPTER

Statement of the Problem

The basic purpose of this study was to evaluate how well grade

ten students \,{ere achieving in a modern and in a traditional geometry

THE PROBLEM
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program, and to what extent they I,\7ere accepting each. Thís study did

not propose to decide whether grade ten students should or should not

study geometry of either a traditional or a modern kind. The answer

to this question can not be provided by the usual methods of empirical

educational research. The answer must be given by the collectíve

decision of curriculum planners and professional educators and based

on educationally sound evidence.

A Need for Investigation

The need for such an investigation was evident from a study of

reports in current publications. Johnson notes that these are criti-

cal times in mathematics education. This is so because much of the

criticism being made of ne\,r' mathematics programs is extremely diffi-

cult to ans\¡/er.

information about

Ís both necessary

that will give valid information to help compare the mathematics pro-

1grams.- He describes the present situation in the following way:

Johnson maintains that we do not now have enough

Although several ímportant studies have been made, we have not
established criteria, we have not devised measuring instruments;
and ure have not completed research that would give us valid
information about the effectiveness of a mathematics O.og.t*.2

These comments may also be applied to the currenL state of affairs for

the effectiveness of new mathematics programs. It

and possible, accordíng to Johnson, to design studíes

new geometry programs. There is an urgent need for the appraisal of

geometry programs in terms of student achievement and attitude.

1oorro.r"r,

Classroom," !þ9

2rbid., p.

A. Johnson,
Mathematics

L48

rrA Pattern for Research
Teacher, 59:4IB-425, May

in the Mathematics
, L966.
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The Report of the Secondary School Curriculum Committee empha-

izes the present concern as follows:

Increasing emphasis is beÍng given to the significance of
mathematics as a substantial part of our culture and to the
rapidíty with which it is changing and is producing change. As
a consequence, both 1ay opinion and professional opinion have
become quite concerned over the curriculum content and the
instructional practices which characterize the current mathe-
matics program in the schools of our nation. The significance
of this concern and the serious nature of its implications are
underscored"by the questíons which teachers and administrators
are asking. J

They are also concerned about the changing emphasis on geometry

the secondary school curriculum. Presently, this emphasis is a

of confusion to many educators. The issues which are central to

mining an effective and appropriate secondary geomet.ry program must

be clarified to alleviate that confusion. Geometry is a sígnificant

subject in the secondary mathematics curriculum because it presents

an excellent opportunity for a student to learn about the nature of

mathematics and how it is created. Thus, provincial curriculum

planners must arrive at some valid answers to Ëhe question, t'trrlhat

shall we teach in hígh school geometry?"4

The Report of the Secondary School Curriculum Cormníttee,

describing the importance of geometry in the secondary school mathe-

matics curriculum, noted:

Those who teach geometry ín our schools should be assured that
they are making a vital contríbution to the education of their
pupils. Synthetic plane geometry taught from a suitable text by

3secondary School Curriculum Committee: N.
ary Mathematics Curriculum (trnlashington: National

LN

of Mathematics , 1959), p. 389.

4lr.ring Ad1er, "\nlhat Shall trrÏe Teach in High School Geometry,r'
The Mathematics Teacher, 6L:226-238, March, L968.

s ource

deter-

C.T.M., The Second-
Council of Teachers
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a competent teacher provídes magnificent opportunitíes for bring-
ing to life in the minds of the pupils latent po\.,/ers of analysis,
insight, and reasoning. No other mathematics course contains
such a wealth of nontrivial original exercises of all degrees of
difficulty. Pupils have the experience first of proving fairly
simple (almost immedíate) consequences of varíous theorems, and
later of solving more sophisticated originals based on a more
miscellaneous set of theorems. The solving of such originals
will involve consÍderable thought, trial-and-error experience,
and a gradual development of an a\^rareness of essential needs.
inlhen a pupil has, af.ter considerable effort, solved any original
of the more challenging type, he has gained a great victory.
The experience can make a sígnificant contribution toward the
increase of his po\,üer over any situation, mathematical or other-
wíse, requiring sustained and creative thinking.5

As a result, in addition to investigating the basíc purpose,

this study \¡/as considered to be significant for several practical

reasons. Fírst, the importance of geomet.ry in the secondary mathe-

matics curriculum and íts changing emphasis required that appropriate

value judgemenËs on nevr geometry programs be made by provincía1 curri-

culum planners. Secondly, there r¡/as a definite lack of experimental

evidence about the effectiveness of a proposed pilot geometry program.

Consequently, it became a subsidiary purpose of this study to supply

some evidence to assist the planners.

II. DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This study was concerned with two different groups of students:

one group taking a modern geometry course and denoted as the pilot

group; the other taking the conventional geometry course and denoted

as the traditional group. The pilot group followed the geometry

program contained in the text, Geometry, by Moise and Dor.¡ns' The

5S..ondt.y School Curriculum Committee: N.C.T.M.,
ary Mathematics Curriculum (trnlashington: National Council
of Mathematics, 1959), p. 404.

The Second-
of f"".tot"



traditional group used the program contained in A First course in

Plane

and traditional students \^rere enrolled in the university Entra

course which included a second language and limited electives.

Geometry, by Oliver, trnlinters and Hodgkinson. Both the p

Se lec tion

Pilot samples were selected from schools where pilol classes

\^rere actually being conducted. Traditional classes v/ere selected

of Samples

from the same schools with one exception. This

tional class which was selected from a matching

economíc school area as the pilot class area.

The total experímental or pilot group of

was obtained from three secondary schools selected on a geographic

basis. This grouP was composed of four classes of students selected

from the total pilot population of grade ten students using Geometry

by Moise and Downs. A control sample of 114 grade ten students was

5

selected from comparable classes and schools. rt contained four

classes of students using the traditional text, A First Course

ilot

nce

Plane Geometry. rn the total pilot sample, 37 students were enrolled

in a trrlínnipeg school, 25 ín a suburban school, and 36 in a rural

school. The total traditional sample consisted of 67 students from

a trrlinnipeg school, 26 ftom a suburban school and 2I from a rural

school.

exception lrras a tradi-

geographic and socio-

98 grade ten students

Experimental Comparison Groups

Three kinds of experimental comparison groups \üere provided by

the eight classes in this study. These included: (1) five class-to-

ln
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class comparison samples , (2) a matched sample, and (3) a Eotal

pilot-traditional sample. The five class-to-c1ass comparíson groups

\,/ere structured as follows: Groups f and II were composed of three

classes, one pilot and two traditional from a large Winnipeg high

school, arranged so that the pilot class \.üas compared with each of

the tradÍtional classes; Group IIl consisted of rwo classes) one pilot

and one traditional, taught by the same teacher and selected from the

same large suburban high school; Groups TV and V were composed of

three classes) t\,üo pilot and one traditional, selected from two

different composite rural high schools and arranged so that each

pilot class was compared with the traditional class

Tn addition, a matched sample v¡as selected in the following

\ray. A table of random numbers was used to select. thirty students

from the total pilot group. They were then matched in terms of the

variables, sex, age, mathematical ability and achievement, with thirty

students selected from the total traditional c1ass. Finally, the

total pilot group \^ras compared with the total traditional group.

The basic experimental strucLure used in this investigatíon

\,^ras a post test only design with matched control or traditional

group samples based on pre-experímental characteristics. As a result,

the pilot and tradítional groups v/ere matched on f ive varíables that

are correlated with the experimental varíables of achievement and

attitude. The variables selected were student age, mental abiLi-ty,

mathematics achievement, mathematical ability and attitude towards

mathematics.



Administration of Pre-Tests

Two pre-tests were administered by the participating teachers

to all students during the second week of September, 1966. One of

these rras a standardized mathematics achievement test entitled

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress, Mathematics - Form 24,

developed by the Educational Testing Service, Cooperative Test Divi-

sion, Berkely, California. The other \^/as a mathematics attitude test

entitled Math AËtitude Scale (MAS). It was developed by Aikens of

the University of North Carolina to measure a positive or negative

attitude towards mathematics.

Experimental Procedure

September, 1966 until the second week of May, 1967 . During this time

both the pilot and traditional classes followed the programs presented

in their texts. Four post tests \.^/ere administered to each student to

provide ans\^7ers to the following questions: (1) Is there a diff er-

ence in the relative achíevement of students taking a conventional

geometry program as compared to those taking a pilot geometry program?

and (2) Is there a difference in the degree of acceptance of grade

ten geometry by both groups of students? Student attitudes tor^rard

the two geometry programs were measured by two instruments, one

developed under the title Mathematics Attitude Scale (UAq), and the

other developed under the title Geometrical Attitude Scale (Q![). To

evaluate student achievement under both programs the following two

tests were used: (1) Cooperative Geometry: Form A -- a standard-

ized test designed to measure the studentts comprehension of the basíc

The experimental period continued from the second week of



concepts, techníques and unifying principles in geometry' and (2)

Geometrical Achievement luleasure Experíment (GAME) -- a criterion

achievement test developed by the writer.

All post tests are included in the Appendix and described in

detail in Chapter IV. Results from these tests \,üere scored by the

writer and then recorded on punch cards for processing by a computer.

III. ASSUMPTIONS AND L]MTTAT]ONS OF THE STUDY

As sump tions

Tt was assumed that the partícipating teachers follovred the

test directions for administration and maintained effective testing

conditions. An accepted condition of this study was also that the

tests were kept secure and that the students had not practiced similar

items. It was further assumed that all participating students had the

necessary skil-1 to deal adequat.ely with multíple choice test items,

and that all teachers had the necessary training to administ.er such

tests effectivelY.

Límitations

This study may be limited by the ability and competence of the

teachers to instruct the pilot and traditional courses, although

several replicatíons r.{ere drawn from different school areas to mínimize

this effect. For the same reason an attempt was made to include in

the study teachers of similar academic and professional qualifications.

The inexperience of pilot course teachers with the ne\,/ geometry

program may have limited the results of this study. Traditional course

teachers had the advantage of príor instructional practice with their



course.

The length of the experimental period may have been a third

limitation. It is quite possíble that long term results of either

the pilot or the tradítional approach may have occurred if the experí-

ment had continued further. However, the measurement of either the

retention of, or increase in, achievement standards and positíve

attitudes \,^/as not. an objective of the study.

Finally, the procedures used to select the pilot and tradi-

tional groups may have influenced the results. As a result, ãnY

inferences made about the samples must be done with caution. In

effect, the comparison samples which were selected were those that

were available in terms of the scarcity of pílot classes.

IV. HYPOTI]ESES TESTED

9

tion:

The following nu11 hypotheses T,lere tested in this investiga-

Hypothesis I

No significant differences

responses of students of the Pilot

tional groups on each of the items

Achievement Measure Experiment and Cooperative Geometry.

Hypothesis II

No significant correlations exisL among the total sample popu-

1aÈíon, the total pilot groups and the total traditional group on the

following eleven variables: (a) student attitude towards mathematics

(b) student achievement on a criterion test; (c) student achievement

exist between the percentage correct

groups and students of the tradí-

of the tr,¡o tests Geometrical
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on a standardízed test; (d) student attítude towards the text; (e)

student attitude towards course content; (f) student needs; (g)

student interest in geometry; (h) student involvement in geometry;

(i) total score of five GAS sub-resrs; (j) mental ability test; and

(k) prior mathematical achievement.

Hvpothesis TII

No significant mean differences exist between the students of

the pilot group and the students of the traditional group on the

following nine experimental variables: (a) student attitude towards

geometry; (b) student achievement on a criterion test; (") student

achievement on a standardized test; (d) student attitude tor.vards text;

(e) student attitude towards course content; (f) student needs; (g)

student interest in geometry; (h) student involvement in geometry;

and (i) total score of five GAS sub-tests.



The literaLure on evaluation of secondary mathematics programs

was examined for pertinent studies in geometry. This review revealed

that very litt1e published research on the evaluation of modern

geometry courses r¡ras on the record. Not only was there a scarcíty of

such research, but also many researchers reported conflicting results

in the investigations that were completed and published. Some studies

concluded that modern geometry programs \.,rere more effective than

traditional programs, while other studies concluded the opposíte.

For the past decade some form of modern geometry program has

been tried in differenl American schools. However, in most places the

changes have occurred so recently that research projects have not been

carried out. Consequently, publíshed research on comparative geometry

studies is quite limited.

A RXVTEW OF THE LITERATURE

CHAPTER I]

traditional mathematics programs generally and geometry programs

specifically has been published and sponsored by the School Mathematics

1
Study Groups. They have undertaken a varíety of studies. TWo which

are pertinent for this investigation r^rere carried out for the SMSG by

T.

The greatest volume of research data comparing modern and

EXPERII{EMAL EVALUATION OF GEOMETRY PROGRAMS

Newsletter, 26:5-13, April, 1967.

1S"hoo1 Mathematics Study Groupr 'TSMSG Publications," SMSG
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the Educational Testíng Servíce2 and the Minnesota National Labor-
?

atory.- They hTere evaluations of student achievement in the SMSG

courses and not evaluations of the courses themselves. The studíes

evaluated student achievement in a course in terms of the analysis

of student scores on specified standardized tests at the end of the

cours e.

Educational

The first study, conducted by the Educational Testing Service,

found that students in SMSG classes do about as well as students in

conventional classes on standardized tests of achievement. In addí-

Tes ting

tion, they discovered that students in SMSG classes learned substantial

amounts of mathematícs not included in tradition"l "orrt"u".4 Part of

the research program carried on by the Minnesota National Laboratory

and the Educational Testing Service included a comprehensive evalua-

tion of the SMSG geometry test at the grade ten level. Because this

text is quite similar in presentation and organízatíon to the text,

Geometry, by Moise and Downs, the results of thís area of their

research are particularly significant.

At the grade ten level, Payette report.s, for the Educational

Testing Service, that the average achievement of a traditional grade

Service

2s"hoo1 Mathematics Study Group, "Reports on Student Achieve-
ment in SMSG Courses," SMSG Newsletter, 10:I-26, November, L96L,

letter
3P",r1 Rosenbloom, "Minnesota National Laboratory," SMSG News-
No. 10 (November, L96I), pp. L2-26.

4Roland F. Payette,'rEducational Testing Servicer" rug
letter, 10:5-11, November, L96I.

News-
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ten geometry group r,/as 6.25 ratt score points higher than the modern

group in plane geometry. The advant.age of the traditional group in

this study over the modern group was both practically and statisti-

cal1y significant. 0n the other hand, all other modern groups scored

as well as the traditional groups in this study at the secondary 1eve1,

with this one exception in grade ten plane geo*etry.5

In a second set of comparisons, reported in the same study,

the traditional group, exposed to conventional geometry, had neither

a pronounced nor a consistent advantage over the modern group with

respect to the learning of tradítional mathematical skills.6 The

achievement of the traditional group \.À/as compared with the achievement

of the modern group who were taught by teachers who previously taught

SMSG mathematics. Although the grade ten modern geometry group had

higher average achievement scores on cornmon tesLs of traditional

mathematics than the traditional group the difference was not statis-

tically significant. A major conclusion of the Educational Testing

Servíce Study was that the SMSG currículum at all grade levels does

not detract from student achievement with respect to traditional

mathematical skí1ls.

To determine whether the SMSG curriculum resulted in a measur-

able extension of developed mathematíca1 ability beyond that of tradi-

tional mathematics instruction was another aim of the ETS study. Con-

sequently, the traditional group \^7aS compared wíth t\^/o sets of modern

groups on the basis of their performance on SMSG tests. Both modern

5rbid.,

6rbru.,
p. 7.

p. 8.
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groups had higher achievement scores than the grade ten plane geom-

etry traditional group. Thus, Payette concludes:

students exposed to SMSG instruction acquire pronounced
and consístent extensions of developed mathematics abilíty beyond
that developed by students exposed to conventional mathematics
ins truction. 7

Minnesota National Laboratory

For the Minnesota National Laboratory, Rosenbloom reported an

experimental study dealing with the evaluation of student achievement

in grade ten SMSG geometry. He índicated that students in the SMSG

classes did at least as well as could be expected in achievement.

The highest-ability students (top quartíle) did slightly worse than

expected in the post test, but the following fal1 they did slíght1y

beLter than expected on retention tests. Data from the study also

revealed that 1ow ability students do slíghtly better in the SMSG

geometry course than would be expected. Because there \,,/ere no control

classes available in this study, the comparisons made \^/ere on the

basis of publisher's data for STEP norms on the performance of stud-

ents in conventiorral c1asses.8 In surmnary, Rosenbloom states:

trn/e did not find any ability group in the SMSG course for any
grade that did much worse than would be expected according to
national norms. In all cases the students did at least as well
as would be expecled and in some cases much better.9

Thus, the major conclusion of both the Educational Testing Service

7rbro.,

letter
B-Paul Rosenbloom,
No. 10 (November,

p. 10

9rotd., o. 24.

"Minnesota National
1961), pp. L2-26.

Laboratoryl' SMSG News-



and the Minnesota National Laboratory studies is that

geometry program contained in the SMSG text, Geometry,

ive as the traditional approach in developing student

United States Offíce of Education

A surmnary analysis of research in mathematics education for

1961 and 1962 was prepared by Brown and Abell for the Uníted States

Office of Educatio.,.10 A review of Ëhis material revealed that some

researchers \.^lere interested in the evaluation of the "ne\,,7tt programs

in mathematics at the secondary 1eve1. Their studíes indicated that

high school studenls using a modern geometry program do as well on

standardized tests as students using a traditional program. Although

few research Studies on ttnelnTtt geometry Programs \Álere repor¡ed for

1961 and L962, Brown and Abel1 do mention the following two. First,

Ikaft reports that grade ten geometry classes using SMSG materials

did as well as students from all parts of the United States had done

on STEP standardized tesar.tt Secondly, Campo reveals that he com-

pared the effectiveness of the modified geometry program proposed by

the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) wíth a tradítional
12

plane geometry program. The comparison was made on the basis of

achievement on the ACE Cooperatíve Plane Geometry Test and the Otis

15

the modern

is as effect-

achi evement.

l0Kenneth E. Brov¡-n and Theodore L. Abell, Analysis of Research
in the Teaching of Mathematics (trrlashington: Bureau of Educational
Research and DevelopmenL, 1965).

llcharl.s H. Kraft, rrEvaluatíon of SMSG Grades 7-12," cited by
K. E. Brown and T. L. Abe11, op. cit., p. 62,

l2lavid V. Campo, "An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the
Modified Geometry Program Proposed by the CEEB as compared with the
Traditional Geometry Program,rr cit.ed by Brown and Abe11, oP. cit.,
p. 36.



Quick Scoring Mental Abilitv

sígníficant difference in achievement between the modern and tradi-

tional groups.

course based largely upon

approach used in Geometry

Bell reports similar results in his study of a modern geometry

and a traditional grade

Geometrv Test.

Tes t.

well as the traditional group, even though the former had much less

opportunity to practice items of the sort on the Shaycoft test.

Campo notes that there \.{as no

Research Studies Between 1959 and 1965

the Birkhoff-Beatley

by Moise "rrd Doo^".13

I{is observations \,üere that the modern group did as

A survey of research

pared by Dessart provided an

investigations between 1959

ten geometry group with the Shavcoft Plane

secondary mathematics research as follows:

L6

concepts; the same

The revolution in secondary mathematics education was reflected
in the types of studÍes carried out during 1960-1963. Although
most experimental investigations were of 1ímited scope and dura-
tion, one began to see indícations of a trend toward rather
exhaustive studies of i¿ider scope and longer duration than those
of previous three-year periods. Such studies, which are likely
to províde valid conclusions upon whích to base currícular deci-
sions, must become standard rather than unusual if future research
ín mathematics education is to make exceptional contributions to
the improvement of instruction. 15

He tested a modern

in secondary mathematics educatíon pre-

interesting sunnnary of mathematical
1L

and L963.-'

13Mr* S. 8e11, "Hígh School Geometry via Ruler-and-Protractor
Axioms - Report on a Classroom Trial," The Mathematics Teacher, 54:
353-360, May, 7961.

He describes the trend ín

Revier,z

14lorr"1d J. Dessart, "Mathematics in The Secondary Schoo1,"
of Educational Research, 34:.298-3I2, June, L964.

15 Ibid., p. 298.



Ilowever, before such studies can be carried out it will be necessary

for the researchers to come to some fundamental agreement about the

goals of mathematics education. Dessart suggests that additíonal

research should be undertaken to delineate and agree on the object-

ives for all secondary school st,rdents.16 In addition, the goals

should be defined in terms of expected changes in behaviour patterns

so that an effective evaluation can be made. This conclusion indí-

cates a direction for future mathematics education research to take.

At present, Dessart discovered that most studies faced a basic

problem caused by the teacher variable. He concluded that most com-

parative investigations were probably better measures of the effective-

ness of teachers under particular SetS of conditions than of the

effectiveness of *ethods.17 Another basic problem confronted by most

comparative studies \.^/as the ínadequacy of their measuring instruments.

Dessart reported that more often than not the measuring techniques

L7

selected did not adequately measure the objectives of the course or

18topics.*" Consequently, basic research on tesË design is requíred to

improve this aspect of comparaLive curriculum investígatíons. In

this study, the second basic problem \^ras confronted by the writer in

the design of the t\.^/o instruments, Geometrical Attitude Scale (qAq)

and Geomelrical Achievement Measure Experiment (GAME). The techniques

used to validate both insLruments are discussed in detail ín Chapter IV.

16rbro. , o. 2gg.

17rbrd. , o. 301.

turoru., pp. 30z-303.



mathematics programs is noted by Dessart in the organizaLion of the

National Longitudinal Study of Mathematical Abilities (NLSMA). He

Further evidence of the increased interest in secondary

concludes that this study has been structured to compensate for the

weaknesses, already pointed out by

i"". 19 In the intent of the NLSMA

cern for the identification of factors having a significant long

range effect on success in maËhe*atics.20

Cahen also recognized this concern, and he describes the

objectíves of the NLSMA study as follows:

A major purpose in undertaking this large sca1e, five year
research program r,ras to gather necessary achÍevement data for
the constantly evolving processes of mathematics curriculum
revision and modification.

him, in current evaluation stud-

study, Dessart recognizes a con-

A second purpose of the study.r^7as to learn a great deal more
about the nature of mathematical abilities. The study will a1so,
hopefully, provide sound leads for tightly controlled experiment-
ation in the future. A highly important by-product of the
research endeavour will be the creation and field testing of many
evaluative instruments and techniques for assessing achievement
in mathematics.

Lastly, the study may provide information that will contribute
Ëo a better understanding of the processes of learning in school
environments with special relevance to the learning of mathemaEícs.2I

At the present time, Ëhe initial stages of the above study have

1B

been completed, but unfortunately no comprehensive reporËs will be made

available on it until early 1969.

l9rbrd.,

2r_l,e,onard
tudinal Study of
522-523, 0ctober,

20rbrd., 
o.

p. 306.

307 .

S. Cahen, rrAn Interim Report
Mathematical AbilitÍes," The

L965.

on the National Longi-
Mathematics Teacher, 5B:
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Burns and Dessart have emphasized the need for an effective

evaluation of traditional and modern mathematics programs in their

summary of mathematics studies for L965. Their report disclosed that

the past decade has witnessed the development of new curricular

materials ín secondary mathematics education and that it appears that

the next decade will produce a large number of evaluation studies.

Many of the new curricular changes may or may not have been actual

improvements and without sound evaluations, propaganda rather than

sound reasoning may dictate innovations in the curricula of 
""hoo1".22

Wick identifies one of the dangers in comparative evaluation

studies in the following:

trnlhen interpreting the results of ... any ... comparison of
traditional and experímental mathematics program materials, ít
must always be recognized that there is great variatíon among
"traditionalrr school mathematics programs. Undoubtedly there are
specific mathematics programs of a traditional type which are
more effective, and others which are less effective, in a given
school sítuation than any experimental program. Nevertheless, it
is still imporËant to know how a ner,ü or experimental mathematics
program compares with traditional programs in genera1.23

The National Councí1 of Teachers of Mathematics

The Natíona1 Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTl'l) has also

expressed some concern about the quality and credíbí1ity of current

research in mathematics education. Its experience has been that many

teachers are asking for evídence to support or deny the current crop

22DonaLd. J. Dessart and ?aul C. Burns, "A Surnrnary
gations Relating to Mathematics in Secondary Education:
S c ience

23Mrr"h"11 E. Wick, "A Study of the Factors Associated l^/ith
Success in First Year College Mathematics," The Mathematics Teacher,
58:648, November, L965.

and Mathematics , 67:L35-I44, February, L967.

of Investi-
L965," School
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of claims demanding changes in curriculum and pedagogy for geometry

and algebra programs. This organization recognizes that valid and

effective research ís necessary to provide the answers, but that

much of it is not meeting the demands that seem to be " "tgirrg,z4
After consideration of its role in providing answers to some of the

questions about mathematics research, the National Council of Teachers

of Mathematics published Research

following purposes:

(1) to provide a rationale for both basic and applied
research in mathematics education; (2) to exhibit significant
research efforts; (3) to clarify the complementary nature of
trinformation-oriented'r (basic) and "product-orientedtr (applied)
research; (4) to demonstrate the potential impact of research
and the implementation of research on the teaching of mathematics;
and (5) to sample the reactions of members of the profession to
a research-oríented journal in mathematícs education.25

The eleven papers reported in this research publication indi-

cate that many different kinds of research and development are at

present underway in mathematics education. In one paper, the case is

made for basic research in mathemaLics education with theory construc-

tion as an essential guide to data collection. In three other papers,

the authors report studies designed to increase understanding about

the teaching and learning of mathematics. Other studies reported are

concerned with the importance of prior learning in the acquisition of

mathemaLical knowledge, and the significance of new technologies for

constructing materials and curricula. The studies reported are

in Mathematics Education for the

(Ialashington: National Council of Teachers of

24Jo".ph l,i. Scandura (ed.), Research ín

25-. .IDr_C., pp. rrl-lv.

Mathematics Education
Mathematics, 1967).
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characterízed as either rrínformation-orientedil or rrproduct-oriented.'r

The first phrase is used to describe studies which seek information

leading to the development of theory about mathematics learning,

teaching, andfor curricula. The phrase, "producË-oriented,rr is used

to describe studies which may use the theory or technology to devise

a nevr process or product, and then evaluate the process or producL

with an eye to its ímprovement.

In conclusion, Scandura notes the future pattern of research

in mathematics education:

if mathematics education is to improve fundamentally beyond
its present state more r¿i11 be required than simply teaching more
mathematícs at an earlier age. lnle, as mathematics educators,
will have to turn our attentíon more and more towards the develop-
ment of improved technologies for preparing materials and for
instructing students. Such advanced technologies, in turn, may
be expected to depend increasingly on a more complete under-
standing of how mathematical knowledge is organized, learned,
taught, measured, and created.

Information-orient.ed research, product-oriented research, and
development are all necessary.26

The Present Research Situation

fn this thesis the research may be described as product-oriented

in the sense that it is evaluative in nature. It is similar to the

evaluative work of the School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG). This

group did not strive to study particular methods of teaching the sub-

ject matter that \,üas selected. Tnstead, they allowed the teachers

who were usíng their texLual materials to employ any methods they

wished, so that the "methods'r variable was randomized. Consequently,

26raru., pp. rz4-125.
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they were more concerned with the relation between subject matter

taught a student and hís behaviour subsequent to havíng been taught

ir.
0n this continent, the present state of affairs of research on

geometry programs could be summarized as follows: First, some isol-

ated research work has been carried out on evaluatíng geometry pro-

grams on Ëhe part of individuals engaged in doctoral programs. The

results of such research has been inconclusive for the most part.

Secondly, there has been a major effort by the School Mathematícs

Study Group to promoËe their Program from I(-72 by carryíng out exhaus-

tive evaluation studíes that compare modern and traditional courses.

As for geometry, the results show that the modern program does as

well as the traditional program when student achievement is compared.

Finally, researchers in mathematics educatíon recognize the need for

large scale comprehensive studies to be carried out to evaluate not

only the ner,^/ emerging geometry programs but also all mathematics

programs. Some of the dangers inherent in such research have already

been identifíed in areas where research safeguards may be employed.

A review of the literature of evolving mathematics programs

indicates that many ne\,{ geomelry courses have been developed and will

be developed to provide for the current and future mathematical needs

of today's young people. The traditional programs are being replaced

by new courses, content and materials. It appears that the majority

of current new programs are designed to develop the processes and

II. TIIE EMERGING PROBLEMS
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concepts of mathematics rather than the rote memotizatLon of factual

information. The content of the new mathematics courses is the

"hardwaren of what many authors have described as the rrrevolutíon ín

school mathematics," and the emerging programs in geometry are one

part of this revolution.

The RevoluËion in Mathematics

Baley Price in "Progress in Mathematics and Its Implícations

for the Schoolsil recognized the revolution as a fact and described

its three basic causes as: (1) extensive research in basic mathe-

matics t (2) automation; and (3) automatic digital computing mach-

a1
irras. '' He notes:

The changes in mathematics in Progress at the present time
are so extensive, so far-reaching in their implications, and so
profound that they can be described only as a revolutt-on.¿o

As a result of the revolution in mathematícs the total maLhematics

curriculum from I( to 12 has been forced to change to insure thaË the

mathematics education provided by the schools was adequate for the

present and the future'

Allendoerfer in I'The second Revolution in Mathematics'f has

also noted the fact of the revolution in school mathematics, and he

has descríbed several of the significant features of its development'

Tn particular, he noted that the first revolutíon in mathematics

education began ín the smaller colleges in the United States after

27C. Baley price, "Progress in Mathematics and lts Implícations
for the Schoolsrrr The Revolution in School Mathematics (Washington:

National Council of f"""f*.s of Mathematics , I96L), PP' L-14'
ootorbid., p. 1.
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World tr^Iar II where new curricular college materials were being pro-

duced by mathematics professors interested in revitalizing an old,

du11 and sterile curriculum. This sítuaLion came to the attention

of the College Entrance Examination Board which appointed a Commis-

síon on Mathematics to study how changes could be made in the school

mathematics curriculum. The Cournission consulted with other grouPS,

such as that at the University of Illinois and examined mathematics

programs for university-bound young people. They publíshed a report

of their reconrnendations which prepared the way for later events in
29the revolutíon.

With the launching of Sputnik I in 1957, the revolution

entered its active phase and after this real progress began to be

made. This took the form of comprehensive mathemat.ícs programs

organízed and developed by influential groups such as the School

Mathematics Study GrouP.

Characteristícs of New Mathematics Programs

A review of the literature discloses that there are nor,^l many

improved mathematics programs available at the elementary and second-

ary levels. The majority of those at the secondary level are geared

for college-capable young people, although a few of the program

developers, notably SMSG, have begun developing programs for general

course students. However, very little of the curriculum construction

and preparation of text material has been based upon any theory of

29c^tl g.
The Mathematics

Allendoerfer, "The
Teacher, 58:690-695,

Second Revolution in Mathematics,rl
December, L965.



learning or educational research.

represents what the writers thought to be best in terms of their

knowledge of mathematics and their experience in the classroom.

Nevertheless, there has been a great deal of activity in the

development of new mathematics curricula in many areas, particularly

the universities. Unfortunately, most of the new programs suffer

from two basic deficiencies. First, most of the programs ignore the

problem of what mathematics should be taught to the lower seven-

25

Most of the currículum material

eighths of the ability group, and ín particular the lower third.

This group includes the culturally deprived. Secondly, few of the

nevr programs are based on the knowledge of how students learn mathe-

matics. Tn spite of some attention to the above problems by the NCTM

and the SMSG, much work remains to be done by program planners to cope

adequately with the problems.

Brown describes some of the general characteristics of the

new mathematics programs in the following:

There are many similaríties among the different programs, but
there are also differences - both in development and in emphasis.
One program may have involved many more persons in its develop-
ment than another; one program may have been tríed in many cities
in the United States and another confíned to a loca1 region; one
program may have material for grades 7 through L2 and another for
only some of these grades; one program may emphasize the discovery
approach and another the historical approach.30

In any case, the major programs reviewed for this study were American

in origin. It is quite apparent that programs and texts from the

United States have had more influence than programs and texts from

The

30Kenneth E. Brown, "The Drive To rmprove
Revolution in School Mathematics (trlashington:

of f.u"t*r" of f'frttt"rn"t'i"", f g6f ), pp . L6-17 .

School Mathematics,rr
NaËiona1 Council
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other provinces and countries on the kind of secondary algebra and

geometry programs developing in the schools of Manitoba. For this

reason the American programs \^7ere given the emphasis in this study.

However, later in this study, the characteristics of the geometry

program in Ontario and two of the new geometry programs in Great

Britain are noted. These have definíte merit and could be considered

as acceptable alternatives to the American programs.

All of the comprehensive mathematics programs díscussed in

the 1íteraLure are aimed at the improvement of mathematics instruc-

tion. They share certain common characteristics while stí11 ret.ain-

ing a variety of unique qualities. Generally, they avoid the develop-

ment of freï¡¡ material as a string of unrelated topics. Rather, they

emphas ize certain unífying concepts in mathematícs such as set theory'

structure and logical deductions.

Developing Geometry Programs

The basic changes that have been going on in the mathematics

programs from I( - 12 ate reflected in the specific changes that have

occurred in the developing geometry programs. A number of these have

been developed in the United States and Great Britain for secondary

and elementary instructíon. At the secondary 1eve1, the changes which

are occurring appear to be freeing geometry from its previous isol-

ated position, and encouraging the student'S understanding and appre-

ciation of the subject as a mathematical system. Il.owever, "the

changing role of geometry is a source of confusion," according to
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ThC United States. In the United States thís confusion has

been caused by the following factors: (1) the present emphasis upon

geometry as a postulational system independent of physical represent-

ations, which requires the inclusion of postulates of existence in

our mathematical system; (2) the subtle distinction between equality

and congruence; (3) the distinctíon between a geometrical figure and

its model or representation; (4) the emphasís upon generality and

interrelatíons among fígures wíth the overlapping present in defini-

tions and; (5) the differences in the usage of terms in different
1/

texts.-- Meserve concludes that most of the ne\^/ geometry programs

are doing litt1e to reduce this confusion and congestÍon when they

should be doing much. On the other hand, he views the synthesis of

algebraic concepts with geometrical concepts in the ne\.{ programs as

a healthy and encouraging trend.33 The School Mathematics Study

Group also supports this as a device which will help to clarify the

role of geometry as ner¡I programs are being developed.

27

In considering the new geometry programs Meserve pleads for a

flexible approach as follows:

We need divergent views. We need t.o explore drastÍcally diff-
erent approaches and methods. Above all, we need to maintain a
flexibí1ity in our curriculum which allows us to modify our

31_" -Bruce E. Meserve, rrGeometry

in the Secondary School (trnlashington:
Mathematics, 1967), pp. L-7.

1,2"-Ibid., pp. 3-4.
aaJJ_- - -'"Ibid., p. 4.

in the Uníted States," 9"o*gJ.
National Council of Teachers of
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courses to take advantage of changes for students rvho can profit
from them, without placing all students in a straight-jacket of
either ne\.ú or old curriculum matería1.34

sidered drastic revisions of secondary school geometry which have

Ontario. A number of operational geometry programs have con-

different emphasis than most American programs. An example of one

of these is contained in the Ontario I( - 13

places the emphasis on visual and intuitive

axiomatic approach, with rules and definitions, they have recommended

an intuitive interest approach through problems that are signífícant

Lo the student. In this way, geometry can be taught for its inter-

esting results and. as an exercíse in informal t"r"orri.rg.35

paper on the Ontarío Report, Coxeter notes its significant character-

istics ín:

Instead of the axiomatic approach, with rules and definitions
T¡/e reconûnend the intuiLive rrinterestrr approach through problems
significant to the sLudent. Certain properties of simple figures
are assumed. These lead to short chains of easy deductions.
Later a more ambitious use of assumptions can be made, so that a
wider range of problems is accessible, and some of the old tenta-
tive assumpLions become theorems. This method minimizes the
laying down of authority and the making of apparently arbitrary
rules at the outset.

Geometry Report whích

work. Instead of the

The systematÍc use of axioms
after the students have alreadv
with simple deductions.36

This report also recommends the early íntroduction of geometric

35e. F. D. Duff (ed.), Geometry, Kindergarten to Grade Thirteen
(Toronto: The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, L967).

36". S. M. Coxeter, "The Ontario I( - 13 Geometry Report,"
Geometry in the Secondary School (tr^lashington: NaËiona1 Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, L967), p. 9.

'4.Þiu. ,

Ina

p. 5

in geometry is admíssible only
had several years of experience



transformatÍons, and so follows the British and Russian proposals

Great Britaín. A second example of geometry programs that

have a different emphasis than the current American programs is

found in the school mathematics of Great Britain. In that country,

a number of programs have been developed. The most important of

these are the Nuffield Mathematics Teaching Project and the

Leicestershire Experiment and they share many of the characteris-

tics of the other programs. In both programs, the traditional

Euclidean geometry course does not exist, and they place little

emphasis on analytíc geometry. They also specify Lhat geometry

must be a continuous program from K - \2, with the emphasis placed

on both two dimensional and three dimensíonal "0""".37
To achieve their objectives both programs indicate that

s)¡mmetry, tessellations and classification of two and three dimen-

síona1 shapes must play a major role in the program. The contenl

of the program includes the use of an experimental approach which

involves the manipulation of a variety of visual aids and models.

The final aim of the new British programs at the elementary 1evel is

to provide a basis for a high school geometry of vectors, transla-

tions, rotations and reflections with co-ordinate methods as one

way of writing these topics. Tn contrast to the operational

approaches in the United States, the British programs have made no

attempt in grades orÌe to ten to introduce any axiomatic deductive

29

37Andt"r E11iot, rrGeometry in Great Britain,
Secondarv School (trrrashington: National Council of
Mathematics, 1967), pp. 13-L7.

" Geometry in the
Teachers of



systems. Recently, the British programs have had some influence on

the developing programs and ideas in the United States secondary

geometry program.

However, the major emphasis in almost all American geometry

programs is still to give a mathematically sound treaLment of the

Euclidean geometry that is now taught in the tenth grade. An exam-

ination of the development of certain American secondary geometry

programs, and their influence on the geometry program in Manitoba

schools will be the subject of Chapter III.

IIT. S1NßÍARY

A review of the literature indicated that there has been very

1itt1e published comparative research on traditional and modern

geometry programs. Most of the reported investigations r.^lere con-

cerned ¡^rith the various programs of the SMSG, and they reported that

secondary students using a modern Program do as well as students

using a traditional program. The need for effective and valid curri-

culum research based on sound statistical models !¡as recognized as

a pressing one.

30

New secondary geometry programs developed in the United States

were designed to produce a mathematically sound treatment of Euclidean

geometry for the tenth grade. They evolved to meet the needs of

students in a changing world of mathematics. Foreign geometry Pro-

grams de-emphasized the axiomatic structure of plane geometry and

placed more stress on interesting geometrical constructions and models



and transformations. Some research

uate the American geometry programs

area in Great Britain or in Canada.

attempts have been made

but 1itt1e has been done
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to eval-

in thís



THE REVOLUTTON IN GEO}fiTRY AND THE SITUAT]ON ]N MANITOBA

of Mathematics, the School Mathematícs Study Group and the Conrnission

MathematÍcs of the C.E.E. B. have been vitally int.erested in

Since 1958 many groups like the National Council of Teachers

on

CHAPTER I]I

ímproving geometry instruction in the secondary schools. They have

been encouraging curriculum planners, textbook writers and teachers

to abandon the traditional Euclidean organízatíon of geometry in

INTRODUCT]ON

favour of a new structure.

Study Group position, Moise reveals that such a change is necessary.

He notes:

trrÏhen the SMSG geometry group met at Yale t\.^lo years ago, \^7e

began by consídering the Commission's recoûlmendations. You will
recall that the first and primary objections that the Commission
made to synthetíc geometry r'ias that the logic of the treatment
vras not up to modern standards. In the last century the level
of rigor in modern mathematics rose past that of Euclid and so
modern mathematicians díd the foundations of geometry all over
again. Tn Hilbertrs book, you wí11 fínd a "very" rígorous treat-
ment. The Commission thought - and we in SMSG agree - that
Hilbert is not the answer for the tenth grade. In response to
these troubles, the Commission Proposed, first to reduce the
number of synthetic theorems and second, to avoid the problems
in foundation by the use of analytíc methods.r

Tn a review of the School Mathematics

in geometry in the secondary school r^ri11 be discussed-

include: the reasorÌs for the revolution, the objectives

In the following, four general topics related to

1_.-Edwin E. Moise, "The SMSG Geometry Programr"
Teacher, 53:438, October , L960.

the revolution

These topics

and procedures

The Mathematícs
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of the major influence groups, the traditional approach to instruc-

tion in geometry and Ehe modern approach.

IT. EUCLIDI S PURPOSE

Elements, he was writíng for scholars

When EuclÍd wrote his series of geometry books entitled

purpose lvas to write an inËroduction

philosophical manner. As a result,

logic, not geometrical thinking, so that his subject matter qlas

limited by his philosophícal orientation. He was more interested

in the collection and systematizatíon of

covery, and his treatment gave no clue to

thought patterns involved. However, this does not

from the significance of his achievemenLs' These

in the following:

and not school students. His

to the study of geometrY in a

he emphasized deduction and

Euclid unífíed the work of many scholars and systematized the
knovm mathematics of the day. His outstandíng contribution lies
in his extended application of the mathematical method - the
hypothetico-deductive method of modern mathematics. He set him-
self the task of finding an adequate and universally acceptable
set of postulates for geometry and at the same time avoiding a

prolíferation of assumptions, many of which would be repetitions
in the sense of non-independence. He enterEained the ideal of
placing mathematics on an unímpeachably logical basis. He demon-

ãt."t"d how much knowledge can be derived by reasoning alone, and

it was through his Elements that latet civilizations learned the
povrer of reason.2

Euclid achieved his purpose with a great measure of success'

results, than in their dis-

the underlying geometrical

Thus, Lwo thousand years later, groups like the SMSG, who have devel-

oped comprehensive new geometry texts containing an

in any way detract

are noted by Daus

2PauL

Euclid," &
H. Daus, "trnlhy and How lnJe Should Correct
Mathematics Teacher, 53:576, November,

approach different

the Mistakes of
L960.
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from the traditíonal Euclidean, find it necessary to expend a great

deal of money and effort to gain acceptance. Because of certain

shortcomings in the traditional treataent of plane geometry in the

secondary school several curriculum groups have proposed suitable

alternative approaches. In addition, like the SMSG, they have

written adequate and effective textbook series which show how these

approaches may be applied. It is essential

widespread acceptance of their programs in

instruction in geometry in our schools.

Ehat make iË inadequate for present or future students. Felix Klein

There are certain weaknesses in Euclidts approach to geometry

pointed out the three principal r¡¡eaknesses in 1908.

tzed by Adler in:

]II. I^]EAKNESSES IN EUCLIDI S APPROACH

1.

that such groups gain

order to improve the

Euclid lacked Archimedest sense for numerical calculations,
his interest in applications, and his heuristic approach.
The inadequate arithmetic and algebra of the Greeks compelled
Euclid to use cumbersome geometric substitutes as, for example,
in the theory of ratio and proportion.
There are defecEs in the logical structure of Euclidts Elements.
These include: (a) his failure to realize the need for unde-
fíned terms, (b) the presence of gaps in the postulate system
(the complete absence of axioms of order, for example) and 

?
(.) the use of circular reasoning in proofs by super position.-

)

J.

In addition to the above Adler supplies a fourth weakness to indicate

why Euclid is not adequate for

dents:

3_Irvtng
The Mathematics

These are surmnar-

Adler, 'rinlhat
Teacher, 6I

teaching geometry to present day stu-

Sha1l We Teach in High
226, I4arcln, 7968.

School Geometry?"
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4, Geometry has developed considerably since Euclid's time.
There are ne\,ü approaches to the study of Euclidean geometry
as for example, in the coordinate geometry of Descartes.
There are also nev¡ branches of geometry .such as projective
geometry, hyperbolic geometry, and others.4

These are the major \.^reaknesses in Euclidts t.reatment that have

spurred on curriculum makers and planners to introduce changes into

the geometry program for secondary students. Groups such as the

Conrnission on Mathematics, the Illinois Study Group and the SMSG,

and individuals such as Birkhoff and Hilbert \.^/ere avüare of the

inadequacies of geometry programs patterned on abridged editions of

Euclidts Elements. They reaLized that a ner^/ approach i¿as required

to make Euclidean plane geometry teachable in a mathematically

appropriate way. In thís regard, Daus notes:

For the past sixty years mathematícians have been trying to
rewríte Euclidts Elements ín a form satisfactory for use in the
schools, and toary s.t""."s seems near but noL certain. This
writing is done in the spirit of Euclid - that is, it involves
logical deduction from a relatively sma1l number of explicitly
stated assumptions - but an effort is made not to repeat the
mis takes .5

Hilbert introduced the needed assumptions to correcL the

logical weaknesses in Euclidrs approach to plane geometry. His main

íntent r^ras to fill in the gaps left by Euclid, and to stay as close

to the Euclidean sLructure as possible. As a result, Hilbert supplied

precise postulates of incidence, of order of points, of congruent

IV. A SYNTHETIC TRXAÏ}{ENT

5Pau1 H. Daus, "L{hy and How We Should Correct the Mistakes of
Euc1id," The Mathematics Teacher, 53:580, November, 1960.

lL'rbid., p. 226.
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segments and of congruent angles. rn this way, he contributed the

required ideas to correct the defects in Euclid and provide a basis

of correct proofs for all the propositions. The system was completed

with a paral1e1 postulate and a continuity postulate.6

However, most geometry curriculum groups recognize tinat

Hilbert's slmthetic treatment is far too sophisticated and rigorous

for a beginníng course in formal plane geometry. In additíon, the

logical gaps left by any teachable presentation of Hilbert's approach

at the secondary 1eve1 would only be fi1led by a thorough course in

the foundations of geometry. such a course could only come several

years later, if it came at all. Thus, much of the immedíate rele-

vancy of any secondary geometry course based on Hilbertts axioms

would be ineffective.

The School Mathematics Study Group has reported that any grade

ten course based on Hilbert's postulates would be almost unteachable

because of the 1evel of rigor required.T E*p"rimental evidence from

the lllinoís Study Group also supported this view.B At first, the

Illinois program did not capi-talíze on the student's own experience.

Later modifications of the program recognized this, and also provided

the students with more initial algebraic experience. Reports from

pilot teachers in Manítoba who used the text, Geometry, by BrumfÍel,

6Nathan A. Court, Mathematics in Fun
The New American Llbrary, 1964), pp. 56-58.

7_.Edwin E. Moise, "The SMSG Geometry Program,r'
Teacher, 53:437-442, October, L960.

ô"̂Daus, op. cit., p. 580.

and in Earnest (Toronto:

The Mathematics
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Ei-cholz and Shank",9 ."r".led results similar to that of the Tllinois

Study Group. The text used by the pílot classes presented a purely

synthetíc approach to the study of plane geometry based on a modified

version of Hilbertts postulates. It was concludecl from this exper-

ience that any available plane geometry programs using a synthetic

approach \47ere too rigorous and sophisticated for grade ten students,

The School Mathematics Study Group vras among the first curri-

culum planners to recognize that the problem of approach in plane

geometry could be solved by the use of the Birkhoff postulates.

According to Moise, they make geometry teachable to grade ten students

by arithmetizing ít. In additíon, they bring out the basic unity in

geometry where it really exists and use it to improve understanding. l0

Use of a modified version of the Birkhoff metric postulates (which

involve the idea of measurement by real numbers of distances, angles,

and areas) do permit a teachable preseritation at an appropriate 1evel

of logical rigor. However, the basic reason for using them appears

to be to a11ow the student to use the ideas from the postulates in

the solution of problems. Thus, the ideas used in both the postulates

and the theorems can reinforce and be reinforced by the ideas presen-

ted in the extended examples. In this way, Moise has argued that the

A METR]C APPROACH

9rhutles F. Brumfíe1, Robert E.
Geometry (ealo Alto: Addison-Wesley,

10Moi"e, op. cit., pp. 43g-440.

EiclnoLz and Merrill E. Shanks,
1960).
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theory in a plane geometry course can serve a useful Purpose. 
ll 

".
summarizes the advantages of using an abridged edition of the Birkhoff

postulates in the following:

in Birkhoffts treatment, the connectíon betv¡een 1ínes and
real numbers is made ímmediately. This means that geometry and
algebra can immediately begin making theír natural contributions
to each other in the mind of the student and it means that the
gaps that we leave in the logic of the geometry are gaps of a

sort that are going to be fi11ed when the student learns more
algebra.12

In addition, the Birkhoff postulates are adequate to prove the theorems

so that a modern treatment can be presented which is close to being

logícally complete and also teachable to grade ten students.

VI. SO},IE PROPOSALS FOR TMPROVING

]NSTRUCTTON IN GEOMETRY

Commission on Mathematics

Definite proposals to imProve geometry instruction made by

cerLain curriculum groups have had a profound influence on the direc-

tion of that improvement. One of these groups is the Conrnission on

Mathematics of the College Entrance Examination Board esLablíshed in

1955 to consider broadly the college preparatory mathematics curri-

culum in the secondary schools and make recommendations looking

toward its moder nízaLíon, modification and improvement. 
13 This group

prepared an outline of a feasible geometry program with illustrative

11roru. , o. 440.

r2rbrd., ,. 43g.

13Scott, Foresman and Company (ed. ),
Education (Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1960),

Studies in Mathematics
p. 28.
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Lext material in short fragments, so that an operational program r^/as

left to be written ouL by other interested people.

A primary objection raised by the Conrnission on Mathematics

in the beginníng was that current synLhetic geometry programs did

not contaín an approach that was up to modern logical standards

Because programs using modified versions of

considered to be too rigorous for grade ten

made two basic proposals.

the number of slmthetic theorems, and second they proposed the use

of analytic methods to avoid the problems in foundatíon.

ate some of the essentials of solid geometry with geometry of the

p1ane. ft was felt that this could provide a genuine integration

Among the best of the Commíssionts proposals v/as to incorpor-

which would lend the i¿hole subject an extra advantage. The advantage

Fírst, they reconrnended a reduction in

ü7as that three dimensional problems could be used as exercise mater-

ial Íf solid geometry \A/as started early enough. As a result,

Hilbert's postulates were

students the Commissíon

student is gíven a lol of intuitive experience with figures in space,

without taking on the burden of a full deductive treatment.

In clescribing the general approach of the Commission on

lvlathematics to ins truction in geometry luloíse notes:

In all of its main features, the CommÍssionts Program is surpris-
ingly conventional. It is true that they undertake to integrate
synthetic and analytic geometry; they propose to treat solid
geometry intuitively; and they Propose various innovations and
improvements in matters of detail. Nevertheless, vr'e can surnmar-
ize the situation faítIy well by saying Lhat the Conmrission's
tenth grade program simply fits together truncated versions of
existing conventional courses. In particular, the basic approach
to plane slmthetic geometry is the o1d approach, retaining what-
ever plaws the old approach may have. Only the duration of these
flaws is reduced when the course is shortened. And the analytic
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geometry comes much too late to be of any help in the problem of
the foundations ...14

Consequently, the program proposed by the Conrnission on Mathematics

is certainly feasible ín Moise's view. Furthermore, even though he

has been quite critical of the program proposed by the Cornrnission,

he and Downs have subscribed to the recornrnendations in their text,

Geometrv.

In the Preface to this text they acknowledge their debt to

rr.^io groups by stating:

An examination of the Table of Contents for this book will indi-
cate that we have closely followed the recommendations of the
Cormnissíon on Mathematics and have been strongly influenced
by the text entitled Geometry, written by the School Mathematics
Study Group .. .15

Most of the new geometry texts published for secondary students do

o\.üe an immense debt to both of these groups. This becomes obvious

when the content and approach of the new programs are examined. They

reveal many similar patterns in the exercise material, the arrange-

ment of topics and the development of concepts.

School Mathematics Study Group

The School Mathematícs Study Group is the second organization

that has had a deep influence on the improvement of geometry instruc-

tion from K - L2. It was formed ín 1958 to improve the teaching of

mathematics in the schools at all levels. Specifically, the sample

1L- Edwin
Teacher,53:442

15 
u drrrt

Addison-Wes 1ey

11

t

Moise, "The SMSG Geometry Program,"
0ctober,1960.

E. Moise and Floyd L. Dawns, Geometry, (Pa1o Alto:
Publíshing co. Lrd., 1965), p. v.

The Mathematics
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textbook writers in the geometry section of the SMSG were responsíble

for the design of a program which would be integrated, rigorous, and

modern. It had to be organized so that it could be operational by

Lg60.16

Initially, the r^¡riters of the program began by consideríng

the recon¡rnendations of the Commission on Mathematics. However, they

\n/ere not convinced that the logical flaws in Euclid were serious for

grade ten geometry students. Although they wished to increase the

1eve1 of rígor in the Program, they did not consider that this was

a central problem. Instead they were more concerned about different

flaws in the traditional treatment. They believed that geometry was

artifícial1y isolated from the rest of mathematics, and that the

language of geometry \,ras used in 1ùays strange to the context of

modern mathematics. Eventually, the SMSG concluded that the ancient

material of Euclid could be developed in a significant modern sense.

As a result, a writing team of mathematicians and mathematics

teachers sponsored by the SMSG developed a prototype text for teach-

ing geometry to tenth grade students. The revised edition of the

SMSG text, Geometry, díffers from conventíonal ones in context) post-

ulatíonal scheme, and manner of treatment. Because this text is

similar to Geometry by Moise and Downs in format, presentation,

arrangement of topics, diagrams, exercises, etc., it is pertinent to

note some of its basic characteristics. First, no artificial distinc-

tion is made between plane and solid geometry, and a considerable

16tor"e, op. cit., p. 438.



amount of the latter is íncluded. rn addition, an introduction to

analytic plane geometry is provided, and the treaLment is a modern

one. Second, the postulate system is a modification of Birkhoff's

and is complete. Real numbers are used freely throughout the text,

both in the theory and in the problems. Accordíng to the SMSG, this

integrated approach brings out the basic unity in mathematics where

it really exists, and uses it to ímprove the studentrs understanding.

Third, the accuracy in the statement and use of postulates, defíni-

tions, and theorems is emphasized so that the treatment can be as

close to being logica11y complete as possible. The SMSG approach is

a rigorous one then.

Although the SMSG text in geometry is different from conven-

tional ones in the above ways it is stil1 basically a treatment of

the topics of Euclidean geometry. The usual subjects are included:

congruences, similarity, parallelism and perpendicularity, area)

circles, and construction with sEraight edge and compass. There is a

main sequence of proved theorems, some minor stated theorems left as

exercises and a number of originals. An appeal to the sËudentrs

intuition motivates the basic postulates, definítions and theorems.

Almost all of the topics reconrnended by the Cormnission on Mathematícs

as well as many subjects that were not proposed have been included

in the SI"ISG text. As a result, the program presented in this text

is quite ambitious in comparison to the Commíssionts p1an.

The Cambrídge Conference

The third major ínfluence on nerü developing geometry programs

resulted from the Cambridge Conference of 1963, organized to consider



the shape and content of the pre-co1

duríng the next several d""td"".17

published in a report entitled

geometry programs, the report proposed an earlier start, in the

elementary school, so that they could be extended in the future to

include geometrical transformations and axiomatic geometry in the

Junior High grades. fn summary form, the report outlÍned the follow-

ing areas of innovation that represent, for the most Part, a departure

from the traditional curriculum:
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lege mathematics curriculum

Findings of the conference \^Iere

Goals for School Mathemati"".lB For

should include the development of familiarity with the main ideas of

geometrY.

l. The objectives of mathematics instruction from K - 6

a) Cartesian coordinat.es should be introduced through

appropriate games.

b) Elementary children should be given experiences

the syrnmetrics of certain plane and solid figures'

c) Each child should be given abundant opportunity

manipulate

)

tables for

proof.

a
J.

suitable physíca1 objects'

Other topics ProPosed for K -

the símplest connectives, and

17ft.rírrg Ad1er, "The Cambridge Conference Report: Blueprint
or Fantasy?" The Mathematícs Teacher, 59:2I0, March, 1966.

Two outlirÌes are proposed for grades 7 - 12.

L963) ,

l8coul" for School Mathematícs (Boston; Houghton-Mífflín Co.,
pp.I-102.

6 include vectors, truth

the concept of indírect

wi th

to



a) Both suggest that the study of geomeEry should include

the study of geometric transformations.

b) One outline starts the study of axiomatic geometry in

grades Seven and eight, the other one starts it in grade nine.

c) All the traditional geometry content is included as

we11, reorganized and reintegrated r¿ith the equivalent of three addí-

tional years of work.

d) Beginning with the earliest grades, there should be a

paralleI and integrated development of algebra and geometry. Qne of

the basic aims of geometry at. this leve1 is to develop a growing

a\^rareness of the nature of logical reasoníng. Ilowever, in the devel-

opment of postulational thinking excessive delicacy and austerity

should be avoided. 
l9

The program proposed by the Cambridge Report does not neglect

the traditional content of elementary and secondary school mathematics.

Instead, all the conventional topics are recommended by the Report.

In addition, the subjects are reoTganLzed and integrated with the

equivalent of three additional years of work, moved from college

programs dovrn into the elementary and secondary school. Consequently,

the Report has outlined a very ambitious program that has implications

for the present. Ifhether or not the major proposals of this document

can be implemented ín any foreseeable period remaíns an open questíon.

44

The Secondarv School Curriculum Committee

The fourth major influence on developing geometry programs has

t9roru., pp. 33-48.
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been the work of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

Thís organization of mathematics professors and teachers has been

interested in the improvement of mathematics instructíon in the

schools and colleges of North America. Because of effective profes-

sional support and adequate financing the NCTM has been able to exert

considerable influence on developing mathematics programs through its

recognized journal, pamphlets, books and periodic mathematics con-

ventions. Accordingly, in 1958, the NCTM organized the Secondary

School Curriculum Committee to make a study of mathematics curriculum

and instruction. The Connnittee prepared a report which reconnnended

definite proposals for strengthening and improving mathematics educa-

tion in the secondarY schools.

As far as geometry is concerned this report conËained two

major proposals which depart from tradition"l p.ogt.*".20 First,

the report has recommended that the elements of geometry be taught

continuously from grades seven to twelve. However, it emphasized

that one year should be devoted to the study of slmtheLic geometry

with the stress on geometry of the p1ane. Coordinate geometry mater-

ial in the secondary sequence was also proposed by the reporL, so

that some practice could be given in the use of analytic methods to

provÍde alternative proofs for certain theorems.

The second major proposal of the conrníttee RePort \.Ias con-

cerned with the inclusion of solid geometry in the basic plane geometry

?o-"Secondary School Curriculum
Mathematics Currícultrm (tr{ashington:
Mathematics, 1959), pp. 404-408,

Committee: NCTM., The Secondary
National Council of Teachers of
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program for capable students. Consequently, the Report recommended

that superior classes \^/ould find it profitable to study solid geome-

trical concepts in a systematic way and not just aS a counterpoint

for plane geometry. The amount of solid geometry to be included

Ti/as left to the discretíon of the teacher. To guide program planners

in the selection of appropriate geometrical topics the report of the

Secondary School Currícu1um Committee (SSCC) has listed the elements

of geometry which Ít considered proper at the secondary leve1.

Most major geometry program innovators in the united states

have accepted the proposals of the SSCC to improve instruction in

the subject. This acceptance has been reflected in the choice of

geometrical content and presentation of material by the following

three curriculum grouPs: the University of Tllinois Cornmittee on

School Mathematics, the School Mathematics Study Group and the Ball

State Group. Although these groups have agreed in principle with

the objectives of the Secondary School Curriculum Con¡nittee to improve

the content and organization of grade ten plane geomeLry' they have

differed in terms of aPProach.

An examínation of the minutes of the Manitoba Mathematics

Curriculum Revísions Conrnittee (MMCRC) revealed that the programs of

two of these groups, the Ball State Group and the SMSG have exerted

some influence on the thinking and recommendations of the Com*ittee.21

Because the work of the Revisions Cormnittee has been central to the

2lMaoitoba Department of Education, Curriculum Branch, Mínutes
of Manitoba Mathematics Curriculum Revisions Committee, 0ctober 17,

1,963 - Janwary 17 , 1968.



problem of improvíng geometry instruction in Manitoba Schools its

role and procedures are described in the next section.

V]I. MANITOBA MATHEMATTCS CURRTCULUM REVISTONS CO}O'IITTEE

The Manitoba Mathematics Curriculum Revisions Conrnittee was

organízed ín l-963 to consider the mathematícs curriculum in Manitoba

and to make specific recommendations as to textual material and content

that would strengthen, improve, modify and moderníze the curriculum.

It was composed of curriculum consult.ants, university professors and

mathematics teachers. In the begínning, the Committee recognízed a

need for a fundamental change in the secondary schools mathematics

curriculum, a curriculum which was entírely dissociated from current

mathematical research. It further recognized that the changes should

not be merely a reorganízaLLon of existing material but a reorienta-

tion of approach for all topícs at aLI levels. Later, the major

objective of the Committee became the responsibility for developing

a continuous curriculum of mathematical experiences from K - 12.

They considered that such a program should be suítab1e for Manítoba

students and also oriented to the needs of mathematics ín the second

half of the twentíeth centurY.

47

Need for a New Geometry

As a part of the

the Revisíons Committee

program at the secondary

geometry Program vlas not

Program

requíred changes in the mathematics curriculum,

recognized the definite need for a new geometry

leve1. Their concern \,üas Lhat the traditional

in keeping with the intent of modern programs
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and the future needs of Manitoba young people. Thus, the committee

\^ras motivated to caTry out an extensive evaluation and improvement

of the secondary geometry program. They were quite a\i/are of the

obvious defects in Euclidts treatment of plane geometry which made

it incomplete and not precise eflough for modern needs. The logical

and pedagogical defects in the traditional grade ten and eleven

geometry text also made it necessary to provide a geometry program

f or Manitoba students which \^/as up to modern standards.

Activities

To accomplish theír objectives for geometry the Manítoba

Mathematics Curriculum Revisions Committee engaged in a number of

procedures and activities with the main emphasis on secondary geometry

instruction. These activities included numerous discussion sessions

whích were held to determine the philosophical and mathematical

object.ives of proposed grade ten and eleven geometry Programs, and

vr'ays to accomplish them. To assist Lhe Committee reports were deli-

vered by several university profeSsors who were concerned with the

approach to nevl geometry material. In addition, Committee members

became responsíb1e for reviewing, evaluatíng and reporting on suitable

texts for improving secondary geometry instruction. The two criteria

of suitability considered as necessary üIerel (1) the texts had to

be mathematically sound; and (2) they had to be compatible with

teacher and student needs. In this regard, at least eight geometry

texts vrere considered and reported on by Committee members' Event-

ua|l1y, pilot classes in three modern geometry texts \'vere tried at

of the Committee
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different tímes from 1964 - L968 to experiment with and determine

the teachabilíty of their material.

The Experimental Texts

The three texts selected for experimentation in pilot classes

were Geometry, by Brumfiel, Eícholz, and Shanks, Geometry, by Moise

and Downs, and GeomeLry, by Clarkson et al. A purely sy'nthetic

treatment of traditional plane geometry lüas presented in the Brumfiel

text by using a modified version of Hilbertrs postulates. On the

other hand, the two other texts presented a metric approach to the

same material by use of an edíted version of the Birkhoff postulates.

At the present Líme, the Brumfiel text will be discontinued at the

end of the 1968 term and the Moíse text will be discontinued at. the

end of the 1969 term. Further experimentation with new geometry

programs will be carried on in the 1968-1969 term with the introduc-

tion of t\.r'o ne\n/ geometry texts.

Throughout the period from L964 - 1968 the Revisions Committee

had made provisions for a number of in-service training sessions to

prepare pilot teachers for instruction in the experimental geometry

texts. Outlines of content material to be covered r¡rere prepared by

Conrniltee members. In addition, during each experimental period a

meeting of pilot teachers r¿as held to díscuss their reports on the

evaluation of the experimental geometry texts, the acceptance of the

material by students and the achievement of the students.

Many other school systems in the United States and Canada have

also been concerned about improving instruction in secondary geometry



programs. Those who do desíre a modern geometry program have

usually adopted the metric aPproach as presented in either Geometry,

by Moise and Downs or Modern Geometry, by Jurgenson, Donnelly and

Dolciani. It has been recognized and stated by the School Mathematics

Study Group that the use of a purely synthetic approach like that in

the Brumfiel text is only possible in the hands of an expert teacher

with superior classes. Most textbook writers have agreed with this

view, so that the trend in the improvement of geometry programs has

been away from the synthetic approach and towards a metric approach.

However, the Manitoba Mathematics Curriculum Revisions Committee has

been concerned that this approach is really not the ans\der for curri-

culum improvemenË. Their víew has been that geometry should be a

disciplíne in its own right without any assistance from metríc con-

cepts. This view and the currenL unavailabilíty of a suitable text

in geometry usíng a modern synthetic approach have helped to prevent

the authorLzation of a new province-wide geometry Program in Manitoba.

At the present time, there is only one modern geometry program,

contained in Geometry, by Moise and Downs, being tried out on an

experimental basis in grade ten and eleven classes in Manitoba. This

program will not be extended to any more grade ten classes in the

Ig68-L969 term. fn additíon, there has been no exPressed intention

by the Revisions Co¡mnittee to recommend thís as the official Program

for Manitoba schools aË the secondary level. Consequently, most

Manitoba schools are using the traditíona1 geometry text, A First

Course in Plane Geometry, by Oliver, lnlinters and llodgkinson and røi11

probably be doíng so for several years to come.
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Manitoba Schools treats most of Euclid's basic axioms. However, the

number of theorems has been minimized so that only the basic Euclídean

The tradítional plane geometry text auLhotized for use in

VI]I" THE TRADIT]ONAL GEOMETRY PROGRAM

propositions which are frequently used are presented in a continuous

manner.

Euclid.

unlike Euclid, depends upon a metric treatment similar to that proposed

by the School Mathematics Study Group. However, 1itt1e attempt \^/as

Tn addítion, the logical structure is weaker than that in

To some extent the approach used in the traditional text,

made by the authors of the traditional text,

@!qg!Ð¿, to clarifY their

statement of objectives and

Tn spite of this omission by the authors of the traditíonal

text, there are cerLain objectives implicit in the Preface of the

text and in a section entitled ilinlhy Study Mathematics?'r These imply

that any geometry course should be designed Lo help accomplish the

following six objectives :

1. To make the synthetic plane geometry of Euclid more attractive
to the average student by developing the material so that it
is less confusing, requires less memorizing, and is easíer to
master than other geometry texts.

2. To assist the student in acquiring a clear understanding of
the principles and facts of geometry.

3. To promote self-activity and help the student work alone.
4. To encourage students to appreciate the unique historical

contribution of geometly as one of the outcomes of manrs

effort to understand and enjoy the world in which he lives.
5. To provide students with a sound geometrical foundation which

wí1l assist them ín mastering college courses.
6. To províde trainíng in logical reasoning and clear thinking

so Lhat students may acquire the ability to examine all things
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treatment in terms of a comprehensive

approach.

A First Course in Plane



critically and act intelligently as good. cLtizens.22

An examination of these objectives reveals that three main

areas are being considered. These include the development of know-

ledge, skills and habíts, and appropriate attitudes in the student

-- all worthy items. However, whether the traditional course or any

geometry course can develop all of the six objectives above in fu11,

remains an open question aL this point.

It is unfortunate that the authors of the traditional text

did not see fit to declare theír basic phílosophy of teaching geometry

or aËtempt to clarífy their operatÍona1 approach to the subject. This

lack of direction is a basie r¿eakness of the traditional text whích

is not found in the other text under study, Geometry, by Moise and

Downs.

The content of the traditional geometry text treats Euclidean

geometry synthetically and presents the fol1owíng familiar topícs:

angles, loci problems, logical reasoning, congruences, parallelism

and perpendicularity, construction problems, area, circles and símí-

laríty. In the development of material the sequence of proved theorems

follows Euclidls presentation with some minor theorems contained in

the exercises and left to the students to prove. One of the strengths

of this text has been the quality of the graded exercises which have

assisted average students in the learning of geometry. Another strength

has been that the basic theorems are usually established inductively

first before a formal deductíve proof is presented.
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School Aids and Text Book Publishing Co. , 1954), p. B.
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However, a close examination of the content of the traditional

text indicates that there are several basic defects in the program.

First, the traditional program suffers from the same defects in [ogic

contaíned ín Euclidrs Elements. No attempt was made by the authors

of the traditional text to clarify the logical structure of the

subject. Consequently, many of the basic assumptions of the geom-

etrical content in the text are left unstated, and most of the

definitions are inexact. Thus, the geometry approach characterized

by the traditional text, A First Course in Plane GeomeËry, lacks

rígor. A second basic defect in the traditional program is the

omission of topics which have been recognized by most program plan-

ners as important for a truly modern approach. These include topícs

on set theory, the effective use of algebra, the integration of plane

and solid geometry, and an íntroduction to coordinate geometry. The

significance of such topics to a treatment of geometry appropriate

for secondary sEudents is recognízed by Jurgenson, Donnelley and

Dolciani in the following:

Before many of us \,/ere born, some mathematícians and educators
recommended that important parts of solid geometry be integrated
with plane geometry. There were also recoÍrmendations that the
algebra not available to Euclid be used in geometry and that
coordinate geometry be given a place ín the course. These recom-
mendations have been set forth strongly during the last decade -
along with the ne\^rer recormnendations that sets be used as a
unifying concept.23

The Manitoba Mathematics Curriculum Revisions Committee also

recognized the need for a ne\{ and an effective approach to instruction

23n^y c. Jurgensen
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin

et a1.
Co. ,

, Teacherrs Manual:
1965), p. 1.

Modern Geometrv
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in secondary geometry. They looked for a solution to the problem

of acquiring a mathematically sound geometry approach which was also

compatíble to secondary student and teacher needs in the metric

treatment contained in Geometry, by Moise and Downs.

In 1966 pílot classes \dere selected by the Manitoba DepartmenL

of Education to experiment wíth the modern geometry course contained

in Geometry by Moise and Dovms. This course I^Ias developed by the

authors to provide a basic modern plane geometry course at the tenth

grade leve1 for the university-oriented student. The authors explain

the spirit and method of their text by acknowledgíng their debt to

the School Mathematics Study Group and the Conrnission on Mathemalics.

They recognize this debt in the following way:

Thus, in our choíce of topics we have been guíded by ideas
which these groups and others have commonly accepted ... our
vie\^7 on fundamentals has not changed very much since the summers
of 1958, 1959 and 1960, the phílosophy of the SMSG books seems
as valid no\r as then; and we consj-dered that our task was pri-
marily to improve íts execution.24

Thus, Ëhe authors of Geometry, Moise and Downs, have subscríbed to

the philosophy of the SMSG described earlier in this chapter. An

examination of the ItPreface,tr ttTable of Contentsrtr and ttTeachertS

Manual" of Geometry revealed that the main intent of the authors has

been to develop a mathematically sound treatment of elementary plane

geometry which is integrated, rigorous and modern. In this regard,

IX. THE PILOT COURSE

/L-'Edwin
Addison-Wes 1ey

E. Moise and Floyd L.
Publishing Co. , L965)

Dorrns, Geometry (Palo Alto:
,P'v'



they have followed the recommendations of the SMSG by integrating

algebraic and geometric concepts, introducing intuitive solid geometry

early, using a modified version of the Birkhoff metric postulates,

and usíng set ideas in the theory and in the exercises. By adoptíng

this particular approach they have tried Ëo avoid the fundamental

\^Teaknesses of most traditional geometry texts. As a result, the

content of Geometry has been arranged and structured in a particular

rray. The pattern and style of the text has been explaíned quite

clearly as the authors proceed in the appropriate sections of the

ttTeacherts Manual. t'

Content of the Pilot Text

The content of Geometry is basically a treatment of Euclidean

geometry, covering the usual topics: congruence, similarity, para11el-

ism and perpendicularíty, area) circles and constructions. Ilowever,

other topics such as geometric inequalities, coordinate geometry,

solid geometry and the language of sets have also been included so

that the text is different from convefitional ones in content. Signi-

ficant features of the text can be described in the following way;

1. Space geometry is introduced early so that the students have
much intuitive experience wíth it before studying íL system-
ati ca1 1Y.

2. Coordinate systems are introduced early as well to enable
algebraic concepts to make their natural contributions Ëo the
geometry.

3. Area concepts are introduced in the middle of the course
because of their usefulness in developing the rest of the
theory such as the Pythagorean Theorem and the basic propor-
tionality theorem.

4, Concepts are usually discussed intuitively before being
formally defined.

5. Clear and informative figures are used to assist in the
development of the proofs.
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Many theorems are gíven names to make them easier to remem-

ber.
The language of geometry is used in a consistently clear
and accurate manner so that students can be encouraged to
learn to use the language in an appropriate manner.
Motivation and interest is provided by frequent intuítive
explanations, complete expositions, liberal use of fígures,
avoidance of overuse of abbreviaËions, and short biograph-
ical sketches of eminent mathematicians.25

6.

7.

B.

Although much of the content of GeomeLry is quite conventional, the

spirit in ¡vhich the presentation has been developed is far from being

traditional. To make certain that teachers using this text will

understand the approach used the authors have described very care-

fu11y six general considerations of the approach in the "Teacher's

Manual.r' In addition, they have discussed the specífic reasons for

the treatment given to each topic ín the appropriate sections of the

manual. As a result, it is possíble to understand the approach being

used ín the text and then to apply it in a practicaL way in the

clas sroom.

The six general considerations of the approach described by

Moise and Downs include: (1) the metric postulates; (2) mathematí-

cal descriptions and models; (3) clarity and accuracy of language;

(4) the language of congruence; (5) problems and (6) course

schedules. The fírst of these, the metric postulates, are the most

original feature of the text. They involve the idea of measurement

by real numbers of distances, angles and areas, and permit a higher

level of logical rigor in the treatment. A1so, they have allowed

the ideas presented in the theory to be the same ones that the student

25-- .lþld., PP. v- vr.
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wí1l use in solving Lhe exercises. Consequently, the metric approach

has strengthened the whole geometrical treatment in the text because

the theory serves a real purpose.

In the discussion of mathematical descriptions and models the

authors have maíntained that, at the tenth grade 1eve1, geometry

should be thought of as a concrete deductive system or a mathematical

model of the physical world, studied by deductive methods. Thus, the

general approach used is to examine a physical situatíon and observe

that some of its essenËia1 features can be described by mathematical

conditions. Another concern of the general approach used by MoÍse

and Downs is the clariËy and accuracy of the language. fn their

Èext, terms are used and íntroduced when and where required and in

the form in which they are used later. In general, then, the usage

of these terms is explicit, and the language of geometry is brought

into closer agreement with the language of modern maLhematics.

An examínation of the exercises in the text revealed original

problem sets which included a variety of different types of questions

structured in terms of difficulty and enrichment. The exercises also

contain simple direct applications of definitions and theorems,

challenging originals, honours problems and a number of minor theorems.

Fina11y, course schedules are suggested in the 'rTeacherts Manual," by

the authors, to assist teachers in organi-zing their program and assess-

ing the progress of the class on a topical basis. Specific comments

have also been made on the appropriate progress of an average class

and the emphasis to be placed on various topics. As a result, the

discussion in this section of the "Teacher's Manualrrand the detailed
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coiÐmentary in the chapter outlines have made the presentation in

Geometrv an effective and adequate one.

In summary, because of the emphasis in Geometry on the struc-

ture of a geometry, students can be taught a better understanding of

the basic concepts and applications of the geometrical matería1.

This text can enable a1l students to be participants as they are 1ed

through the intuitive processes that establísh a conjecture, and then

to the formal proof.

Response to

pilot classes in Geometry met to discuss their responses to a quest-

ionnaire prepared by the Manitoba Department of Education. Fourteen

Mani toba.

the Pilot

reports \.^rere received from the pilot teachers of seventeen classes

containing 448 students. In general, the Manitoba teachers agreed

that the ne\.^/ geometry program r//as a superior treaLment to the tradi-

tional program. They expressed approval of the results and progress

of their students as measured by unit and final tests. Tn addiËion,

the majority concluded that more of their students could read this

text than the traditional one, and that they seemed to enjoy it more.

It was determined that the readability of the text l^/as due to the

clearly illustrated format and the thorough presentation of content

material. As strong features of the text the pilot teachers listed;

the logical deductive approach, the correlation of geometry and

algebra, clear definitions, adequate graded problems and readable

content. A sizeable majority repolted that all of their students

Program

1967, the Manitoba teachers who were conductingIn
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accepted the material in Geometry as rve11 as the traditional material,

whereas some of the above average students reacted more favourably

than similar students had done before.

Certain weaknesses in the pilot pTogram l,üere noted by some

of the teachers. The first concerned the inadequate time al1or,^7ance

for the completion of outlined topics, particularly for below average

pilot classes. This was probably a result of the teacher's unfamitíar-

ity with the modern program and an attemPt to make the approach too

rígorous for the below average. Consequently, it is necessary to

adiusL classroom instruction of the content it Geo*.tE-y by teaching

some material íntuítively to some students, and teaching the same

material rigorously to other students. A second weakness concerned

the considerable amount of time that had to be spent on introductory

material before reaching the traditional content of plane geomeËry

-- the congruence proofs and the originals. The third vleakrless recog-

nized by all pilot teachers was the excessive number of theorems

postulates and definitions required by the modern approach. Final1y,

thev agreed that the approach in Geometrv was too rigorous and con-

tained too much verbiage for the below average student. In terms of

the Manitoba experience most pilot teachers concluded that the Moise

and Downs text, Geometry, was more suitable for students of average

to above average mental and mathematical abÍ1ity. However, there has

been no concrete experimental evidence to suPport this conclusion.

In any case the failure rate in Manitoba in secondary plane geometry

has usually been high regardless of whether the program is new or

o1d. Both the traditional and pilot programs in secondary plane



geometry ideally are suitable for the top 30 per cent of the high

school population, whereas

to 60 - 70 per cent of all

leve1. Some definite and immediate reorganizatíon of school struc-

ture is required to phase students

ínto different

that the needs

British

introduced into

practical instruction is usually given

students enrolled at a particular grade

levels and courses

i-n L964. It is worth noting the experience of British Columbia

of all students can

teachers with the text. This has been described by J. Clark of the

Co lumb ia.

Brítish Columbia Association of Mathematics Teachers ín the following

rray:

all British Columbia schools as the authorized text

of varying mathematical ability

of mathematical instruction, so

be met.

The text, Geometry, by Moise and Downs was

I have no hesitation in saying that our good teachers find the
Moíse and Dovms text an excellent book. The development of the
subject, the problems asked, the explanations given, and so on
are of much greater mathematical interest than has been the case
with more traditional texts. It is probably true to say also
that after the first year or tr./o most teachers (who favour the
course) find it reasonably easy to cover most of the material in
Ëhe Ëext. This does not mean that the pupils obt.ain a reasonable
chance to see deductíve aspects and are frequently given a less
rigorous intuítíve exposition to speed up the amount of coverage

I have avoided the question of what happens when the teacher
is not interested in revamping his approach ... Unfortunately,
he can survive by sÍmply ignoring the fine points of the Moise
text and carry on his teaching in a traditional way. There is
little doubt that this is happening and no one ís able to do
much about ít.26

The program contained in Geometry, was developed to provide a
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26""rr"t from Jim F. Clark, President,
Mathematics Teachers to G. Kris Breckman, Maní
l{ay L2, 1966. (Mimeographed).

B. C. Association of
toba Teachers' Society,
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mathematically sound treatment of plane geometry and an introduction

to solid geometry at the grade ten level, and to present the treat-

ment so that it would meet the needs of university-oriented students

in the future. Classroom experience in Manitoba and British Columbia

has indicaËed that this program can be effective in the hands of an

enthusiastic teacher with average to above average students. Although

the key to the success of any program, traditional or modern, ís the

teacher, a text book can be a facilitative device which presents that

program in an influential way. This device may encourage or hínder

the development of a program in geometry for either the student or

the teacher. Because of the significant influence that a text has

on a geometry program, it was considered to be a worthwhile object

of investigation. Consequently, it became the purpose of this study

to evaluaLe how well grade ten students v¡ere achieving in a tradí-

tional and a modern geometry program, as presented by the particular

texts, and to what extent they were accepting each.

Many different curriculum groups have recogni-zed the need for

a change in the traditional Euclidean organization of plane geometry

at the secondary level. Thus, they have tried to overcome the inade-

quacies of geometry courses based on edited versions of Euclidrs

Elements by introducing a number of changes in structure and by

developing certain comprehensive programs. Their programs have

íncluded, Ín various combinations, changes such as the use of the

Birkhoff posLulates, the development of plane and solid geometry

X. SUMMARY



together, the use of the Hilbert postulates, and the introduction

of coordinate geometry.

At the present time in the United States, a metric approach

to grade ten geometry courses has been adopted by the majority of

school systems interested ín improving geometry programs. The purely

s1'nthetíc treatment has been recognized as being too rigorous and

sophisticated for most grade ten students,

In Manitoba, the Manítoba Mathematics Curriculum Revisíons

Committee has the responsibility for developing a continuous mathe-

matics program from K - 12. They have recognized the need for devel-

opíng a geometry program for Manitoba students which will be more

effective in terms of approach and content than the present tradi-

tional program. Thus, the Committee has carried on many discussion

sessions, reviewed numerous geometry texts and introduced several

pilot programs to experiment wíth modern geometry texts. This latter

process of experimentation is still goíng on at the present time.
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Belanger stated that the prÍnciple of the multíp1e determínation of

behavíour has been accepted generally by all researchers in psycho-

logy. In addition, he reported that most researchers in education

have also agreed that the research problems in their field are con-

cerned wíth multidimensional phenomena. Consequently, his .conclusion

was that it becomes a major concern of anyone researching educational

phenomena to develop a procedure which is capable of handling the

multivaríate nature of the problem.1

Multivariate Methods

In a report on educat.ional research in science and mathematícs

CHAPTER ]V

THE APPRA]SA], PROCESS

]NTRODUCT]ON

fn recent years, a number of appropriate multivaríate models

and procedures have been developed for mathematics education research

problems. Cahen recognizes the use of and need for such models in

the following:

The utilizatior- of multivariate methodologies reflects the find-
ings of other research in maLhematics education that mathematical
abilíties and multi-dimensional rather than unidimensional. This
way of conceptuaLizing mathematical abil-ities is reflected in
the overall desígn as well as in the tests developed to measure
mathematical Perf ormance.'

lMaurice Belanger, rtMethodology and Educational Research in
Science and Mathematics," Revie\u of EducaLional Research, 34:385, June,
1964. )'Leonard S. Cahen, "An Interim
ína1 Study of Mathematical Abilities,'l
October , 1965.

Report on the National Longitud-
The Mathematics Teacher, 58:524,
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Cooley and Lohnes have also described certain multívaríate statisti-

ca1 procedures r¿hich are capable of

dimensional analysis of mathematics

particular they have mentioned multiple discrimínant analysis or

discrimínant function analysis as a

dimensional analysis. According to

advantages of such analysis are:

space dimensionality without substantial loss of information, and

the satisfact.ion of the important assumptions of a multivariate normal

distribution by the discrimínant scores better than the original test
3

s cores .

making an appropriate multi-

education research problems. In

The Discrimínant Function

Johnson has descríbed the formulation and solution of the

mathematical problem of the discríminant function quite cl.arly.4

indicates the nature of the function in:

valuable procedure for mulËi-

these authors the two major

the dramatic reduction in predíctor

The essential property of this function, which is a linear func-
tion of the observations is that it will distinguish better than
any other linear function between the specified groups on whom
cor:nmon measurements are available. The prínciple upon which the
díscriminant funcEíon rests is that the linear functions of the
measurements will maximize the ratio of the difference beEween
the specific means to the standard deviations within c1asses.5

The discriminant function makes it possible to evaluate the relative

3__. " - ."irÏi1líam i^/. Cooley and Paul R. Lohnes,
for the Behavioral Sciences (New York: John
p.

1!'Palmer O.

Prentice-Hal1 Co.

5_...lbrd. ' P.

77r
Johns on,

, L949),

.J44.

Statistical Methods
pp. 344147 .

He

Multivariate Procedures
I^li1ey and Sons

IN Research (New York:

, 1962),
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amount of information for dífferentiation between t\.{o groups pro-

vided by the multi-measurements with a minimum of overlapping. Thus,

it can become a highly efficient though sophisticated statistical

device to use ín the analysis of data when the problem ís to discrim-

inate between different populations on the basis of several measure-

ments.

One of the basic problems of this study was to discríminate

between students enrolled in a modern geometry program and those

enrolled in a traditional geometry program on the basis of available

measures of attitude and achievement. An examinatíon of the charac-

teristics of the discriminant function and the multidimensional

features of the problem influenced the selection of a particular

experímental design to study the problem. This design can be

described best as a post t.est only structure with pre-test inform-

ation available on control and experimental groups.

In addition to the selection of an appropriate design to

study the problem of this thesis it also was necessary to develop

certain testing devices for the investigaËion of the characteristícs

of traditional and modern geometry groups. Tests for the measure-

ment of student acceptance of their geometry course and student

achievement of recognized common objectives of secondary plane

geometry r^/ere not available commercÍally. Thus, several testing

devices were developed by the writer as part of the study of the

problem of this thesis. These tests, together with the only avail-

able and appropriate commercial test, are described later ín this

chap ter.



All experimental schools were contacted by means of a form

letter whích outlined the purposes and procedures of the investíga-

tion. The schools contacted agreed to cooperate in the study, and

the participating teachers ¡vere interviewed personally by the writer.

This initial meeting provided an opportunity to discuss the proce-

dures of the experimenË. At this time it r,üas agreed that the length

of the instructional Lime would be equated as closely as possible.

No groups of students received more than normal additional help.

The Ínstructional periods were alternated so that all students

received algebra one period and geometry the next. With an author-

ized time allotment oÍ. L2 per cent set out ín the program of studies

for Manitoba schools, both pilot and traditional groups were exposed

to the same amount of class time.

Several meetings were held with individual teachers during

the course of the experiment. Two of these meetings were sponsored

by the Department of Education and all participating teachers were

present except for tr¿o who taught traditional classes. In addition

to the meetings, the pilot teachers \"zere provided with lists of postu-

1ates, definitions and theorems which vrere on mimeograph copies

prepared by the writer. Standard testing materíal was also given to

each pilot group. The above techniques gave a measure of uniformity

to Ëhe teaching and testing in the pilot program. Individual confer-

ences held with the traditional teachers served the same purpose to

a limited extent. However, Lhe qualifications and interest of the

I]. TEACHER PARTICIPATION TN THE EXPERTMENT
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participating teachers

tive a job as possible

It has already been noted elsewhere that one of the basic prob-

lems confronting most comparative curriculum studies has been the

inadequacy of their measuring instruments. Accordingly, the selection

and development of appropriate measuring instruments became a major

concern of this study.

Cooperative Geometry (COOP)

ensured that they

during the course

III. TEST SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT

67

would strive to do as effec-

of the experiment.

During the school term, 1966-1967, student achíevement ín and

attitude towards tenth grade plane geometry \,üere measurecl under t\^ro

approaches: modern and traditional. Because of the several differ-

ences between the two approaches in terms of objectives and conLent,

it was recognized that valid and reliable measuring devices were of

the utmost importance. As a result, the writer visited the Minnesota

National LaboraËories in St. Pau1, Minnesota, to examine the tests

being used there to evaluate the School Mathematícs Study Group and

traditional grade ten plane geometry in a five state area. The exper-

ience of the Minnesota National Laboratory revealed that the Coopera-

tíve Mathematics Test, Geometry, Form A (C003) \.r'as an appropriate

standardized instrument Lo measure student achievement of cormnon

objectives of traditional and modern plane geometry .o.rr".".6

6-Cooperative Mathematics
Testíng Service, L964).

Tests, Geometry (Berkeley: Educatíonal
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Tn general, the COOP test measured achievement in three areas:

comprehension of the basíc concepts, techniques and unifying princi-

ples of plane geometry, ability to apply an understanding of geometri-

ca1 ideas to ne\^r situations, and the ability to reason with insight
7

in geometry.' An item analysis of the content of this test revealed

that it sampled shared elements of both the modern and traditional

programs. The test r,ras examined carefully for ítems that would signi-

ficantly bias the results of the experiment in favour of either pro-

grafn. No item v/as discovered which was biased in favour of either

the modern or traditional approach to an extent which would invali-

date the test. A majority of the it.ems \^7as determined to be highly

discriminating both by the writer and t\../o experíenced secondary

mathematics teachers, who rirere asked to evaluate the items in Part I

of COOP in terms of their appropriateness. The t\^lo external judges

selec¡ed the test as an appropríate one for this study to measure

common elements of the course content of both the modern and tradi-

tional programs. Consequently, it was selectecl as one of the achieve-

ment instruments.

National high school norms l/ere avaílable for Part I separately

and Parts I and II together of Cooperative, Geometry. These were

based on L29 schools \,¡ith 3303 students, and they indicated a mean of

150 with a standard deviation of 10 on Part I. Content validity of

the test was insured because it was constructed by many highly quali-

fied mathematics teachers, specialists and scholars. The reliability

THandbook: Cooperative
tional Testing Service, L964),

Mathematics, Tests
p. 7.

(Berkeley: Educa-
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coefficient reported for Cooperative, Geometry was .80 which was

computed using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. In addition, the

correlation between this test and SCAT-quantitative was highly sígni-

f icant.

Geometrical Achíevement Measure Experiment (GAME)

The Geometrical Achievement Measure ExperÍment (GAI'IE), Form 2

was developed by the writer to supplement the achievement measure

obtained from Cooperatíve, GeomeLry. ft r,¡as designed Lo measure

student achievement of geometrical cbjectives in content areas not

examined by any other available published test. Information from

the Minnesota National Laboratories revealed the development of

several appropriate tests to measure student achievement in either

a modern or a traditional geometry course. Four geometry achievement

tests developed at the l4innesota National Laboratories and adminis-

tered to a five state area \,{ere obtained. An examination of the

items on these tests and a study of geometry items from the available

literature 1ed to the development of the test, Geometrical Achieve-

ment Measure Exper:Lment. During this development over t\^ro hundred

items were written, examined and modified to prepare the first

edition of GAME.

fn the initial planning stages of the test consideration was

given to the basic need for an appropriate measuring instrument to

assess student achievement that would evaluate both a modern and a

traditional geometry program. Thus, the need for listing the signi-

ficant objectives of grade ten plane geometry was realized. Tn addition,
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evaluation items \üere selected so that they would be appropriate to

the domains and 1eve1s of the objectives. To provide a frame of

reference for the test items of GAME the following general object-

ives were considered to be significant Ëo both modern and traditional

programs:

1. Knowledge and understanding of basic geometrícal facts,

concepts and processes and their relationships.

2. Ability to use a variety of problem-solving techniques

based on the concepts of congruence, paral1elism, inequality and

algebra.

3. Development of an understanding of the nature of a geom-

etry as a mathemat.ical model.

4. Ability to read and understand geometrical content material.

5. Ability to visualize ín two and Lhree dimensional space.

The clarification of each of these five objectives was obtained by

lístíng the secondary aims related to abilities and understandíngs

in terms of Bloom?s Taxonomy.S The objectives which were developed

to serve as an outline for GAME were discussed with several members

of the Manítoba Mathematics Curriculum Revisions Connnittee and índi-

vidual experienced mathematics teachers. To evaluate the attaínment

of the objectives by both the pilot and traditional groups over t\^lo

hundred test items \^/ere written and then analyzed in the following

content areas:

BBen¡amin S. Bloom (ed.), Taxonomy
Handbook I: Cognitive Domain (New York:

of Educational 0bjectives,
David McKay Co., L964).



L. the propertíes of 1ines, angles and triangles,

2. the properties of a miniaLure geometry,

3. congruences in a plane and in space,

4. the nature of a proof,

5. overlapping of figures,

6. inequalities in geometrical models,

7. parallelism,

B. altitudes and hypotenuses Ín space,

9. the application of geometríc skills to a novel situatíon-

10. algebraic applications to geometrical sÍtuations.

These r,,/ere considered appropriate and sufficient for the development

of a test supplement to Cooperative, Geometry.

Validation of the first test drafL was obtained by submitting

all items for examination by three experienced secondary mathematics

teachers. This examination concluded in the selection and modifica-

tion of twenty-four items, and these comprised the first form of the

GAME t.est. A pre-test of this form was then carried out on a repre-

sentative sample of secondary students at a large L{innipeg high school.

Two basic characteristics of each item r.{ere examined in an

item analysis: the difficulty of the item for grade ten students,

and the discriminating poL^/er of the item to distinguish between high

scorers and low scorers. In addition, the pre-test provided ínforma-

tion about the effectiveness of the distractors for each item and

77

the amount of testing tíme required.

The results of the pre-test with GAME, Form I, 1ed to the

development of additional items and the modificatíon of the most
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effective ones of the prelímínary form. A revised test, GAME, Form 2,

\^/as then developed and adminístered in May, 1967, as one of the

achievement criteria t.ests. Subsequently, an item analysis of per-

centage correcL responses Tnras performed on Form 2 to determine

whether there \,üas any significant response differences between the

modern and traditional groups and the level of both groups on each

item. Thís analysis is discussed in Chapter 5.

Geometrical Attitude Scale

Student performance and achievement in any geometry program

are affected by psychological variables such as attitudes and motíves.

Thís has been supported by Lhe research of Alpert9 tho recently

directed a study of student attitude towards mathematics and its

influence on achievemenL. A major conclusion of that investigation

\,/as that hígh1y signif icant Positive correlations exist between a

student's performance and his mathematical attitudes.

The development of favourable attitudes towards geometry

should be included as an essential objective of any secondary geometry

program. For this study, that objective implied the question: "Ts

there any difference in the degree of acceptance of grade ten geometry

between students following an experimental program and those following

a traditional program?'r To answer this question it was necessary to

evaluate hor,¡ well the Ëwo grouPs \^/ere accepting their geometry programs

o'R. Alpert, G. Ste1h,/agon,
in Mathematics Education,'r SMSG

pp. 17-24.

and D. Becker,
Newsletter No.

'rPsychologíca1 Factors
15 (Apri1, 7963),
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The major concern of this evaluation \,r'as the differences in student

attitude rather than the factors which contributed to the development

of the attitudes. Thus, an instrument entitled the Geometrical AEti-

tude Scale was prepared by the writer to obtain a reaction from the

students that would indicate what they thought about their geometry

course. This device \,üas developed from an instrument designed by

Hedley and entitled Student Attitude Towards S"i".r"..10

Hedley has noted that the limitations of attitude tests are

usually caused by individuals who may conceal their real attitudes,

or by other individuals who may not know their true feelings or may

not have Ëhought aboul them in a particular way before, or by still

other individuals who may not be able to abstract their attitudes

and predict their reaction to a particular situation. Consequently,

the description and measurement of attitude becomes extremely diffi-

cu1t. Ilowever, the measure of opinion is closely related to real

attitudes. Because it is, and because ít can be obtained in a valid

and reliable way from a test device, it was considered appropriate

to develop such a devíce and measure geometrical attitudes in an

11
indirect way.

The following is a description of the development of the test

entitled Geometrical AtËitude Scale designed to assess a studentts

reaction to his geometry program. First, a number of statements of

10_
Ro ber t

Science Courses
Michigan State

1l_. . .Ib1cl. t

T. Hedley,
in Manitoba

Univers i ty,

pp.B0-81.

rrstudent Attitudes and Achievements ín
Secondary Schools" (Doctoral thesis,

East Lansing, L966), pp. B0-89.
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opinions about geometry r¡/ere collected and devised from four basic

sources: (1) Iledleyrs Student Attitude Towards Science test, (2)

student comments about SMSG geometry programs contained in Revolution

in School lulathematics,12 (3) Aids for Evaluators of Mathematics
13 1L

Textbooks,'" and (4) The Secondary Mathematics Curriculu[. *' In

all, one hundred and t\^renty items were developed' some connoting

positive attitudes and some connoting negative ones. Tnitía1 classi-

ficatíon by the writer placed Ehe items into five categories: text-

book, course content, sLudent needs, student ínterest. and student

involvement.. The ítems \^rere structured to determíne student response

in the five areas. To determine item validity and quality, the

unclassified individual statements were given to four teachers, ti.,tro

elementary and two secondary, for an item analysis.

As a result of the judgesr ratings the items were modified and

edited so thaE the revised form of the attítude scale comprised sixty

items, thirty connoËing negative attitudes and thirty connoting posi-

tive attitudes. For each of the five areas, text, course content,

needs, interest and ínvolvement, the final edition of the Geometrical

AttiLude Scale contained twelve items, six connoting positive attitudes

1)--Frank B. Al1en (ed. ), The Revolution in School Mathematics
(tr^Iashington: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, L964),
pp.30-36.

13"r11i"* chinn et al., Aids For
Textbooks (tr^Iashington; National Council of Teachers
7965), pp. I-7.

1L-'Secondary School Curriculum
Mathematics Curriculum (Washington:
Mathematics, 1959), pp. 389-416"

Evaluators of Mathematics

Conrnittee: NCTM., The Secondarv
National Council of Teachers of

of Mathematics,
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and six connoting negative ones Í.or a total of sixty items.

A Likert method of sunrnated ratings \{as used to measure student
15

opinion. -- Table I illustrates the five point scale used to score

the positive and negative items, and also how each student \^7as asked

to respond to each item. Included in the appendix is a form of the

Geometrical Attitude Scale.

TABLE I

RESPONSE STATEMENTS AND VALUES FOR GAS

Response StaLements

(a) Strongly Disagree

(b) Disagree

(c) Neither Agree or Disagree

(d) Agree

(e) Strongly Agree

An examination of the Geometrical Attitude scale in the Appen-

dix discloses the following characteristics. Category one of Ëhe

test contained both positive and negative sEatements about reading

level, clearness of explanation, special terms uSed, 1eve1 of diffi-

culty of problems, and the diagrams in the geometry text being used

Scale Value

Positive NegaËive

I

2

3

4

5

5

4

3

2

1

15-Hed1ey, sp. cit., pp. 86-87.



by the student.

The second category considered tI,7elve statemenLs made about

course conlent. These included items about the future use of the

course, its significance, amount of homework, precision required,

the difficulty of the course, and the amount of material covered.

Category three of the test related to student needs. Twelve

Statements r¡rere made concerning the usefulness of the program, no\'ü

and in the future, its satisfying of needs, íts worth, and the

importance of studYing geometry.

The statements developed for the fourth and fifth categories,

student interest and student involvement respectively, proved to be

the most difficult items to edit wíth the minímum amount of over-

lapping of content. The twelve statements developed for category

four were concerned with the attentíon paid in class, the inËerest

in taking future geometry courses, the desíre to spend more time on

geometry, the willingness to read other related texts, and Ëhe wish

to study geometry in greater depth. The fifth category developed
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for the Geometrical Attitude

of student participation in the geometry course. Students \'{ere asked

to respond to statements about the amount of self responsibility

attained, the development of the ability to think like a mathematician,

the degree of inner satisfaction achieved in presenting

solutíons, and the ability to apply geometrical ídeas'

In each category' the maximum positive score \^/as

minimum negative score \.ras tt¡e1ve and the neutral score

six. on the whole test, the maxímum positive score r,/as

Scale \^ras designed to measure the degree

their or'rn

sixty, the

v/as thirty-

three hundred,
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the minimum negative score \^7aS sixty, and the neutral score I'/aS one

hundred and eighty. An analysís of student response to their parti-

cular geometry program on the basís of the Geometrical Attitude

Scale is develoPed in ChaPter V.

Mathematics Attitude Scale (Geometry)

To obtain ínformation about student attitude towards geometry

in addítion to that supplied by the Geometrical Attitude Scale, the

writer was given permission to revise and edit the attitude scale

developed by Aiken and Dreger entít1ed Math Attitude S"t1..16 Speci-

fica11y, the editing involved the fo1lowíng changes:

1. The word rrmathematicst' was replaced by "geomeLry'"

2. Statement 10 --rrMathematics makes me feel as though T am

lost in a jungle of numbers and can't find my wâYr" was changed to

rrGeomeLry makes me feel as though Irm lost in a jungle of letters and

diagrams and cantt find mY waY."

3. In staLemenL 16, rrmath problem" was changed to "geometry

ques tion. tr

4. StaEement 17

most dreaded subject,r'

this year, and it is mY

Both forms of the Math

An examínation of each

16_--Lewis R. Aíken and Ra

on Performance ín MaEhematics,
L9-24, February, 196I.

-- "I have never liked math, and it is my

\^ras replaced with "f have not liked geometry

most dreaded subject.r'

AËtitude Scale are included in the Appendíx.

revealed that the changes from one form to

lph M. Dreger, "The Effec
" Journal of Educational

t of Attitudes
Researchr 52:



another did not invalidate the test.

The test consists of twenty statements about geometry, ten

connoLing posítive attitudes and ten connoting negative ones. The

Scoring procedure for this instrument \^7as exactly the same as that

used for the Geometrical Attitude Scale, a Likert method of summated

ratings. Use of the five point scale Eo score student response

yielded a single score. Consequently, on this test, the maximum

positive score was orÌe hundred, the minimum negative Score was

Ëwenty, and the total neutral score \^/aS sixËy. Results from the

test are discussed in ChaPter V.

]TT. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

Processing of

During the second week of september, 1966, two pre-tests ¡nTere

admínistered by the participating class teachers to the pilot and

7A

traditional groups. After administration the tests v/ere returned to

the writer who scored them and recorded the results on data sheets

Pre- Tes t

according to grouPS

Data

and Sequential Tests of EducqËional Progress - Form 24, together with

the information supplied by the participating teachers provided data

on five pre-tests variables: a8ê, general intelligence, mathematical

ability, mathematical achievement, and mathematical attitudes for

each student. These data were considered suffícient to determine

whether the individual pilot and traditional groups differed sígni-

ficantly in terms of those characteristÍcs which were basic to the

study. Later analysis revealed that. one pilot-traditional group was

and individual. These tests, Math Attitude Scale
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too divergent in terms of pre-experimental characterístícs, so that

it had to be dropped from the class to class comparisons. However,

some indivídual members of this group v/ere retained for the matched

sample comparison group. To determine the pre-experimental compati-

bility of tradÍtional and pilot groups the avaílab1e data l,zeïe analyzed

in terms of five class to class comparísons, one matched sample com-

parison, and a total pilot-traditional comparison.

Preliminary examination of the pre-test data and consíderatíon

of the multidímensional aspects of the problem resulted in the selec-

tion of a discriminant function analysis as the sËatístical model for

the analysis of data to be used in the comparison of pilot and tradi-

tional groups. Although the predictor variables used in this study

resemble those used in regression schemes, the criterion, whether

there is a significant difference between a traditional and a pilot

geometry group after experimentation, is considered a dichotomous

variable rather than the usual single numerical variable. Thus, the

usual regression techniques T,üere considered to be inappropriate and

an adaptation of Johnsonrs discriminant analysis was used. llis con-

cept of discriminant analysis was developed to determine the approp-

riate weights for a series of variables yielding maximum separation

ínto Lwo *to,rp".17 Consequently, the pre-test data \,rere examined by

a discríminant function analysis to determine whether the modern

geometry group could be differentiated from the traditional geometry

Prentíce-Hal1 Co., 1949), pp. 343-347.

17P"1*.r O. Johnson, Statistical Methods in Research (New York:
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group in terms of age, general inte1lígence, mathematical ability,

achievement and aLtitude.

To carry out Lhe analysis of data all pre-test information

\,üas accumulated by the writer and then transferred to punch cards

at the Computer Centre, University of Manit.oba. The data were pro-

cessed by computer using a stepr¿ise discriminant analysis progrt*.18

In the actual operation of the program the stepwise procedure

entered all the variables at the beginning into the discriminant

equaËion. The díscriminant funct.ion analysis program selected this

equation by using appropriate weights for utilizing the five vari-

ables ín the prediction scheme. From the discriminant equation a

multiple serial correlation is obtained. The variable which reduced

the variance Ín the dependent variable (criterion) the least in a

single step \^/as eliminated from the comparison. This revealed the

effect of the remaining variables, thus leaving a truer picture of

the relationship between the independent variables and the criterion.

The procedure continued step by step untí1 all the varíables were

elimínated. A complete discussion of the discriminant analysís of

the pre-experimental characteristics of pilot and traditional groups

is íncluded in ChaPter V.

Processing of

Af ter

tered by the

18R.* 
T.

Analysis For Two
(n.d. ) ).

Experimental Data

the experimental period, f our post tests t'/ere adminis-

participating teachers and then returned to the wríter

Hurst and Gwen
Groups (Compu

Wíser, Stepwise
Ler Program, Utah

Discriminant Function
State Universíty,
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for scoríng. The data from these tests provided nine variabl-es.

To test Experimental Hypothesis TV the nine variables \'/ere processed

by a computer using a discriminant analysis Program. The results of

thís analysis in terms of the three comparison groups are discussed

in Chapter V.

Further treatment of the experimental data involved an item

analysis of the percentage correct student responses on the Geometri-

ca1 Achievement Measure Experiment and Cooperative, Geometry, and

the development of a correlatíon matrix for the total pilot and

traditional groups. A selection of eleven varíables was made from

the pre-test and post test data so that the matrix could be computed

for each of the total grouP of two hundred and twelve students, the

total tradítional group of one hundred and fourteen students and the

total pilot group of nínety-eight students. The data were processed

by computer us íng a simple correlations program. Results from the

item analysis and the correlation matlices are also analyzed in

Chapter V.

IV. SINß{ARY

Because of the multivariate nature of the problem being investí-

gated, it was necessary to select an appropriate statistical model

for processing the experimental data. consequently, a discriminanL

function analysis was chosen as an effective device for testing the

experimental hypotheses. In addition, further treatment of the data

involved the development of an item analysis of the achievement tests



used and the use of a correlation matríx of eleven experimental

variables.

The design of certain achievement and attitude tests was made

necessary by the lack of available instruments. Three tests, Geometri-

ca1 Achievement Measure Experiment, Geometrical AtËitude Scale and

Math Attitude Scale (Geometry), were developed by the writer to measure

the experimental characteristics of the pilot and traditional groups.

These were validated and made reliable by the use of external judges,

prior testing and ítem analYsis.

Data from the four post lests províded nine experimental vari-

ables which were processed by a computer program using a discrimínant

function analysis. Fina1ly, the experimental hypotheses were tested

in terms of five class to class comparisons, one matched sample com-

parison, and one total pilot traditional comparison.

82



studied. An ínvestigation of five pre-experimental variables for

each comparison group was completed by means of a discriminant func-

tion analysis. In addÍtion, the results of the examínation of the

experimental data r.^rere reported on the basis of a correlation matrix,

an item analysis of the Geometrical Achievement Measure Experiment

and Cooperative Geometry, and a discriminant ana\ysís of experimental

hypothesis Iff.

In this chapter the effects of the processing of data are

CHAPTER V

AN ANALYSIS OF DATA

To determine the pre-experímental compatibílity of pilot and

traditional samples in terms of characteristics central to this study,

pre-tests were administered. Data from these indicated that one

sample pair of classes was too divergent in characteristics to be

useful as a comparison group. Consequently, this pair was eliminated

from the class comparisons, and the investigation was carried on ín

terms of five class to class comparíson groups) Lwo matched comparison

groups, and a total pilot-traditional comparison group. Included in

the analysis of the pre-experimental characteristics of these groups

are the five variables: (1) age (X1); (2) SCAT -- mental ability

(X^); (3) 9 MATH -- mathematical achievement (X.); (4) MAS -- attí-'¿J

tude towards mathematics (X,); and (5) STEP -- mathematical ability

rx- ).')

I. PRE-EXPERI}4ENTAL CHARACTERIST]CS OF THE SAIVIPLES



Class To Class

Table rf shows the mean scores on five pre-experimental vari-

ables for five class to class comparisons of the pilot and. traditional

groups. Groups f and rr represented pilot and traditional classes

Comparison Groups

selected from a wínnipeg secondary school; group rrr was selected from

a suburban school and Groups IV and V were selected from rural schools.

The range in age from 182.2 months to 185.4 months indicates that the

total sample was typical of students who have entered grade ten for

the first time. In the total sample there were only twelve students

who were requíred to repeat grade ten.

The scAT scores listed in Table fr refer to a measure of

general intelligence. This varíable showed a mean range from 291.0

to 294.6 which was hígher than the mean of 282.0 reporred in rhe publi-

sherts norms. Therefore, this sample was composed of students who

Trere average to above average in intelligence.

The variable, 9MATH in Table rr refers to the final grade nine

mathematícs score obtaíned on the departrnental examinations of June,

1966. The mean score on this variable ranged from 69.5 to 85.9 in

the five class to class comparison groups. Thus, these groups rrere

characteristic of average to above average secondary students in terms

of prior mathematics achievement.

The fourth variable in Table rr, MAs, is a measure of student

acceptance of mathematics in terms of prior experience. The mean

score range on this variable was from 60.7 to 76.3. on the basis of

the twenty statements in the instrument (the neutral position of each

item has a value of 3) a total value of 60 characterizes a neutral

Õ4
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attitude towards mathematics.

Scale índicated

tional expressed

the rest of the

mathematics.

Fínally, Table II shows the sTEP score as the fifth pre-experi-

mental variable. This variable, which refers to a measure of mathe-

matical abilíty, ranged from a mean score of 278.3 to 288.2. The

entire range was above the mean of 274.0 reported in the publisherts

norms. Differences which occurred between the pilot and traditional

groupst scores on STEP are discussed below. The range in ¡he mean

scores of this variable emphasized that this study was representative

of secondary students who were average to above average in mathemati-

ca1 achievemenL and ability. At the same time, the groups' mean

scores on the attitude instrument \^/ere typical of students who were

not particularly interested in mathematics. Whether or not this

attitude is representative of the attitude towards mathematics of the

that group IIT traditional and groups IV and V tradi-

mild1y positíve attitudes towards mathematícs, while

groups were quite neutral in their acceptance of

Student response on the

86

Math Attitude

average student in

attítude response

need for further research in the area of student acceptance of mathe-

matics.

To test the hypothesís that there is no significant differences

between the means of the pí1ot and traditional groups on the five

pre-experimental variables the data were Plocessed by means of a

stepwise discriminant analysis program. The program entered all five

varíables at the beginning into the discriminant equation, and then

Manitoba remains

on the Mathematics

unanswered. However, the student

Attitude Scale does indicate the
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eliminated the variables, one at a tÍme, which reduced the variance

the 1east, until all variables were eliminated. This stepwise pro-

cedure contÍnued for all fíve variables for each of the five compari-

son groups. The results are presented in Table III. This includes

the variable combínations of age (X1), SCAT (X2), 9MATH (X3), MAS (X¿),

and STEP (X.) arranged in the best hierarchal rank and in terms of'.)

the significance of the conlribution of each variable combinatíon at

aparticularF-level.

Reference to Table LII reveals that comparison groups I, II,

and fV contained signifícant pre-experimental differences on certain

variables. Groups III and V did not differ significantly on the five

variables processed. In order to determine the nature of the signi-

ficant differences which did occur between the pilot and traditional

class groups, the results in Table IIT must be studied with reference to

the summary of mean scores in Table II. An examination of the variable

combinations in Table II for group I reveals that three combinations

\^/ere significant beyond the.01 leve1 and two combinations \^/ere signí-

ficant beyond the.05 1eve1. On the basis of the variables selected

and the mean scores for group f it was concluded that the pilot group

\.das a little older than the traditional group and had a more favour-

able, although neutral, attitude towards mathematics. 0n the other

hand, the traditional group appeared to be more intelligent than the

pilot group. In addítion, the Eraditíonal group had considerably

surpassed the pilot group in mathematical achievement, even though

the pilot group had slightly better mathematical ability. Consequently,

the pilot group may be underachieving in terms of their natural ability.
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3. 078*ì'r

4. 138't

5 . 818:t

8 .429':,

.7 t6

2,T77

2.648

J. Ol¿+^^

, 
^ô 

í -r--r-

.716

.9L5

L.203

7.704

2.613

Pr edic tor
Combination

IV

BB

*4*3"s*t"z

"4*:xS"t
YYY'-4'-3'^5

+J

x4

"4"s*zx¡xt
vvvvt'4"5ttzt'3

x4*s*z

x. x_45

x,
+

III

2.017

2.587

J . {$ [;k:'r

5 . 113:þ:k

7 .602':(

. 788

1.013

I.3L2

1. 886

2. rLs

indicates

indica tes

p1

p1

o5

.01
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However, comparíson group I rvas left in the experimental analysis

to determine whether the experiment would have any effect on the

pre-experimental differences of both pilot and traditional classes.

Further examination of Table III reveals that group II con-

tains tr¡o variable combinations signíficant beyond the .05 1eve1.

An analysís of these results together with the mean scores in

Table II showed that the traditional class in group II was slightly

older than the pilot class when age was consídered by ítself. It

\,üas thus not unexpected to observe that the pilot group r¡/as more

intelligent than the traditional group when the SCAT score \.^ras con-

sidered together with age. Hovrever, when all five variables were

considered together in combination in the discriminant analysis,

no sígnificant difference beLween the pilot and tradítional classes

of group II v¡as evident. Thus, group II was considered to be an

appropriate comparison group.

An analysÍs of the data contained in Table fI and Table III

for group IV reveals that two combinations of varíables were signi-

fícant beyond the.05 leve1 and one combination beyond the.01

level. The results of the analysis of data in Table III showed that

when the variable attitude MAS r¡üas considered alone for group IV the

traditional class had a more positive attitude towards mathematics

than the pilot class. On the other hand, if the three variables

MAS, 9MATH and STEP were consídered together then the pilot class

achieved better than the traditional, even though the mathematical

ability of the pilot group T¡ras not as good as the mathematícal

ability of the traditional group. In the analysís, if all five
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variables \^/ere taken together in combination then there \üas no signi-

fícant difference between the pilot and traditional classes in

group TV. This group was also considered to be an aPpropriate com-

parison sample. Thus, on the basis of the discriminant analysis of

the pre-experimental date ít was considered appropriate to include

groups I, ff, III, TV and V in the experiment.

The Matched Sample

liminary analysis it \^/as also considered necessary to utilize a

matched traditional and pilot group as part of the study design.

Because of the differences which \¡rere revealed in the pre-

Table fV reveals the mean scores of the five pre-experímental vari-

ables for Lhis matched group. The pilot and traditional samples in

this group \^rere matched on the basis of sex, age, mathematical

achíevement and ability. An inspection of the mean scores in

Table IV reveals that the two samples were similar in these respects.

However, the tradiËional group has a more positive attitude towards

mathematics than the pilot group. Further ínspection of Table IV

sholvs that the matched comparison group was above average in achieve-

ment, general intelligence and mathematical ability. hThen the SCAT

and STEP mean scores \.^/ere compared to the publisherts norms, they

fe11 into the upper quartile. Consequently, it appeared that the

maLched group \,{aS rePresentative of an above average grouP of second-

ary students.

An examination of Table V índicates that three combinations of

variables were significant at the .05 level. Although the Lraditional



TABLE

PRE-EXPERIMENTAL IYIEANS

VARIABLE

FOR TWO MATCHED

AGE in Mo.

SCAT

9MATH

MAS- 1

STEP

IV

(xr)

(xz )

(x: )

(x. )'4

(x- )')'

OF FIVE VARIABLES
SAMPLES

PILOT

N=30

I82.3

297.3

81. 5

63 .9

286 .4

9L

TRAD.

N=30

SiI¡,D,IARY OF RESULTS OF ELIMINATING VARIABLES
FRO}{ STEPI^IISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSTS

GROUP

L82.4

294.5

81. 6

73.9

286.4

Matched
Samp 1e

TABLE V

PRED]CTOR
COMBINATION

x4Xzxtx3x5

x4xzxtx3

x4xzxt

x4xz

X,
+

Indicates p < .05

1. 818

2.307

J . Q[$:k:'c

4.539)d,

6 . 67 3*,',,
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sample in this group lnad a more positíve attitude towards mathematics

than the pilot sample they achieved at the same 1eve1. On the other

hand, the pilot sample \.{as a little younger and more intelligent than

the traditional sample in the matched comparison group. l{hen all

five pre-experimental variables were considered together in combína-

tion there \¡lere no significant differences between the two samples in

the matched group. Therefore, they were also included in the analysis

of experimental data.

The Total Pilot-Traditíona1 Sample

Table VI shows the mean scores of five pre-exPerímental vari-

ables for the total pilot-traditional sample. These scores indicate

that the total groups \¡Iere above average in mathematical ability,

achievement and intelligence. fn terms of age and interesl, holvever,

the total group sample vras characteristic of average students. Table

VIT presents the various combinations of variables arranged in a

hierarchal pattern. The results of the discriminant analysis disclose

that there \^rere no significant. differences betv/een the total pilot-

tradítional sample in terms of the pre-experimental variables. Thus,

Lhe total pilot-traditional sample was used as one of the comparison

grouPS.

Tntercorrelations between each pair of eleven varíables were

computed for the total sample grouP, the total pilot group, and the

total traditional group. This rn¡as done to determíne how consistently

II. A SI},IPLE CORRELATION MATRIX



TABLE VI

PRE-EX?ERI}GNTAI MEANS OF F]VE VAR]ABLES FOR TOTAL
P]LOT AND TRADITIONAL GROUPS

VAR]ABLE

AGE in

SCAT

9MATH

MAS- 1

STEP

Mo. (Xr)

(xz

(x: )

(xa)

(xs )

PILOT

N=98

L82,9

293.3

76.5

63.8

283. I

93

TRAD.

N=114

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF ELI}'ITNATING VARIABLES FROM

STEPI^/ISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

183. 6

292.7

76.5

65 .9

28L.9

GROUP

Total Pilot-
Tradí tiona 1

Groups

TABLE VII

PREDICTOR
COMBINATTON

x5"4*t"3*z

xsX4xtX3

X-X, X")4L

)L+

X-)

. 809

1. 016

1. 315

L. 635

1. 130
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the developed instruments \^/ere measuring and to ascertain whether

any díscernible differences existed between the toEal pilot and tradi-

tional groups and the total sample. Tables VIII, IX and X luere con-

structed to present the correlation matlices for the above three

grouPS.

presented. An inspection of Table VIII reveals that 51 correlation

coeff icients were signifícant at the .01 1eve1, t\^/o \,/ere sígnificant

In Table VIII the intercorrelations for the total sample are

at the .05 1evel, and t\,zo \dere not significant for the total group.

The range ín correlation coefficient

Attitude Scale tests and the Geometrical

ment L^/aS

cant at

reported between GAME and COOP of .557. Simí1ar1y, the correlation

from .285 to .366. A1 though the coefficients \¡7ere sígnifí-

the .01 1evel, they were much lower than the correlation

coefficients between the Geometrical Attitude Scale tests and COOP

were 1ow, although sígnificant at the .01 level, with values rangíng

from .254 to .379. At the same time, the correlation coefficients

between SCAT and GAS-N (needs), and GAS-In (interest) sub-tests l,üas

not sígnificant. Very 1ow but significant correlatíons were also

shov¡n between the SMATH variable and the GAS sub-tests vrith a range

of values from.195 to.29L. The 1ow correlatíons betv/een the achieve-

ment and the attitude instruments may indicate that different charac-

teristics are being measured by each set of instruments. However,

the fact that the correlation coefficients between the attitude and

achievement instruments were significant and positive suggests two

conclusíons. First, it may be concluded that certain positive developed

value between all the Geometrical

Achievement Measure Experi-
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attitudes towards geometry supported a student's achievement in his

particular program. Secondly, the evidence from the correlation

coefficients suggests that satisfactory achievement in both geometry

programs, pilot and traditional, helped to Promote positive atti-

tudes towards the subject.

Considerably higher correlation coefficients were noted in

Table VIII between the two achievement instrumenLs, GAME and C00P

and also between the sub-tests of GAS and the GAS tota1. Betsween

GAIvfE and COOP the correlation \¡7as .557, while the range between the

sub-tests of GAS and the GAS total was .896 to .95L. The highly

significant correlations for GAS indicated that the sub-tests of

this insËrument Trere measuring consístently and thus were quite

re1iable.

The íntercorrelations for the total pilot and total traditional

groups, reported in Tables IX and X respectively supported the con-

clusion that the tests used were measuring consistently. An examina-

tion of Table IX discloses that forty-one coefficients \,/ere signifi-

cant at the .01 leve1, eight vlere significant at the .05 level, and

six \.^rere not signif Ícant. There rl7as a higher correlation, signif i-

cant at the .01 level, between the Math Attitude Scale and the four

sub- tests of

the traditional or total groups. fn

significant correlation between the

Attitude Scale for the pilot group than for either the total sample

or the total traditional grouPs.

Intercorrelations for the total tradítional group are reported

the Geometrical Attitude Scale for the pilot than either

addition, Table IX shows a higher

sub-tests of the Geometrical
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in Table X. The data in Table X revealed fewer sígnificant corre-

lations between the varíab1es than that found in Tables VIII and IX.

There were only forty-three correlations which r¡lere significant,

tç,/o at the.05 level and forty-one at the.01 1evel, and Ewelve

correlations which r¡/ere not signifícant. An analysis of Table X

revealed that Ëhe correlations betrveen COOP and each of the sub-tests

of the Geometrícal AËtítude Scale were higher for the traditional

group than the total pilot group in each case. All these coefficients

vrere significanL aL the .01 level with a range in values from.346

to .444. A possible ínterpretation of the hígher correlations in

this area may be that the tradítional course content, perceived stu-

dent needs, and textual material were more oriented towards the objec-

tives being measured by the Cooperative Geometry test.

Further examination of Tables VIIT., IX and X discloses certain

characteristics of the data relating to the grade nine mathematics

score and the other variables. Table VITT reveals that there r.^tas a

significant correlation between achievement in grade nine mathematics

ancl each of t.he other ten variables studied. One interpretation may

be that certain attitudes and ski11s l^7ere being developed in prior

grades which \^7ere compatible \^/ith the characteristics necessary for

success in a grade ten geometry course. The response of the pilot

group also revealed a similar pattern in terms of 9}4ATI1. Nine vari-

ables of the pilot group \.rere positively correlated to prior mathematics

achievement. However, in the case of the traditional group only four

variables were significantly correlated to prior achíevement in mathe-

matics as measured by 9MATH. None of these four, as is sho\^In in

98
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Table X, referred

Scale. Consequently, one may speculate that the attitudes being

encouraged and developed in previous grades were more pertinent to

the modern pilot geometry program than the traditional program.

A1so, previous success in grade nine mathematics appeared to help

some students accept their pilot geometry better than it helped

other students accept the traditional course geometry. This may be

a result of Ëhe approach used in the pilot geometry text r¿hich

borrowed from and used many of the algebraic ski11s developed in

the new grade nine mathematics program.

Reference to Table V]II also discloses that Ëhe more intellí-

gent a Student v7as, the more positive was his response to the text-

ual material, the course content and partícipatíon in either the

traditional or the pilot program. In terms of the correlation

between SCAT and student attitude, three correlation coeffícients

\¡zere significant at the .01 level and two r,üere significant at the

.05 1eve1. The correlations were low but one may speculate that.

there \^ras a tendency for intelligence factors to affect a studentts

accepLance of his geometry program. Table XI reveals that a similar

pattern was evident in the responses of the pilot grouP, and in each

case the correlation coefficients were higher than for the total

group. on the other hand, the information ín Table x for the tradi-

tional group reveals that there \^las only one signíficant positive

correlation coefficient between intelligence and student acceptance

of course content, and this was quite 1ow aË .200. 0n the basis of

these results one may speculate that the more intelligent a student

to varíables measured by the Geometrical Attitude

100
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\.{as then the more the modern program appeared to appeal to him.

In summary, the parts of the Geometrical AttiEude Scale

measure consistently as is shown by the high correlations between

the sub-tests and the total test. The low correlation coefficíents

between the attítude and achíevement instrumenLs indicated that

each set of tests was probably measuring different characteristics

so that there \^ras a minimum of overlap in test content.

III. ITEM ANALYS]S OF ACHIEVE}ÆNT TESTS

To determine how well the cognitive objectives of both the

pilot and traditional geometry courses were being achieved an item

analysís of both the Geometrical Achievement Measure Experiment and

Cooperative, Geometry was carried out. The significant features of

student response to the iEems on both achievement tests \,/ere analyzed

by deterrnining the percentage correct response to each item by the

pilot and traditíonal groups. Differences between percentage correct

responses on each item for both groups were analyzed by means of a

proportionality Lest of significance from tr^Ialker and Lev, which used

1a z-sËatístic. - The information obtained from this analysis ís

summarized in Tables XI and XTI and Figures I and 2. The raw data

which was used to construct these figures and tables has been included

in the Appendix. However, in the following discussíon only those

items have been included whích appeared to illustrate the significant

1H"1.r, 
M.

(New York: Henry
l^Ialker and Joseph Lev, ElemenLary
Holt and Company, 1958), p. 255.

Statistical Methods
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characteristics of the responses of the pilot and traditional groups

Consequently, this discussion has been 1ímited to items which

obtaíned the highest percentage correct responses, those whích

received the lowest percentage, and those on which the difference

between the group responses \^/as statistíca11y significant.

Geometrical Achievement Measure Experiment

Figure 1 illustrates the percentage of correct responses of

the ËoËal pilot group (N=98) and the total traditíona1 group (N-114)

to the twenty-five items of GAME. The broken line stands for the

pilot group while the solid line represents the Ëraditional group.

A prelíminary examination of Figure 1 reveals that both groups, for

the most part, responded to the items of the test in a remarkably

similar manner. The shape of the graph reveals a consistency of

response which may be dependent upon factors other than the parti-

cular geometry course that the pilot and traditional groups have

been following. However, divergent responses, which were statisti-

ca1ly significant did appear and seemed to give evidence of a differ-

ential treatment occurring betrveen the two groups. The divergent

responses occurred on ítems 2, LL, 13, 20, 24 and 25. These are

anaLyzed belor¿.

Highest and Lowest Percentage Correct Responses

Further examination of Figure 1 discloses that on eighteen

items the pilot group scored below 50 per cent correct responses,

lvhile on tv/enty-two items the traditional group scored below 50 per

cent correct responses. Thus, Èhe GAME test appeared to be quite
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dífficult for both groups with the advantage favouring the total

pílot sample. Item 17 of the test obtained the lowest percentage

of correct response from both groups with 1 per cent of the pilot

sample scoring it correctly and 2 per cent of the traditional group

scoring it eorrectly. This item was:

L7, If x, y, a, and b are measures of the angles indicated
in the díagram, which of the following is a correct.
s tatement?

a) x+y

b) x't 7

c) x+y

d) x+y

e) x+y

It requíred a response dependent upon knowledge of the exterior angle

of a triangle theorem. However, the basic solution method demanded

algebraic equation techniques which may have been too sophisticated

for either group at the grade ten level.

On the other hand, both groups obtained their highest percent-

age of correct responses on Item 7 which was:

2b-a

a*b

2a*b

b-a

3b-3a

7. The figure below represenËs a three dimensional
trIhat is the hypotenuse of right triangle GFC?

a) segment GF

b) segment GC

c) segment FC

d) segment DH

e) none of the above

cube.

B
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Correct responses were scored by 73 per cent of each group on this

item. It required a three dimensional visual response in terms of

the definition of hypoËenuse. 0n the basis of the amount of three

dimensional geometry questions and applicaLions included in the

modern geometry text it \^7as expected that the pílot group should

score signifícantly higher than Lhe traditional group on this ítem.

The similar results of both groups on Ttem 7 may have been caused

by the fact that the pilot course Leachers \^7ere experímenting wíth

the course for the first time, and thus did not :utii-íze as effect-

ively as possible the íncluded textual material for space geometry,

although it is difficult if not impossible to draw a truly firm

conclusion on the basis of this single item.

However, the response paËtern of both the pilot and tradí-

tional groups on ltem 8, which also required a three dimensional

visual response, \nras also similar. Ï.tem 8 was:

8. The figure below represents a three dimensíonal cube.
Segment GC is an internal diagonal whích is perpendicular
to DX. Lrihat is the altitude of triangle GDC?

a) segment GD

b) segment DC

c) segment DX

d) segments GD, DC, and DX

e) none of the above

To answer thís item successfully a student had

tions of alLitude to a right triangle r¿ithin a

experience. Both pilot and traditional groups

-- | ;\-- I ;
-Fq_
,.L\

to apply the defini-

three dímensional

scored very 1ow on this
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iËem vrith the pilot group scoring 4 per cent correct responses and

the traditional group scoring 6 per cent correct responses. More

three dimensional situatíons occurred in Items 2I, 22, and 23, whích

are congruence questions. Again, both groups responded in such a

similar manner that it appeared neither the modern nor the tradí-

tíonal program had an advantage on items which required a three dimen-

sional response.

Divergent Response Pat.tern

Table XI only summarizes differences which were statistLca1-1-y

significant and r,¡hích did occur in the pilot and traditional group

responses to the items of the Geometrical Achievement Measure Experi-

ment. Six ltems (2,11, 13, 20, 24 and 25) revealed sígnificant

difference at the.05 1evel, and only one of Ëhese, Item 20, was Ín

favour of the traditional group. Three of the Items (2, 24 and 25)

showed that the pilot group responded much better to questions

relating to the strucLure of a miníature geometry than the traditional

group. For example, Item 25 was:

25. Suppose thaL the following two assumptions describe a
ttnev/tt geometry:
I There exist exactlv three distínct points.

II For any two distinct points, Ëhere exists a unique
line such that the two points are on Lhe line.

ilhich of the statements below do not rrfitil the descriptíon?

a) There exist three and only three distinct línes.

b) Each point lies on one and only one distÍnct line.

c) For each distinct line there exists a point not on
the 1ine.

d) At leas t t\.^/o points

e) For any two distinct
one point that ís on

1ie on the same distinct line.

línes, there exísts one and only
both 1ines.
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0n this item the pí1-ot group scored 44.2 per cent correct responses,

and the traditional group scored 33.6 per cent correct responses.

The difference between the two was signifícant at Lhe .05 level.

Item 24 was:

24. Consíder making a geometry which differs from plane
geometry" In this geometry, the terms alpha, beta, and
outersection are undefined terms (as point, line and
plane are undefined terms in plane geometry). The fo1-
lowing are three possible statements of this geometry:

I. Every beta contains at least two alphas.
II. The outersection of two betas consists of the co11ec-

tion of all alphas on either of the two betas.
III. Two betas outersect in but one a1pha.

i^lhich one of the statements below is true?

a) Statement II contradicts statement I.

b) Statement TIT is not necessary; it can be deduced
from statements I and II.

c) Statements I and II say the same things ín different
\À/ays .

d) Statement III contradícts statements I and II.

e) Statement III says the same thíng as statement II.

On this item the pilot group scored 35.8 per cent correct responses,

and the traditíonal group scored 23.6 per cent correct responses.

The difference, in favour of the pilot group, \.üas significant at Ëhe

.05 1eve1.

Item 2 also dealt wíth the characterístics of a miniature

geometry. This item \^/as:

2. irlhat may be saíd about the lines of longest length of
the new rrgeometryrr of question 1? Line AB is shown.

a) A line is infinite in length

b) There ís one line longer than
any others



c) There are four lines
than any others

There are two lines
than any others

No line or lines can
sidered the longest
system of geometry

d)

It required a response dependent upon the application of the sËated

defínition of a line to a model of a miniature geometry. In this

geometry, ít was essentí41 for the respondent to conceive that the

corner points \.^rere special elements which would maximize the length

of any line. 0n this item the pilot group scored 50.5 per cent

correct responses while the traditional group scored 33.6 per cent

correct responses. The dif ference r¡las significant at the .05 level-.

Student response to ftems 11 and 13 revealed that the pilot

group responded better than Ëhe traditíonal group to questions

related to the Lransfer of concepts learned in the geometrical

approach the students were following to novel sítuations requiring

e)

longer

longer

be con-
in thís

108

an effective method of attack. Item 11 was:

11. Consider the angles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 shown in the
diagram. tr^ihat is the sum of the measures of these angles?

a) 720

b) 540

c) 900

d) 1080

e) 360
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It required an organized algebraíc method of solution using two

facts: the sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to one hundred

and eighty degrees, and t\.,/o supplementary angles add up to one hund-

red and eighty degrees. Reference to Table XT indícates that the

pilot group scored 38.9 per cent correct Iesponses on Ttem 11, whereas

the traditional group scored 25.5 per cent correct responses. The

difference beEi,zeen the two was signifícant at the .05 level.

TABLE

STGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERNNCES BETI^IEEN

P]LOT AND TRADITIONAL

I t.em

2

11

13

20

24

25

PILOT

% Correct

PERCENTAGE CORRNCT RESPONSES OF

GROUPS ON GAIVß

50.5

38. 9

47.4

29.5

35.8

44.2

"" Indicates p(.05

TRADIT]ONAL

% Correct

Ltem 13 was:

13. Suppose that you were given an outline map with 6 coun-
tríes, L, M, N, O, P and Q as shown in the diagram'
SupposethatyouT,{ereaskedtopaintthemapwíth4dLrf-
erent col0urs so that no rv/o countries with a cofilmon

33. 6

25.5

32.7

43 .6

23.6

33.6

% Difference

lS. P:k:k

lJ . d:k:k

lQ, J r.J<

l{. l:Þk

ll . )t;t<

lQ. S:k>k



border were paínted with the
countries listed below could
co lour ?

a) Land0

b) LandM

c) Nand0

d) NandQ

e) 0andQ

Thís item also required a logical method of analysís in order to

select the correct response. The solution to it can be obtained by

following three primary elimínation steps in terms of the five

responses shown. Then by applyíng a notatíon devised to distinguish

the possible four colour combinations of the six countries it was

possible for the respondent to elíminate all answers excePt "(e)",

the correct solution.

An examination of Table XI reveals that the pilot group scored

47.4 per cent correct responses on Item 13, whí1e the traditional

group scored 32.7 per cent correct responses. The difference between

the Ewo was significant at the .05 1eve1'

Finally, on Item 20 the traditional group scored significantly

higher than the pílot grouP. This item was:

20. In triangle ABC, AB = AC, angle L= 46, and Segment BD ís
perpendicular to AC. Fínd the measure of angle DBC'

110

same colour. Whích of the
possibly have the same

a) 67

b) 90

c) 46

d) 23

e) 44
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Its solution required an applícation of the concepts concerning the

base angles of an isosceles triangle, Ëhe sum of the angles of a

triangle is equal to one hundred and eighty degrees, and the defini-

tion of a perpendicular. On this item the pilot group scored 29.5

per cent correct responses, and the traditional group scored 43.6

per cent correct responses. The difference vüas significant at the

.05 level. It was suspected that the traditional group had more

extensive experience with such quesËions, and this may have helped

them to achieve sígnificantly higher on this ítem.

ment Measure Experiment disclosed that it was the fourth best dis-

críminator between the two groups, pilot and tradítional, in this

study. In additíon, a discriminant function analysís of data

revealed that there \ÁIas a significant difference at the .01 1eve1 in

favour of one pilot class group in terms of achievement on GAME.

Although no other statistíca1ly significant differences rüere found

between any of the other groups, the analysis also disclosed a tend-

ency for the pilot class groups to score higher on this test than

the traditional class grouPs.

Cooperative Geometry

Fígure 2 íIlustrates the percentage correct responses of the

roral pilot (N=98), the total traditional (N=114), and the total

norms group to the forty items on Part I of Cooperative Geometry.

Pilot group responses are represented by a brolcen 1ine, traditional

group responses by a so1íd line, and the norms group by a dotted line.

Later, discriminant analysis of the test, Geometrical Achieve-
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Although the graph showed a

most of the ítems, there was

Items 5, 9, 12, L4, 18, 20,

tional groups.

Highest and Lowest Percentage ç_g_l_g_ç! Responses

An examination of Figure 2 revealed that 80 per cenË of both

pilot and traditional groups scored correct responses on thirteen

items. These items included from 3 to 11, !5, 26, 28, and 29. fn

additíon, 50 per cent of both groups scored correct responses on

twenty-five items. Consequently, compared to the results on the

Geometrica! Achievement Measure Experiment,, the COOP test \^zas easier

for both groups. This was probably because of the fact that it had

been structured as a standardized test for a broad populaËion of

secondary students. As a result, many of the beginning items were

quite easy to give most students some encouragement to attempt the

test. The content of the initial items lüas concerned with angle

relations and measures in triangles and in paral1e1 1ines. Several

items dealing with congruence properties r¡üere also included in the

beginníng items. Specifically the thirteen hígh-scoring items related

to supplementary angles, base angles of an isosceles triangle, sum of

the angles of a triangle, verËical angles, and the congruence proper-

ties for triangles. The success of both the pilot and traditional

groups in the above concept areas indicated that these aspects of

both programs were being achíeved very we11.

113

simílaríty of response by all groups for

a significant difference in response on

31 and 32 between the pilot and tradi-

Students of both the pilot and traditional groups obtained
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their lowest scores on Items 25 and 37. Item 25 was:

25. A line is drawn from the origin through each of the
following poinls. The steepesË line goes through which
of these points?
a) (2,7)
b) (4,7 )
c) (3,3 )
d) (6,2)
e) (10,1)

Item 37 was:

37.

In the figure above
of the shaded ri,ng?
a) 9r,l

b ) 5tíl
c) 4rl
d) 3d
e) îf

Both these items íncluded geometrical concepts whích were absent

from the pilot and traditional programs in geometry. There was also

little content in the items which would help the students in the

solution. Because of the lack of appropriate experience with

coordinate geometry and the area of circles it was not surprising

that both groups did poorly on these items.

Divergent Response Pattern

Table XII suimnatízes the statístical sígnifícance of the

difference beÈween the percentage correct responses on eight items

,40=AB=BC=1. trrlhat is the area
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by the total pí1ot and total traditional groups on Cooperative,

Geometrv. Three of the items were significant at the .05 1eveL,

while five of them were significant at the .01 level. Items 5, 9,

L4,31 and 32 revealed significant differences in favour of the

pílot groups, while ítems t2,18 and 20 showed significant differ-

ences in favour of the traditional groups. An analysis of the con-

tent of the above eight items disclosed that concepts relating to

TABLE XTI

S]GNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETI^TEEN PERCENTAGE CORRECT

RESPONSES OF PILOT AND TRADTTTONAL GROUPS ON COOP

Item

5

9

L2

L4

18

20

31

32

PIT,OT

% Correct

9L.6

96.8

77 .9

7 L.6

6L.L

29 .5

60. 0

44. 2

TRADIT]ONAL

% Corcect

Indicates p < .01

Indicates p q .05

81. 9

82.9

88. 6

60. 0

7 4.3

s3. 3

37 "7

23.8

% Difference

9.7:d(

lJ. P:k:k

10. 7*

I l. S:k:k

LJ. ¿^^

¿J.O^^

22.9rr

20 - 4':r



propertíes of triangles, congruences, angle relations, para11el

1ines, properties of polygons, and the logic and nature of geometri-

ca1 proof were ínvolved. For example, Item 20 was:

20. The statement,'rA figure is a triangle if and only if it
is a closed broken line figure having three sides," is
f) a definition
g) a theorem
h) an axiom
j) a conclusion
k) a falsehood

On this item, 29.5 per cent of the pilot group scored correct res-

ponses, while 53.3 per cent of the tradítional group scored correct

responses. The signíficant differences between the responses of the

t\,ro groups may have been caused by the different definítíons of

triangle used in the tradítional text and the modern text. Response

(f); the one designated as correct by the answer key; was 1ike1y

selected by the majority of the traditional group because of its

símilarity to the non rigorous definition of the traditional text'

A Fírst Course in Plane Geometry. 0n the other hand, the rigorous

definition of a tríangle contained in Geometry probably caused the

pilot group to eliminate (f) as a correc| response and select one of

the remaíning four resPonses.

Ttem 32 was:

116

32. Which of the fo1lowíng statements most directly supports
the assertion) "The hypotenuse of a right triangle is
longer than either 1eg?"
f) Two distinct points determine one and only one

straíght line.
g) The distance from a point to a line is the length

of the perpendicular from the point to the line.
h) The shortest line segment from a point to a line is

the perpendicular from the point to the 1ine.
j) The shortest distance between two points is a straight

1íne.



Correct responses \.Íere scored by 44.2 per cent of the pilot grouP

a¡,d 23.8 per cent of the Lraditional group. The difference between

Lhe two percentages I^7as signif icant at the .01 leve1. Both items

T¡rere concerned \,/ith togic and the nature of proof, so that the

results of the performance of the two groups \.^7ere inconclusíve in

this concept area on the t-t,io items.

1L7

There is one and only one perpendicular from a point
to a line.

k)

However, on t\^/o other related items

outperformed the traditional group. These

Item 9, which concerned the necessary and

congruent trÍang1es, \,7as:

u
J.

If only the facts above are gíven, by what authority is
$, ?QR congruent to A, StU?

a) SAS

b) ASA
c) SSS

d) AAA
e) SSA

Ttem 31, which was also concerned with the conditions for

congruencer was:

31. Which of the following should be proved equal ín order to
show that two parallelograms are congruent?
a) one pair of corresponding angles
b) one pair of corresPonding sides
c) two pairs of adjacent sides and the included angles
d) a pair of díagonals
e) two pairs of diagonals

of COOP, the pilot grouP

were Items 9 and 10.

suffícient conditíons for
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On the basís of student response to these tr'/o items, sígnificant at

the .01 1eve1, ít may be conjectured that Lhe pilot group was able

to respond better than the traditional group to certain items rela-

Eing to congruence situations.

On the other hand, the traditional group responded much better

than the pilot group to Item 12 which r¿as:

L2.

rn A PQR
angle PRQ.
f) 10:
s) 20:-
h) 25u

ii 4oo
k) 5oo

In addítion, the traditional grouPs also outperformed the pilot

group on ltem 18 which was:

18. If two angles of a quadrilateral are supplementary' the
other two angles are:
f) acute
g) obtuse
h) complementary
j ) supplementary
k) equal and supplementary

R

above,
SRQ

PR = PQ, angle Q = 4Oo, and RS bisects
= (?)

The difference between the responses of both groups to these items

as shown in Table XII, was signíficant at the .01 and.05 1evels

respectively. The solution to Item 12 required an aPPlication of

information about the propertíes of an isosceles triangle which also

included an angle bisector. The response of the traditional group

on this item supported an earlier conjecture made in regard to ltem 20



of the Geometrical Achíevement

that the traditional group was

angle measurement and isosceles triangles much better than the pilot

group. This also appeared to be the case on Item 12, with 77 per

cent of the pilot group and 88.6 per cent of the traditional group

scoring correct responses.

To answer Item 18 successfully required knowledge abouE the

sum of the angles of a quadrilateral and also about supplementary

angles. On this item 74.3 per cent of the traditional group and

61.1 per cent of the pilot group scored correct responses as shown

in Table XTII.
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Measure Experiment. It \Âras speculaËed

able to handle questions dealing with

Fina11y, on ltems 5 and 14 the pilot group outperformed the

traditional group. Item 5 was concerned with the area of a rectangle,

while Item 14 involved angle relations and parallel línes. Although

the differences in responses to the items \.^7ere significant aL the

.05 level, as indicated in Table XII, in favour of the pílot group,

both groups achieved quite well on the two ítems. At the same time,

there \^zas no apparent explanation for the differences in response

on the items.

Tn conclusíon, further examínation of Figure 2 tevealed that

the two groups, pilot and traditional, shared a similar response

pattern on most items to the norms group. This similarity indicated

that both groups r^zere satisfacËori1y achíeving those objectives which

f¡/ere measured by the c00P test when they were compared to the pub-

lished norms. Therefore, the results of Cooperative, Geometry
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paralleled the results on Geometrical Achievement Measure Experiment

in terms of the consistency of response for both the pilot and tradí-

tional groups. One interpletation may be that factors other Lhan

course content Trere operating to produce the similar results. How-

ever, on those items where the responses diverged significantly the

above discussion has attempted to reveal several strengths and weak-

nesses of both programs.

IV. DISCR]MTNANT ANALYS]S OF EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESIS IIT

To determine if significant differences existed between Ëhe

achievement and attitude of the pilot and traditional groups four

experimental tests were administered in May of 1967 to both groups.

The results of these Ëests provided information about nine experí-

mental variables. The data were processed by means of a stepwise

discriminant analysis in the manner which has already been described

to test the experimental hypoLhesis.

Specíf ícal1y, the hypothesis Lested r,^7as: No signif icant

differences exist between the means of each pilot and traditíonal

group on the following nine variables:

1. MAS-2

2. GAME

3. COOP

4. GAS-T

5. GAS-C

6. GAS-N

(Xf) - student attitude towards geometry

(Xù - s tudent

(x:) s tudent

(X¿) s tudent

(xs) - student

(XO) - student

achíevement on a

achievement on a

atËitude towards

attitude towards

needs in geome t

criterion test

standardized test

the text

course content

ry



7.

8.

o

cAS- rr (xl)

GAS-In (Xe)

GAS-Tot (Xg)

Class Comparison Groups

Table XITL sunrnarizes the post experimental means of the nine

variables for the five class to class comparison samples. Table XV

and XVII were construcËed to suÍmarize the same information for the

two mat.ched samples and the total group samples, respectively. ft

is necessary to refer to the mean scores in Tables XIII, XV, and

XVTI when analyzíng the results of the díscriminant function analysis

on the Ehree sets of comparison groups.

student ínterest in geometry

student involvement in geometry

total score of the five sub-tests

Table XVI was prepared to reveal the results of the discrim-

inant analysis for the five class to class comparison groups. In

this Tab1e, as in Tables XVI and XVIII, the data were arranged in the

best hierarchal rank of discrimination. In addition, the significance

of the contributíon of each variable combinaËion was shown in terms

of an F value which \,/as tested at the .01 and .05 levels.

L2T

An examination of Table XVI indicates that only one comparison

class sample, group II, contained significant experimental differences.

On the basis of the evidence the nu1l hypothesis must be rejected for

Group IT and accepted for groups T, III, IV and V in terms of the

nine variables. An inspection of the variable combinations for

group II in Table XVI shows one combination group \,üas significant

beyond the .05 leve1, and eight variable combinations vüere signifi-

cant beyond the .01 level. However, in terms of the five pre-experÍmental
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characLeristics there r¡rere no significant differences between the

pilot and traditional classes of group TI when all of the variables

\^/ere considered ín their total interactíon on each other. One

interpretation is that a differential treatment has occurred between

the two groups because of the Particular geometry program being

fo1lowed.

Reference to group II experimental mean scores in Table XIII

and the discriminant analysis of data in Table XVI reveals several

interesting statistically significant differences in characteristics

between the pilot and traditional classes. First, the pilot group

class attained highly significant better results on Cooperative,

Geometry and the Geometrical Achievement Measure Experiment Ëhan the

traditional c1ass. The differences in achievement between the

classes were significant at the .01 level and occurred on the two

tests which appeared to be the best discriminators for the experi-

mental data. However, the traditional class accepted the text in

their course and the course content more favourably than the pí1ot

class accepted their program. They also showed that they v/ere more

interested and involved in theír geometry course than the pilot

class was.

There were also certain changes which occurred in the charac-

teristics of the classes in group I and group IV during the course

of the experiment. At the beginning of the experiment, the pilot

class of group I had generally better mathematical ability and a

more positive atLitude towards mathematics than the traditional
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c1ass. However, the tradítional class of group I was significantly

more intelligent and had achieved better results in school mathematícs

than the pilot c1ass. A1so, an examinatíon of Table III showed the

grade nine mathematics mean score to be the best single díscriminator

between the pilot and traditional classes of group I. Consequently,

the fact that there \¡/ere no significant differences as far as GAME

and COOP variables r/ere concerned may be evidence that the pilot

class has ímproved in performance over the traditional class during

the experimental period. This conclusion is given added weight because

of the highly sígnificant correlation between 9MATH, GAME and COOP as

noted ín Table VIIT, Table IX, and Table X. Therefore, although the

Ëraditional class in group I had superior prior knowledge of mathe-

matics as measured by 9MATH, the pilot class in group I achieved just

as well on GAME and COOP. Consequently, it may be inferred that Ëhe

pilot geometry program did not do any harm Ëo the students in terms

of achievement) and may have been very effective for some of them.

With regard to the pilot and traditional classes of group T

there r.üas no significant difference between their accePtance of the

program being followed as measured by the Math Attítude Scale and the

Geometrical Attitude Scale. The pilot class did respond to mathe-

matics more favourably than the traditional class at the beginning

of the experiment, and this tendency, although not significant, \,^/as

noted on the sub-tests of the Geometrical Attitude Scale at the end

of the experiment. However, both classes stil1 responded to their

geometry texts and programs in a similar neutral manner. Therefore,

neíther program appeared to be encouraging a significantly favourable



student response to geometry.

In group IV if the fíve pre-experimental vatiables are consí-

dered together, as noted in Table IIT, then there are no significant

dífferences between the pilot and traditional classes. llowever, an

examinatíon of Table III revealed that a sígnificant difference

between the two classes did occur when the three variables of atti-

tude, achievement and mathematical ability v/ere considered as a com-

bination of discriminators. In this combinatíon it was Lhe differ-

ence in attitude which contributed most to the variance between the

ti,vo classes. lf thís variable is t.aken by itself without the effect

of the others then it reveals a highly significant favourable atti-

tude on the part of the traditional class of group IV at the begin-

níng of the experiment.

Reference to Table xvl shows that there \,üere no sÍgnifícant

differences on the níne variables between the pilot and traditional

classes of group IV. It was also apparent from an inspection of

Table XIII that the pilot class mean score on the MAS variable has

improved while the traditional class mean score has declined over the

experimental period. There I^/as a difference in favour of Lhe tradi-

tíona1 class on each of the sub-tests of the Geometrical Attitude

Sca1e, but it r¡¡as not sígnificant. Consequently, both geometríca1

treaËments have produced equivalent results for the pilot and tradí-

tional classes in grouP IV.

726

For groups fII and V, Table XVI shows no sígnificant differ-

errces in terms of attitude and achíevement. Both pilot and ttadí-

tional classes in each group responded to their texts and courses in
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the same mi1d1y favourable rray. Similarly, the mean achievement

scores of the four classes on the Geometrical Achievement Measure

Experíment and the Cooperative, Geometry tests were characteristic of

an average reaction to the items of each. At the beginning of the

experiment groups ITI and IV revealed no discernible differences

between the five discriminator variables for each of the pí1ot and

traditional classes. Thus, the classes of both groups l^zere compatible

at the start. In additíon, the classes of group III were taught by

the same híghly qualified and experienced Leacher. Therefore, it may

be concluded that both geometry treatments produced equívalent results

for the students in the group IfI and V comparison samples.

Matched Comparison Group

Tables XV and XVI sunnnarize tl;Le experimental mean scores and

the díscríminant analysis of results, respectively, for the two matched

samples selected from the total pilot and traditíonal groups. No signí-

ficant differences in attitude or achievement Ì,^rere recorded between the

L\^lo groups. However, if reference is made to the pre-experimental

characteristics of the Ewo, a definite trend is noticed in the data

analysis of Table XV. When the five pre-experimental characteristícs

\.^rere considered together, there vr'ere no signif icant diff erences between

the pilot and traditional matched samples. However, if the three varí-

ab1es, attitude toward mathematics, general intelligence and age are

considered in combínation, there r^ras a significant difference at the

.05 level, as noted in Table V. The pilot sample was a little younger

and more intelligent than the traditional sample, while the latter had



EXPERIMENTAL MEANS OF N]NE VARIABLES FOR TWO

MATCHED SA]"PLES

VARIABLE

MAS- 2 (xr)

GAME (xz)

cooP (x:)

GAS-r (x+)

cAS-c (xs)

GAS-N (xo)

cAs-rr (xz)

GAS-In (XS)

cAS-Tot (Xg)

TABLE XV

PILOT

N=30

oo. J

L0.6

151.0

43.6

38. 7

40.9

37 .8

39 .4

200.4

128

TRADITIONAL

N=30

a signíficantly more favourable attitude towards mathematics in the

beginning. At the end of the experimental períod there \Àzere no signi-

ficant differences between the two matched groups in terms of the

nine variables. The analysis of data in Table XVf reveals equivalent

results for both groups, so Lhat it may be conjectured that the

experímental geometry program has helped Ëo improve the attiLude of

the matched pilot group towards geometry.

69.6

10. 3

T4B .9

43.4

40.3

39. B

37 .5

40. 0

200 .9



TABLE XVI

DISCR]MTNANT ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENIAL RESULTS

Group

Matched
Samp 1e

Variable Combination

x3x5x9xgx txlx4xzxo

x3x5x9x8xlx7x4x2

x3x5x9x8x7xlx4

x3x5x9x8x1x7

x3x5X9$x1

x3x5x9x8

x3x5 x9

x:xs

X.
J

r29

Total

Tables XVII and XVIIT \Árere construcLed to show the experimental-

mean scores on nine variables and the discriminant analysis of results,

respectively, for the total pilot and total traditional groups. No

significant differences were found in terms of the analysis of data

for the two groups at the beginning or Lhe end of the experimental

period. Therefore, it must be concluded that both geometrical treaË-

ments produce equally effective results when the total pilot and the

L.216

L.394

7.609

1. 901

2. r55

2.4r9

2.502

1. 880

1.458

Pilot-Traditional Comparison



EXPERIMENTAL MEANS OF NINE VAR]ABLES FOR
TOTAI PILOT AND TRADITIONAL GROUPS

VARIABLE

},LAS- 2

GAME

COOP

GAS-T

GAS-C

GAS-N

GAS- ] L

GAS-In

GAS-Tot

TABLE XVIT

(xr)

(xz)

(x: )

(x, )'4'

(x- )'.f

(xo)

(xz )

(xe )

(xs)

PTLOT

N=98

65 .3

10. 0

148. 8

43 .4

39.2

39 .2

36.3

38.2

t96.3

130

TRADITIONAL

N= 114

total traditional groups are considered together.

65 .5

9.r

147 .6

43.2

39 .l

39. 1

36,3

38.4

196.0

In ChapLer V, the data were analyzed to determine whether any

signíficant differences in attitude and achievement existed between

the. pilot and traditional groups on five pre-experimental variables

and nine experimentaL varíab1es. Preliminary analysis of the pre-

experimental variables resulted in the selection of three represent-

ative comparison groups, five class to class comparison groups, one

SU}ß{ARY



GrouP Variable Combination F

DISCR]MINANT ANALYS]S OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Total Pilot X2x9X4x7X6X5X3X1X8
and

Traditional x2xgx4x7x5x5x3x1

x2x9x4x7x6xSx:

X2X9K4X7x6X5

X2X9X4X7X6

X2Xgx4x7

X2X9X4

xzxg

xz

TABLE XVIII

131

matched sample group, and one total pilot and total traditional com-

parison group.

The experimental dat.a used to comPare the groups were analyzed

by means of a correlatíon matrix, an item analysis of the two achieve-

ment tests and a discriminant function analysis of the major experi-

mental hypothesís. An examination of the correlation matrix revealed

that the testing devices measured consistently, and that many signi-

ficant correlatíons existed between the nine experimental variables

.606

.686

.7 47

.836

" 910

1.082

1.350

1.968

3.590
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for the total pilot-traditional sample. The ítem analysís of the

Geometrícal Achievement Measure Experiment and Cooperative, Geometry

disclosed that both groups L^Iere achieving the cognitive objectives of

their geometry programs very wel1. The results on both tests for

each group were so similar that it was suspected factors other than

course content \^/ere oPerable. However, an analysis of the percentage

correct responses Lo several items on each achievement test revealed

certain strengths and weaknesses of both the pilot and traditional

groups.

Tn addition, the basic experimental hypothesis vÍas anaLyzed by

means of a st.epwise discríminant function statistic to determine

whether there \^Iere any sígnificant differences in Ehe mean scores of

nine variables between the three pilot and traditional comparison

groups. The results of this analysis showed that both geometry

treatments produced equivalent results at the end of the experiment

for all comparíson groups except one. Ln thís exception the pílot

class achieved better than the Ëraditional one, while the traditional

group possessed a more favourable attitude tor,¡ards geometry than the

pi1ot. No other signíficant differences were discovered, although

there r^/as a general tendency for the pilot groups to improve in atti-

tude towards geometry over the course of the experiment.



Purpose of the Studv

The basic purpose of this investigatíon lüas to compare the

effecL of a pilot and a traditional geometry program on student achieve-

ment and attitude at the grade ten leve1. An examination of current

publications revealed that there r.ras a need for such investigations

because there \^ras a lack of experimental information abouË the effect-

iveness of new geometry programs. Consequently, it was a secondary

purpose of this study to supply appropriate experimental evidence

which would assist provincial curriculum planners in making a decision

on a ne\¡7 geometry program.

Part of the scarcity of informatíon about the effect of new

geometry programs \,üas caused by the unavailability of adequate testing

materials. Consequently, it became a subsidiary purpose of the study

to develop certain achievement and aLtitude instruments to test the

experimental hypo theses .

t,ñArtr,K vt

SIJ¡O{ARY AND CONCLUSTONS

SI]MMARY

Design of the Studv

Pí1ot and traditional geometry classes were selected on a rep-

resentative geographical basis from Manitoba schools who Ttere partici-

pating in the Moise and Downs geometry program. This selection

resulted in the formation of five class to class comparíson groups

with ninety-eight students ín the total pilot gloup and one hundred
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and fourteen in the total traditional group. Avaílable pre-experi-

mental information on five variables, âgê, mental ability, mathemati-

ca1 achievement, mathematical attitude and mathematical ability, was

used to establish the compatibility of the experimental and control

groups. In addition, two other comparison groups, a matched sample,

and the total pilot and total traditional groups, \^/ere used in the

analysÍs of nine experimental variables.

Form

Two preliminary tests, Sequential Tests of Educational Progress-

the class samples by the participating teachers. These tests provided

2Ã and Mathematics Attitude Scale - Form I were administered to

data on pre-experimental achievement and attitude, and also familíar-

ized the participants with the purpose and format of the experiment.

During the course of the experiment from September, 1.966 to May, L967,

the participating teachers attempted Ëo provide an educational class

environment which r/¡as compatible with the objectives of either the

modern or the traditional geometry treatment contained in the pre-

scribed texts. At the end of the experimental period, four tests

were administered to the classes by the teachers. Two of these,

Mathematics

designed to measure student acceptance of the geometry program in

terms of the text, the course content, student ínterest, student

Attitude Scale Form 2 and Geometrical Attitude Scale were

involvement and student need. The other tr,^¡o tests,

Achievement Measure

to measure student

In tota1, nine experímental

tests to compare the attitude and

Experiment and

achievement in

Cooperative, Geometry, were used

the geometry program.

variables were obtained from the

achievement of the three pilot and

Geometrical



traditional comparison groups.

Hypotheses Tested

In this section, the experímental hypotheses are restated and

the pertinent conclusions are srrinmarized below each one.

Hypothesis I

No significant differences exist between the percentage of
correct responses of students of the pilot group and students of the
traditional group on each of the items of the tv/o tests Geometrical
Achievement Measure Experiment and Cooperative, Geometry.

Test of Hypothesis I

Hypothesis I was tested by the applicatíon of a proportionality

test of significance using a z-statistic at the.01 and.05 levels of

signíficance. This statístic was applied to each of the percentage

differences between the percentage correct responses of both pilot

and traditional groups to the items of the Geometrical Achievement

Measure Experiment and Cooperative Geometry. 0n the basis of this

test Hypothesis T. was rejected for Items 2, 11, 13, 20, 24 and 25 oÍ.

the GeomeËrical Achíevement Measure Experiment at the .05 leve1 and

accepted for the remainíng nineteen items. Application of the same

test of significance to the items of Cooperative Geometry resulted ín

the acceptance of Hypothesis I for ltems 5, 9, L4,18 and 20 at tlne

.05 1evel and Items 12,31 and 32 at the .01 level. Hypothesis I

was rejected for the remaíning Lhirty-t\.^Io items of COOP.

Dis cus s ion

135

Both the pilot and

with the items of GAME, a

traditional groups experíenced dífficulty

device to test achievement level in terms
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of content which included the features of a miníature geometry, the

structure of a geometry, the nature of a proof and several congruence

concepts. The majority of items revealed that both groups rvere res-

ponding in a similar manner" Nevertheless, certain divergent res-

ponses did appear between the two, and these differences which were

statistically significant, are sufitrnarízed be1ow. It was noted that

the pí1ot group appeared to have a better understanding about items

relating to Ëhe structure of a miniaËure geometry than the traditional

group. There was also a significant difference between the pilot and

traditional groups on iLems relating to the application of geometrical

concepts to unique situations in favour of the pilot group. However,

on one item which required an applicatíon of the concepts concerning

the base angles of an isosceles Ëriangle, the sum of the angles of a

triangle, and the definition of perpendicular, the traditional group

outperformed the pilot group. Although no other signíficant differ-

ences were revealed, it was noted that all pilot groups tended to

score higher than the traditional groups on Lhe ítems of GAME.

The pilot and traditional groups also shor¡ed a similarity of

response on Cooperatíve, Geometry. 0n the total test, both groups

achieved as well as each other, and much better than they had done

on GAME. Compared to the norms group, Ëhe pilot and traditional

groups produced equivalent results whích indicated that both were

satisfactorily achieving certain content goals of theír geometry

programs. Nevertheless, significant differences in response between

the groups \rere noted on eight items of COOP. An examination of these
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revealed that the pilot group yíe1ded significantly hígher results

on items referring to congruence situations. On items dealing with

angle measurement and the properties of isosceles triangles the

traditional groups produced signifícantly higher scores.

However, the responses of the pilot and traditional groups to

all the items of GAME and COOP \rere remarkably consistent. Both

responded to the iËems in so similar a manner that it appeared as if

all students performed equally we11.

Hypothesis II

No significant correlations are to be found among the total
sample population, the Lotal pilot sample, and the total traditional
sample on the following eleven variables: (f) student attitude
towards geometry; (2) student achievement on a criterion test;
(3) student achíevement on a standardized test; (4) student attL-
tude towards the text; (5) student attitude towards course contenL;
(6) studenl needs in a geomeËry; (7) student interest in geometry;
(8) student involvement in geomeËry; (9) total score of five sub-
tests; (10) mental abilíty; and (fl) student achievement in
grade níne mathematics.

Test of HyPothesis II

Hypothesis II was tested by the application of a null hypo-

thesis about for each correlation coefficient, "I," on the eleven

variables at the.01 and.05 1eve1s. On the basis of this test

Hypothesis II was rejected for the total sample population, the total

pilot sample and the total traditional sample. The application of

the test revealed 53 significant correlation eoefficients for the

total sample, 49 for the pilot group and 43 for the traditional group.

Dis cuss ion

An inspection of the three correlation matrices for the total

pi1ot, total traditional, and total group revealed that almosL all



the intercorrelatíons \,{ere signif icant.

relatíons

indicated

ween the two achievement tests, COOP and

tests, GAS and MAS-2 \^/ere signif icant.

tions so that different characLeristics

by each set of tests.

The correlation coefficients for

among the sub-tests of the Geometrical Attitude Scale

that it measured consistentlY.

groups

whether
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The hígh1y signifícant cor-

were examined for dífferences. The intention was to determine

of both groups could be discovered. There rras a highly significant

or not an underlying trend in the developed charact.eristics

correlation between grade nine mathematics achievement and the other

ten variables examined for eaeh group. Consequently, it may be

speculated that certain attitudes and ski11s r¡Iere developed in the

mathematics programs of prior grades which helped to lead to success

in the grade ten geometry program. In addition, there appeared to be

a difference between the pilot and tradiLional grouPs in terms of the

total effect that prior achievement had on their aLtitude to geometry.

It was conjectured that the increase in significant correlations for

the pilot group revealed that previous success in grade nine mathe-

matics helped a student accept the pilot geometry course better than

it helped a student accept the traditional geometry program. Fina11y,

the signífícant correlation coeffícients between each of the ten vari-

ables and merÌta1 ability showed that the more intelligent students

The íntercorrelations bet-

GAME, and the two attitude

They were very low correla-

were probably being measured

the pilot and traditional

responded to text material and course content of both geometry prog-

rams more favourably than sLudents of lower ability.



No significanE mean differences exist between the students of
the pilot groups and the students of the traditional groups on the
following nine experimental variables: (1) student attitude towards
geometry; (2) student achievement on a criterion test; (3) student
achievement on a standardízed test; (4) student attítude towards
the text; (5) student attitude towards course contenl; (6) student
needs in a geometry; (7) student interest in geometry; (8) student
involvement in geometry; (9) total score of five sub-tests.

Test of HYPothesis III

Ilypothesis III \^7as tested by applícation of an F-test at the

.01 and .05 1evels of signíficance. The nu1l hypothesis was accepted

for class to class comparíson groups I, IIf, IV and V, the maËched

sample and the total pilot-traditional sample. Ilowever, Hypothesis

fTI was rejected for comparison group II. In this grouP a combina-

tion of nine variables v/as sígnificant at the.05 1eve1, and a combin-

ation of eight variables vüas significant at the .01 1eve1.

Dis cus s ion

Hypothesis III

Only comparison group II in the study contained significant

differences beEween the pilot and traditional classes. In thís group,

rhe oi 1ot class achieved better results on COOP and GAME than Ëhe

traditional class. The pilot class also perceived that their course

content met their needs better than the traditional class. 0n the

other hand, the traditional class in this group accepted the text

and course content more favourably than the pilot class. They were

also more interested and involved in their program than the pilot

class.
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Although no other comparison groups revealed any significant

differences in the experimental characteristics, one group showed
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that certain characteristics had changed during the experiment. The

pilot class in

mental period,

and COOP. In addition, the matched sample comparison group revealed

that the pilot sample had ímproved in altitude towards geometry over

the experimental period, so that the students in the pilot sample

accepted their text and course content as well as Lhe traditional

sample.

this group improved their achievement over the experi-

and achieved as 'nre11 as the traditional class on GAME

Because no other significant differences were discovered

except the one already indicated, the null hypothesis must not be

rejected for the other comparison groups. Consequently, it may be

speculated that both geometry treatments, fot the most part, have

produced equally effective results.

IT. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study show no consistent PatLern of super-

iority for either the pilot or traditional geometry Program in terms

of student achievement and attitude. fn all comparison groups except

one, equivalent results \,üere obtained by both treatments. The exceP-

tion revealed that the pílot class achieved better results than the

traditional class on GAME and @Q!, while the traditional group

aecepted their geometry program more readily. Other comparison grouPs

showed that the pilot grouprs attitude scores íncreased in value over

the experimental period, while the traditional group's attitude scores

declined. This fluctuation in attitude scores r^/as not statistically



signifícant. Tn addítion, the iotal pilot group achieved hígher

scores on GAME and COOP than the total traditional group. However,

the dif ferences between the two groups l,/as not signif icant.

The results of this study support and verify the findings of

similar studies ruhich have concluded that students taking a modern

geometry course do as well as students taking a traditíona1 geometry

program. fn the judgement of Manitoba mathematics teachers and

university professors the modern geometry program contained in

Geometry by Moise and Downs \^7as also more mathematically sound and

more compatible with the plesent and future needs of university-

oriented students. The fact that the modern course students learned

significant geometrical concepts not usual-1y treated in the tradi-

tional course, but which should be elements of a modern course, was

an added advantage for them. consequently, the modern geometry

program contained in GeomeËry should be consídered as an acceptable

alternatíve to the traditional university Entrance geometry Program

in Manítoba.

I]I. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

L4I

This study indicated that there is need for extensive research

into the formation of attitudes towards geometry and the effect of

attitude on geometrical achievement. Both groups in the investigation

displayed neutral to slightly positive attitudes towards geometry.

Nowhere in the data was there any indication of a strong positive

acceptance of geometry specifically, or mathematics in general. It
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may be speculated that both pilot and traditional groups would most

like1y have achieved a higher standard if they had a more positive

attitude towards geometry. Consequently, it ís suggested that Ëo

improve instruction in geometry methods must be discovered to increase

student enjoyment and acceptance of it. Further investigation should

be undertaken, then, to explore the relationshíp between attitude

towards geometry and factors such as teacher personality, student

personality, parental aspirations and encouragement, and student past

experience with mathematics. Results from such research may indicate

how student achievement in and attitude towards geometry can be

improved.

In terms of achievemenL the pilot groups in this study achieved

equal competence with the traditional groups ín one year's time.

However, further research will have to be undertaken ín this area Ëo

determine whether both groupst competence can be retained or improved

upon when the participating teachers have had more experience with the

pilot geometry.

There ís also a need for pilot. programs to be evaluated in

terms of experimental evidence so that it can be determined whether

or not their sËated objectives are satisfied by their programs in terms

of student needs. Although it is not possible to use a single test or

even a series of tests to measure the quality of a geometry program,

it is very helpful to use these measures to support the subjective

judgement required. Experimental evidence will help the curriculum

planner in his decision-making process, but it will not make the



decision for him. In the final analysis,

based on careful consideration of criteria

evaluation is necessary.

The need for experimental evidence on which to base that

judgement is obvious in view of the rapidly changing nature of

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS TO CURRICULUM PLANNERS

geometry programs. Other modern geometry programs must be considered

and subjected to exPerimental scrutiny. To improve geometry instruc-

t.ion in our schools Ëhe experimentation with pilot Programs must be

carried on in a continuous manner and with it appropriate evaluatíon.

This study has attempted to shor,r that it is possible to design an

experimental investigation which is capable of supplying some evidence

to assist in such an evaluation.

In the future, a sense of perspectíve should be maintaíned

when different geomeLry programs are being considered as suitable

al¡ernatives to currenL programs, There is a need for developing an

appropriate and thorough evaluation program in this and other areas

so that when changes are made in the program they are educationally

sound. It is recormnended to the Manitoba Mathematics Curriculum

Revisions Committee that initially they should concentrate on at

least three aspects of evaluation. First, educational goals approp-

riate to geometry must be ídentifíed by reference to some structure
1

such as Bloomts Taxonomy of Educational 0biectives.* secondly,

t43

a subjective judgement

which are relevant to the

lBenjamin S. Bloom (ed.), Taxonomy
Handbook I: CogniËive Domain (New York:

of Educational Obiectives
David McKay, L964).
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evaluatíon procedures, such as attitude scales and achievement

devices suited to specific outcomes must be examined for their approp-

riateness. Fina1ly, ways to facílitate and sustain the movement

to\,rards improved evaluation on the part of teachers, the university

and the Department of Educatíon must be considered. Such a program

requires concerted effort on the part of many educators to develop

adequate evaluation procedures, This is necessary now and in the

near future to provide effective guidelines for curriculum evalua-

tion and revision so that developing geometry programs wí11 be able

to meet the needs of Young PeoPle.
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SIGN]FICANCE OF

RESPONSES OF

Item

DIFFERENCES BETT^IEEN PERCENTAGE CORRNCT

PILOT AND TRAD]TIONAL GROUPS ON THE

TTEMS OF GAME

TABLE I

1

2

3
4
5
6

7

8

9

10
11
T2
13
L4
15
L6
17
1B

L9
20
2L
22
23
24
25

PTLOT

% Correct

52
51
3B
3B
39
55
73
4
65
54
39
32
47
¿+J

34
zo

1

36
62
29
3B
28
33
36
44

TRADITIONAL

% Correct

44
J4
35
35
47
46
73

6

59
46
25
27
33
4s
31
25

2

40
64
44
44
35
J¿

24
34

% Difference

B

lJfdt
J
aJ

8

9
0
2

6

0

tr
J

I+.'^
2

J

J

1

4
2

lJ:k:k
6

7

1

tl;:)<
lQ>k:'r

Indicates p < .05



SIGNIF]CANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETI^IEEN PERCENTAGE CORRNCT RESPONSES

OF PILOT AND TRAD]T]ON-A]- GROUPS ON THE ]TE}IS OF COOP

Ttem 
%

1

2
aJ

4
5
6

7

8

9

10
11
L2
13
L4
15

L6
L7
1B

L9
20
2I
22
23
z+
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
JJ

34
35
36
JI

38
39
40

TABLE I]

PILOT
Correct

a/,

64
9B

83
92
92
95
97
97
93
95
78
69
72
86
63
57
6T
79
29
51
42
49
L7

6
Q-7

35
81
85
6L
60
44
7T
I2
L4
39

4
36
28
13

TRADITIONAL
% Correct

92
51
94
B5

82
B4
92
97
B3
97
93
B9
77
60
9L
67
46
74
B1
53
44
+¿
s4
I6

1

B2
26
80
79
58
37
¿4
67
18
L4
46

4
31
31
15

155

% Difference

2

13
4
2

lQ:'s:'c

B

3
ô

t\zt<r:
4
2

11t'.
o

LZ^,'
5

4
11
lJ:k:k

2

¿4^,'
7

0
5
1

5

5
9
I
6

J

20':,
4
6

0
7

0
5
aJ

2

" Indicates

Indicates

P<.01

P<.05



Name

School

MATHEMATICS ATTTTUDE

Sex

Please fill in the information above before reading the ínstructíons'

This questionnaire contains a set of statements about Lhe mathematics
subjects you may be taking this year. You are to read carefully the

dirãctions for the following statements on page 2, and answer them

according to the directions given. This questionnaire asks about

your o\,ün attitudes and judgements. It is not a test, so it is-very
important that you ansvrer the questions according Ëo Your own feel-
ínls and judgements. After you read each statement earefully, it is
beãt to rn"r"r by giving your first impression or reaction and then
go on to the ,r.*i it"*. Remember, this questionnaire is concerned

;ith your attitudes, and it is important that. you answer according
; 

"nËt 
n* feelings. Feel free to ansrrer honestly and frankly' as

yo.riãr"*s r,¡ill be kept confidentíal and will not be used by any-

one in your school.

SCALE

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Clas s

Grade

L56

N0I^I

I^IHICH FOLLOI^Ï.

RN THE PAGE AND READ THE TNSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SET OF STATEMENTS
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Below are a number of statements pupils have made about mathematics.
Indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of these by
circling the let.ter whích represents one of the following exPressions.

Strongly Disagree (SD) Strongly Agree (SA)

Disagree (o) N"ither Agree nor Disagree (N) Agree (A)

1. I am always under a terrific strain ín a math SD D N A SA

class.

2. I do not like mathematics, and it scares me SD D N A SA

to have to take it.

3. Mathematics is very interesting to me, and SD D N A SA

I enjoy math courses.

4. Mathematics is fascinating and fun" SD D N A SA

5. Mathematics makes me feel secure, and at SD D N A SA

the same time it is stímulating.

6. My mind goes blank, and I am unable to SD D N A SA

thínk clearly when working math.

7.. I feel a sense of insecurity when attempting SD D N A SA

mathematícs.

B. Mathematics makes me feel uncomfortable, SD D N A SA

restless, irritable and impatient.

g. The feelíng that I have toruard mathematics sD D N A SA

is a good feeling.

10. Mathematics makes me feel as though ltm SD D N A SA

lost in a jungle of numbers and can't find
mY \¡/aY.

11. Mathematics is something which I enjoy a SD D N A SA

great deal.

12. When I hear the word math, I have a feeling SD D N A SA

of dislike.

13. I approach math r,¡ith a feeling of hesitation, SD D N A SA

resulting from a fear of not being able to
do math.

L4. 1 rea1ly like mathematícs. SDDNASA
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15. Mathematícs is a course in school which I SD D N A SA

have always enjoYed studYing.

16. It makes me nervous to even think about SD D N A SA

havíng to do a math Problem.

L7. I have never liked math, and ít is my most SD D N A SA

dreaded subject.

18. I am happier in a math class than in any SD D N A SA

other c1ass.

Lg. I feel aË ease in mathematics, and I líke SD D N A SA

it verY much.

20, I feel a definite positive reaclion to SD D N A SA

mathematics; it is enjoYable.



GENERAL DIRNCTIONS:

Please fill in the personal information on the answer sheet before
reading the directions.

This questionnaíre contains a set of statements about the geometry
you have been taking Ëhis year. You are to ans\^7er them according to
the directions given. This questionnaire asks aborlt your o\,ün atti-
tudes and judgements. IL is not a test, so it is very important that
you ansr^/er the questions according to your own feelings and judgements.
After you read each statement carefully, it is best to answer by
giving your firsË impression or reaction and then go on to the next
item. Remember this questionnaire is concerned with your att.itudes,
and it is important that you ans\^ler according to your o\,/n feelings.
Feel free to ans\.,Ier honestly and frankly, as your arÌs\,Íers will be
kept confidential and will not be used by anyorle in your school.

Below are a number of statements pupils have made about geometry.
Indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of these statements.
Blacken the space on the arrshTer sheet which corresponds with the letter
which represents one of the following expressions:
SD - Strongly Disagree
D - Disagree
N - Neither Agree nor Disagree
A - Agree
SA - Strongly Agree

MATHEMAT]CS ATTITUDE SCALE

(Geometry)

L59

1. f am always under a terrific strain ín a geometry class.

2. I do not like geometry, and it scares me to have to take it.

3. Geometry is very interesting to mer and I enjoy geometry courses.

4. Geometry is fascinating and fun.

5. Geometry makes me feel secure, and at the same time it is stimu-
1a ting.

6. My mind goes b1ank, and T am unable to think clearly when working
at geometry.

7. I feel a sense of insecuríty when attempting geometry'

8. Geometry makes me feel uncomfortable, restless, irritable and

imPatient.



9, The feeling that I have toward geometry is a

10. Geometry makes me feel as though Itm lost ín
and diagrams and can't find my way.

11. Geometry ís something rrhich I enjoy a great deal.

12. trr7hen I hear the word, rrgeometry," I have a feeling of dislike.

13. I approach geometry with a feeling of hesitation, resulting from
a fear of not being able to do it.

L4. I rea1ly like geometry.

15. Geometry is a course in school which f have enjoyed studying
this year.

16. It makes me
ques tion.

L7. I have not
subj ect.
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good feelíng.

a jungle of letters

18.

79.

20.

nervous to even thínk about having to do a geometry

I am happier in a

I feel at ease in

I feel a definite

1íked geometry this year, and

geometry class than ín any other class.

geometry, and I like it very much.

positive reaction to geomeLry; it is enjoyable.

it is my most dreaded



DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO

GEOMETRICAL ATTITUDE SCALE

EXPERIMENTAL FORM A

GENERAL

The following statements are related to your work in the geometry
course you are taking this year. These statements are presented as

opiníons rather than facts. As opinions, they are neither right nor
\¡rrong. Thís is not a test but a device to determine how you feel
about your course in geometry. In the items that fo11o\^/ you are
asked to gíve your honest opinion by scoring the appropriate section.
Score the item as it first impresses you.

Tndicate what Vou believe rather than what you think you should
believe. Blacken the space on the ans\^7er sheet which corresponds
with the 1eËter which represents one of the following expressíons:

DIRECTIONS:

SD

D

N

A
SA

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

L6L

The above five exPressions are

Remember, there are no right or \,\7rong answers. The purpose of Ëhis
test is to obtain your opinion. All statements refer to the geometry
course you are taking this year. Tf you are really undecided as to
your feelings on a statement' score it with an N.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOI(LET UNTrL YOU ARE TOLD TO q0 S0

levels of agreement and disagreement.
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1. r can reaci my geometry text with no difficulty. Most of the
vocabulary used is easy to understand and use.

2, The topics I have studíed this year in my geometry will be of
little use to me in the future.

3. r pay more attentíon in geometry classes than in other classes
because f am interested ín the topics rre are studying.

4. T think that my geometry textbook helps to give adequate explan-
ations, so T know how to solve the exercises which follow.

5. Most of the questions and problems in my geometry text are use-
fu1 and beneficial. They help me undersËand the course.

6. f would rather have t.aken another geometry course this year than
the course of study we had.

7. inlhen T study a topic or section in my geometry course, I can
usually see why it is important for me to study ít.

8. I have done only a few of the geometry questions and problems on
my orrn or with the help of fe11ow sLudents or parenls, etc. this
past year. My geometry teacher has had to work out most of the
solutions, before T rea1ly understood them.

9. I am not interested in taking a geometry course like this one
next year, but would rather take almost any other subject.

10. I think \^re spent too much time in class on some topícs in the
course this year and rushed too quickly over other topics.

11. Too much time is devoted to the study of geometry and not enough
time to the study of other subjecLs.

L2. Because of my interest in geometry, f normal-ly spend more time on
my geometry homework than ín other subjects.

13. Because of the difficulty of this geometry course, I find that I
have to spend more time on geometry homework than in other sub-
jects.

L4. I r.^¡ish those who develop courses and select texts i¿ould ask me
what I thought I needed to learn in geometry. I think I know
what I would like to study for my future work.

15. I think the course in geometry is too difficult for me.

16. In general, I think I am learníng things from my geometry course
that will be of value to me.
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L7. T think the geometrical work thai I have done ihis year has

begun to make me think as I ímagine a mathematician thinks.

18. I am confused by special geometrical terms, such as hypothesis,
conclusion, converse, etc., in my course.

Lg. f dislike doing the supplementary problems suggested in the text.

20. Most of the topics I am taking in my geometry course are those
I would like to study more deeply at some future time.

21. I spend more tíme studying geometry than I do any other subject.

22. The geometry course covers too much material. We do not Spend

enough time on any one topic for me to understand it.

23. f would like to help presenL soluEions to theorems and problems
to my classmates on the topics we study in geometry.

24. I have to be forced to do my geometry homework.

25. T get litt1e satísfaction from doing geometry.

26. My geometry text is very informative. Enough information is
given on most topics, so that I can understand the main ideas.

27, The author(s) of my text has made the content interestíng and

easily understood.

28. The geometry course that I am takíng is more diffícult than the
course in geometry that other students are taking.

29. I think the text is too compact and too congested, making for
heavy reading.

30. I often notice in things around me applications of some of the
geometrical concepts I have sËudied this year.

31. I think the exercises in the next serve no useful purpose and

are merelY busY work.

32" I frequently read other texts and reference books in order to
understand the material in my geometry course'

33. I seldom know what I am supposed to do, after the assignment has

been made, during work periods in a geometry class'

34. I would like to have my geometry cours e organízed so that I could
do more ttdiscoverytt roork on my o\^/n.



35. I usuall-y look forr.'ard to m1z geometr)¡ classes.

36. The knowledge T have gained in my geometry course gives me a

real feeling of accomplishment.

37. I believe my vocabulary of geometrical terms has improved consi-
derably this year.

38. I find the questions and problems in my geometry text too diffi-
cu1t.

39. There is not enough time given in class to really understand
things firmlY.

40. I like the way the material is presenËed in my geometry course
so that, often, I can make guesses and then test them to see
whether or not I'm right.

4I. I can usually fo11ow the steps in the example proofs ín my text.

42. T think the use of pícËures and diagrams in the text helped me

to understand the ideas of geometry.

43. There are Íar too many unimportant. defínitions that we have to
1earn.

44. T dislike having to use geometrical language in such a precíse
and exact waY.

45. I consider my geometry course du11 and uninteresting.

46. I am stimulated by geometry because I can ask "off-beatrr questíons
or disagree with accepted reasons for doing things.

47. Most of the time \^re are allowed to find the answers for ourselves
in geometry class.

48. I really became interested ín geometry thís year because it
introduced me to an t'adventureil that was enticing and satisfying.

49. There was little chance to become bored with the routine in my

class. Somethíng different was always "popping - up".

50. This year f resisted any attempts t.o get my interest aroused ín
geometry, and refused to vrork hard so that I performed poorly.

51. I had particular difficulty this year wíth geometry' because I
could not merely reLy on my memory as much to get me through.

52. 1 see little reason for giving anyone a geometry course.

L64
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53. I sti11 hate math. Geometry ís really a bore.

54. In my previous years of math, as limited as they are, I have
never had the opportunity to Ëhink out the ansrders for myse1f as

I have had in geometry this Year.

55. This year I felt as if T were rea11y participaLing in geometríca1
rrdíscoveries. rr

56, The geometry course aroused my interest So that I want to know

more about geometry.

57. In geometry, this year, I encountered a systematic way of think-
ing which helped to make me aT'^7are of the pol{er of my own mind'

58. I found 1itt1e worth knowing in geometry.

59. My text requires too much detailed reasoning to prove the questions.

60. This year I learned that geometry is a living, growíng product of
mants mind, not a "bag of tricks" thought up centuries ago'



R.I^i. C.

GEO}4ETRICAL ACHIEVE}MNT MEASURE EXPERIMENT

Form - 2

General fnstructions:

This is a test of how well you understand and can apply
learned abouL mathematics. You are to read and try t.o

these questions, even though some of the questions may
you have not yet studied.

Do not make any marks on the test booklet ítself.

You are to indicate your answer only on the Answer Sheet.

Do your figuring only on the scratch paper you have been given.

First, print your name, room number, school and birthdate in the
spaces províded on the Answer Sheet.

Now, read carefully the test procedures given be1ow.

Test Procedures:

Read each item carefully and completely, think about the
problem and do any figuring you want on the scratch paper.

.) Read the alternative ans\^/ers carefully and select the one
correct ansr^/er f or each ques tion.

L66

what you have
ansr,,7ef each of
be about thíngs

fndicate your ans\^rer on t.he Answer Sheet by blackening the
space which corresporÌds with the answer you selected. Be

sure that the row in which you mark the answer has the same

number as the question. If you wish to change an ans\.üer'
be sure Lo erase the previous ansr,üer completely.

Since your score depends upon the number of correct ans\n/ers
that you mark, you should try to ans\^zer each questíon. How-
ever, do not spend too much time on any one tiem. If you
have difficulty determining the correct ans\,¡er, make the most
careful guess you can and go on to the next item. If you
finish before time is ca11ed, you can go back and work on the
items that were more difficult. Try to do as well as you can.

4.

If you have any question about what you are to do, ask your teacher
nO\À7.

Do not begin working until the teacher te1ls you to start.
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Consider a rrgeometry" which is slightly dífferent from the one
you have studied. In this geomeËry all points in space must lie
on or within a square, and not outside it. A line is defined as

a segment which has its end points on opposite sides of a square.
Line AB is shown below. I^Ihat may be said about the lines of
shortest length ín this geometrY?

l.

(a) All lines are infinitely long

(b) One line is shorter than any

(.) There are an infinite number

(d) There are four lines shorter

(e) All lines are of equal length

t What may be said about the lines of longest length
Itgeometryt' of quesEÍon 1. Line AB is shown.

(") A line is infiníte in lengLh

(b) There is one line longer than any others.

(c) There are four lines longer than any others.

(d) There are E\^/o lines longer than any others.

(e) No line or lines can be considered the

longest in this system of geometry.

in length.

others.

of shortest lines.

than any others.

ín the square.

Consider the rtgeometryrr of questions L and 2. All points in the
space must 1íe on or wíthin a square, and not outside it. A

line is defíned as a segment which has its end points on opposíte
sides of a square. A triangle is defined as the union of three
distinct 1ines, each of which intersects the other two. Which
of the fígures below does not represenl a triangle?

(")

of the new

(b)

N

(c) (d) (e)
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Consider the "geometrytt of questions 1, 2 and 3. In the diagram
below MN is a line as defined in this geometry. fn this same
geometry, two lines are defined as paral1e1 if they do not inter-
sect one another. How many lines can be drawn through poínt P

which are parallel to line loï?

(a) An infinite number 
ivl

(b) Only one

(c) Exactly two

(d) Exactly four

(e) None

tr Consider the following four statemenLs:
1) If a triangle has two sides equal, then it is ísosceles
2) If a triangle has two angles equal, then ít is isosceles.
3) Statement 1 is a theorem if one can prove it using statement

2 as the defínition of an isosceles triangle.
4) Statement 2 Ls a theorem if one can prove it using statement

I as the definition of an isosceles triangle.

Which one of the assertions below is correct?

(a) Statements 1 and 2 say the same thing.

.P

(b) Both statements 3 and 4 are true.

(c) Both statements 3 and 4 are false.

(d) Statement 3 is true, but statement

(e) Statement 4 is true, but statement

N

6. Triangles ABC and BCD contain a conrnon side, segment BC. Seg-
ments AB and BC are equal sides of triangle ABC, and segments
BC and BD are equal sides of tríangle BCD. ilhich of the fo11ow-
ing statements correctly expresses the relationship between
triangle ABC and triangle BCD?

(a) They are congruent by SAS.

(b) They are congruent bY SSS.

(.) They are corì.gruent bY ASA.

4

3

is fa1se.

is false.



(d) They are congruent by SSA.

(e) They are not necessarí1y congruent.

The figure below represents a three dimensional cube.
the hypotenuse of right triangle GFC?

(a) segment GF

(b) segment GC

(.) segment FC

(d) segment DH

(e) None of the above

8. The figure below represents a three
GC is an ínternal diagonal which is
is the altitude of triangle GDC?

(a) segment GD

(b) segment DC

(c) segment DX

(d) segments GD, DC, and DX

(e) None of the above
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9. How

(a)

hlhat ís

many triangles

8 (b) 7

dimensional cube. Segment
perpendicular to DX. What

10. The numbers below represent the measures
s ides of dif f erent triangles . tr^Ihích s et
be used to construct a triangle?

are there

(c)

-- I ;_ __ ¡ol
-- lx-
rt I/

(a) L, 1, 1

(d) 1, 2, 1

in the figure below?

9 ^ (d) 6
A

(b) 3, 4, 5

(e) 4, 2, 3

E-
of each of the three
of measures could not

(.) 10

(c) 2,2, I



i1. Consíder the angles 1, 2, 3, 4,
What is the sum of the measures

(a) 720

(b ) s40

(c) 900

(d) lo8o

(e) 360

L2. In the figure segment AB is equal in
additional informatíon is sufficient

5 and 6 shown in the
of these angles?

2 are equal in measure?

(a) Angle 5 is a right angle.

(b) Angles 1 and 6 are equa1.

(.) Angles 4 and 5 are both right angles

(d) Angles 3 and 6 are equa1.

(") No additional information ís needed.

diagram.

13.
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Suppose that you were given an outline map wíth 6 countries, L,
M, N, O, P and Q as shown in the diagram. Suppose that you were
asked to paint the map with 4 different colours so that no tl^Io

countries with a cofitmon border were painted with the same colour.
l^Ihich of the countries listed below could possíbly have the same

co lour ?

lengLh to segment AD. trrrha

to prove that angles 1 and

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(")

and

and

and

and

and

o

L4. Where on the earthts surface
one mile East, then one mile
place? Assume that the earth

o

a

a

carL a person go
South to return
ís a sphere.

one míle North, then
to his starting



(a) At the equator

(b) Anywhere along the

(c) At the North Pole

(d) At the South Pole

(e) Anywhere along the

15. If a triangle has 2 acute angles, then the third angle is not a

right angle.

(a) The statement is true, but its converse is false.

(b) The statement is true, and the converse is true.

(") The statement is false, but the converse is true.

(d) The statement is false, and the converse is false.

(e) None of the above are correct.

Arctic Círcle

Tropic of Capricorn

16. Given the following fígure,

(a) Angle C ) Angle ADE

(b) Angle AEB < Angle C

(.) Angle ADE < Angle C

(d) Angle AED > Angle ABD

(e) Angle ADE = Angle AED
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17. If x, y, a, and b are
diagram, which of the

which statement
A

(") x*

(b) x*

(c) x+

(d) x*

(e) x*

Y=2b-a

y=a*b

Y=2a+b

Y=b-a

Y=3b-3a

is correct?

rn measule

measures of the angles índicated in the
following is a correct statement?



18. fn the f igure if ¿x
ments is correct? (*,

(a) ¿y

(b) .¿. y

(c) (-1)

(d) ¿.y

(e) ¿x

+ ¿z

+ ¿.x

(¿-*

_ ¿y {rr,y, and z ate

)t"
( ."
- zø1
(.,

+¿y

19. fn the fígure below, the measure of Angle B is 4 times the measure
of its supplement Angle A. Ifhat ís the measure of Angle B?

(a) 36

B

¿_x

¿z

which of the
measures of

(b) 72 

-------7 
^

-/(.) 108 ,/
(d) r44

(") 180

(-L) ( z. z)

following state-
angles )

20. Tn triangle ABC,
dicular to AC.

(a) 67

(b) eo

(c) 46

(d) 23

(e) 44

172

AB = AC, angle Ã = 46, and segment BD is perpen-
Find the measure of angle DBC.

Questíons 21, 22 and 23 refet to the three dimensional figure
below. Points B, E, and C are coplanar, that is they lie in
plane F. A and D 1ie on opposite sides of plane F, segment CE

is perpendicular to segment AD, AE = ED and AB = BD.



2I. I^lhich of the following set of statemerìts can be proved from the
information given?

I. TrÍangle EDB is congruent to Triangle EAB.

II. Angle BEA is the same size as Angle BED.

III. The measure of Angle BED = 90.

(a)

(d)

22. Which statements can

I. The measure of

Il. The measure of

III. Triangle AEC is

I

I and TTI
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(b) I and II

(e) None of them

(a)

(d)

be proved from the given information?

Angle AEC = the measure of Angle DEC.

Angle CAE = the measure of Angle DCE.

congruent to Triangle DEC.

23. tr^lhích of the following set of statements can be proved from the
information given?

I. AC = DC.

I

IT

and II

and TfI

(c) f, II and III

IL Triangle ABC is congruent to Triangle DBC.

III. The measure of Angle BAC = the measure of Angle BDC.

(b) I and IIl

(e) None of them

(a) I, II and III

(d) I and IIr

(") I, II and ITT

(b) I (")

(e) None of them.

T and II
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24. Consider making a geometry which differs from plane geometry. Tn
this geometry, the terms alpha, beta, and outersection are defined
terms. (as point, líne and plane are undefined terms in plane
geometry). The following are three possible statements of this
geometrY.

I. Every beta contains at least two alphas.

IT. The outersection of two betas consists of the collection of
all alphas on either of the two betas.

ITI. Two betas outersect in but one alpha.

i^lhich one of the statements below is true?

(a) StaEement II contradicts statement I.

(b) Statement III is not necessary; it can be deduced from
statements I and II.

(c) Statements I and II say the same things in different \,¡ays

(d) StaEement III contradicts statements f and II.

(e) Statement III says the same thing as statement Il.

25. Suppose that the following 2 assumptions describe a I'ne\n¡" geometry.
I. There exist. exactlv 3 distinct poínts.

II. For any 2 dístinct points, there exists a unique line such
that the tlvo Points are on the line.

i{hich of the statements belor¡ do not rrfitrr the description'

(a) There exisL three and only three distinct lines.

(b) Each point lies on one and only one distinct 1ine.

(c) For each distinct line there exists a point not on the line.

(d) At least two points lie on the same distinct line.

(e) For any two distinct 1ines, there exists one and only one
point that is on both lines.



I Which of the foilowing are measures of a pair of
supplemeutarY angles?

A 180o, l80o

B 40o, 50o

c 60o, 60o

D 60o, 120"

E 90o,270o

I

GeorTaefn'y I

PAR,T

The area formula A : bh, where b is th-e-base

unJ ii ir the height, applies to which of the foilow-
ing figures?

40 snmüs?{,stes

ç
å

' circle

Hn
traPezoid

KAU
pentagon

"À

triangle

J

D
parallelogram

In the flgure above, if RS is a straight line and

IPQS : 30", then ZPQR : (?)

A 150

B 30"
c 600

D 900

E 1500

In the figure above, lines AB and CD are crossed

by line Ép. zgCS and IEHD are known as

F vertical angles

G complementarY angles

H alternate interior angles

J corresponding angles

K exterior angles

Go on to the next page.
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A1l of the following rectangles have equal areas
exccpt

t2Bn'Ft ll'+"24
2

Ell'lltt
Ç ll,.Itt

3

,L.Án
If, in the figure above, the measure
times the measure of lP and if x
v:(?)
F8
G12
H24
J36
K72

ln the figure above, QP and QR are tangent to ir

circle with center at O. Ii IPQR : 70o, lhen
lsQR : (?)

A 20"
B 300

c 35"
D 450

E 1400

--)-

oflQis3: 24, thert

In APQR above, PQ : PR, and lR
rQ : (?)

F 20"
G 350

H 400

J 700

K 1100

:70o.

Ifonly the facts above are given, by rvhat authorttl'
is APQR congruent to ASTU?

A SAS
B ASA
C SSS

D AAA
E SSA

Go on to the next Pagc.
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10

On straisht line MN above, IRSN : 80o and
IPON å 74".lly rvhich of the following amounts
nlui ungte PQÑ be increased in order that PQ
wiil be parallei to RS?

F60
G 100

H 16"

J 800

K, 1060

11 Following are the distances, in inches, of five
points from the center of a circle:

Point A - 1.75
Point B '2.01
Point C - l'01
Point D - 2.00
Point E ' 1.50

If the radius of the circle is 2 inches, which point
lies outside the circle?

A Point A
B Point B
C Point C
Ð Point D
E Point E

I3 Which of the following is an isosceles right
triangle?

A ,/\/\
/\/\

Æs" zs\

/oo" ooh

A
itl \ u

/\,/\
Á¡o'¡dÀ '^' +5\

^z'\Æo' \

t2

In APQR above, PR : PQ, angle,Q : 40o, and
RS biseòts angle PRQ. ISRQ : (?)

F i00
G 20"
FT 25O

.y 400

K 500

FH
In the figure above, AB ll CD, and EF and GH are

straight-iines. Which of the following is true?

F f:q
G f:u
FI f : N

J f :x
K f:k

15

In the figure
straight lines,

A 40"
B 500

c 800

D 900

E 1400

above, lQ :
and ISRT :

90o, QS and PT arc
40". tP : (?)

Go on to the next Page.
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Shown above are three spokes from the center ofa
wheel. The sum of the lengths of these spokes is
how many times the length of the diameter of the
wheel?

FI
G 1.5

H2
J 2.5
K3

-5-

At 4 o'clock, thc size ol the angle lbr¡lccl by tlte
minute hand and the hour lland of a clock is

19

r7

A 300

E 45"
c 600

D 900

E 1200

Thc statenrcnt. "A figure is ¿¡

if it is a closed broken line
sides," is

F a definitio¡r
G a theorem
H an axiom
J a conclusion
K a falsehood

In the figure above, PS I QT, aR --L SS 
: 3,

and ST 
-: 4. Arrange PQ, PR, and PT in order

of size, beginning with the shortest.

A PQ, PT, PR
B PT, PQ, PR
C PR, PT, PQ
Ð PR, PQ, PT
E PT, PR, PQ

2l

If two angles of a quadrilateral are supplementary,
the other two angles are

F acute
G obtuse
H complementarY
J supplementary
K equal and supplementary

i.riangle if artti only
fìgure liaving threc

In the circle above, chord AB is l2 inches long
and 8 inches from center O. What is the length, in
inches, of the radius of the circle?

A V-AO

810
C "/ÑÐ16
E20

Go on to the next Page'
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'I'he length of the base and of the altitude is given

in each"of the following isosceles triangles' The
vcrtex angles in ali the triangles are equal except in

G
A

A
Lil

6
K

A/l\/i\
4

A
2

Which of the following statements concerning the
ciiagonals of a square is (are) true?

I. The diagonals are equal.
IL The diagonals are perpendicular.
llI. The diagonals bisect each other.

A II only
B i and II onlY

C I and III onlY
D iI and III onlY

E I, II, and III

A line is drawn from the origin tlirough each ol
thc following points. The steepcst line goes

tlirough which ol these Points?

A (2,7)
B (4,1)
c (3,3)
Ð (6,2)
E (r0, i)

What is thc perinreter of a rectangle if the distance
around three of its sides is 8?

F6
G8
F{9
Jt2
K It cannot be determined from the information

given.

For which of the following triangies can the
value of x be determineC?

u

27

in the figure above, FGHD is a parallelogram'
Which oi the following statements is a condition
rvhich implies that FGHD is a rectangle?

F DF: GH
G IHDG : IDGF
H IHDF : IDHG
J IHDF and IDHG are suPPlementary.
K HF and DG are perpendicular bisectors of

each other.

A. I oniy
B II only
C III only
D I and II only
tr I, II, and III

Ii

Major premise: Two lines in the'same plane
ar"'paràUel if and only if they have no point
ln common.

Minor premise: Line AB is parallel to line CD.

Conclusion: ?

F AB and CD have no Poìnt in common.

G AB and CD have only one point in common.

H AB and CD have two points in common.

J If another line RQ crosses AB, then RQ can-
not be parallel to CD.

K There are many iines in space parallel to CD.

III

Go on to the ncxt Page'
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In thc fisurc abovc, ABC is a triangle and BD: CE'
Trianglõs BCD and CBE are

A congruent bY SSS

B. congruent bY SAS

C congruent bY ASA
D similar bY SAS

AæC

E not necessarily congruent or similar

I0

-1-

Which ol the f ollorving st¿ìtenlciits I'llost ciircc-tly

supports the assertion, "Tllc h¡'¡lotcrrusc of it

riglit trianglc is longer than citìre r icg"?

F Trvo clisiinct poiilts clcterl.t-tinc onc and orliy
one straight line.

G The distance fl'om a point to a lirrc is ihc
length of the perpendicul¿ir l'¡-orlr tlic ¡l'riltL
to the line.

H The sliortest line scgnrent from a point to
a line is the pcrpcnclicular lron-r thc poirit
to the li¡rc.

J The shortcst distancc bctwcen trvo points is

a straight line.
K There is olle and only one perpendicular

from a Point to a line.

In the figure above, ii CA : CB and ED-:.EB'
ih";';li"h oi th" following can be concluded?

F CA must be Parallel to ED

G CA cannot be Parailel to ED

H AABC is equilaterai
J ABDE is equilateral
K, AD: CE

Which of the foliowing should be pro-ved equal

in order to show that two parallelograms

are congruent?

Ä One pair of corresPonding angles

B One pair of corresPonding sides

C Two pairs of adjacent sides and the included

angles

D A pair of diagonals

E Two pairs of diagonals

33

31

Y

F

S

If each division of the grid in the figule above

ieorese¡rts one foot and if SR is paraliel to the

Xlaxis, what is the area, in square leet, of PQRT U S ?

A15
830
c36
D42
E60

Trvo regular polygons having the satne.ru¡rrber of
si¿es tra"ve arèasïhose ratio is 9 to 4' What is the

ratio of their perimeters?

F 3to2
G 9to4
H 27tol2
.I 81 to 16

K It cannot be determined from the infornririiorr
given.

l

R

U T

Go on to the next Page.
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ln the figure above, the bisectors of angles EDF
and FED intersect at G. If the number of degrees

in lF is n, then the number of degrees in lG is

nA,

B go-\,

C 90*n

D eo+å

E 180 -;

37

36

In the figure above, OA : AB : BC : I' What
is the area of the shaded ring?

A 9¡r
B 5tr

C 4it
Ð 3zr

E7r

H5\'
In the tiapezoid above, the perimeter equals 37,

EF : 8, and HG : 5' Find the area.

ñ 13L\ z
f r 't L

iir

60

120

370

G

In the triangle above, if 60 < y 5 i00, then

F 0(x(60
G 405x<80
H 60(x<100
J 60lxs10o
K 80(x<120

Go on to the next page.
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In the fìgure itbÒvc, 61ç * olnn a¡rci AY * Jrne'
JJ

Which of the following statements are true?

Ir. xY:;BC

II. XY is parallel to BC

IIi. Area AAXY : I ur"u AABC

iV. Area AAXY : ! ur"uAABC

I and iI onlY

II and III onlY

I and III onlY

I, II, and III onlY

I, II, and IV onlY

-9-

How many sides has a regular polygon ii'each of
its interior angles has a r¡casure of l70o?

F10
G34
i{ 36

J 144

K 170

}\
Þ

Ð
E'

If you finish before time is called, Iook over your work

on this part. Do not go on to Fart II until you are iold to'

14rf /'/'\a\ fr'\ 'l\ ¡l it :i:--r Ic"/lVi o


